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TO THE COLLECTORSj
A WORD ABOUT

The A. C. Gies Collection of

HALE DOLLARS
It will interest you to know that Mr. Gies is

the oldest living collector, and one of the most
ardent students of Numismatics since 1864.

He had collected many interesting series, but
the foremost of all his collections have been the
half dollars, which are being offered to you in

this Sale.

The collectors will have an opportunity to

obtain rare die varieties that are seldom offered,

many of which are being described for the first

time.

We might add that this is possibly the largest

collection of half dollars ever sold at public sale

at one time in the history of Numismatics.

When Mr. Gies became interested in half

dollars, he naturally referred to the Hazeltine
Type Table, but he discovered so many new
varieties that he assigned these to his own
numbers.

We are very proud to conduct this Sale, and
feel reasonably sure the collectors will use this

catalog as a reference guide.

—STAGK’S.



LIST OF PRICES REALIZED

AUCTION SALE

October 19th, 1940

CATALOGUED AND SOLD BY

32 West 46 Street, New York City, N. Y.

I .ot No. Bid Lot No. Bid Lot No. Bid Lot No. Bid Lot No. Bid Lot No. Bid

1 1 2.90
1

26 % .80 51 ^ 2.15 76 1 .90 101 1 55.00 126 1 8.25

5.00 27 .75 52 12.50 77 .95 102 9.75 127 1.10

3 .. 4.10
i

28 .75 53 4.10 78 .90 103 5.(K) 128 1.80

4 .. 5.50 29 .90 54 .90 79 .90 104 5.00 129 1.60

s
.. 6.50 30 1.10 33 .80 80 1.05 105 4.50 130 4.00

6 .. 5.00
1

31 .50 56 .80 81 1.10 106 6.75 131 .70

7 .. 5.00 32 .55 57 .80 82 .95 107 6.75 132 1.20

8 .. 4.75 33 .85 58 3.35 83 .95 108 5.50 133 5.25

9 .. 7.00 34 4.40 59 .95 84 .95 104 3.90 134 1.50

10 .. 8.50 35 2.85 60 7.50 85 .95 no 4.00 135 1.50

11 .. l.tX) 36 3.00 61 3.25 86 1.15 Ill 1.75 136 2.(X3

12 .. 2.20 37 3.00 62 2.45 87 .85 112 15.00 137 1.50

13 .. 15.00 38 2.45 63 1.70 88 1.05 113 2.75 138 1.30

14 I.W 39 2.90 64 2.80 89... 1.25 114 5.00 139 1.25

40 2.25 65 8.(K) 90 1.40 115 3.80 140 .95

16 .. .75 41 2.50 66 2.15 91 10.25 116 4.50 141 L(X)

17 .. 1.00 42 5.(X) 67 3.25 92 10.00 117 7.00 142 .80

18 .. 1.25 43 14.50 68 2.85 93 9.00 118 2.25 143 .85

19 .. 1.00 44 8.00 69 15.25 94 18.00 119 .50 144 1.00

20 .. .90 45 1.90 70 8.(K) 95 18.00 120 .95 145 1.05

21 .. .85 46 2.65 71 2.(K) 96 1L(K) 121 .70 146 1.00

22 .. 1.00 47 1.95 72 1.65 97 15.50 122 2.60 147 1.10

23 .. .95
1

48 2.00 73 1.00 98 14.50 123 2.85 148 1.00

24 . 1.05
1

49 1.55 74 7.50 99 16.00 124 .90 149 .95

25 .75 1 50 1.50 75 2.65 100 9.00 125 1.30 150 .90

1
50.\ .... 1.65



Lot No. Bid Lot No. Bid Lot No. Bid Lot No. Bid Lot No. Bid Lot No. Bid

151 1 .80 201 1 7.25 251 1 2.75 301 1 1.65 351... ..$ 77.50 401 .. 5.50

152 .65 202 4.50 252 3.15 302 5.00 352 .. ... 93.00 402... .. 8.CK)

153 .75 203 4.10 253 4.50 303 8.25 353... . 25.00 403 .. ... 6.50

154 .90 204 3.50 254 4.75 304 11.25 354. . 26.50 404.... ... 39.50

155 .30 205 1.50
'

255 6.00 305 5.25 355. .. 23.50 405 ... .. 9.75

156 1.40 206 1.50 256 5.00 3(X) 6.75 356. ... 18.00 40(>... .. 7.00

157 .45 207 2.(MI 257 10.50 307 4.50 357... . .. 38.00 407.... ... 13.50

158 1.60 208 2.25 258 4.50 308 8.50 358... ... 13.50 408... . . 4.90

159 .45 209 2.50 259 3.25 309 4.75 359... .... 40.00 1 409... ... 4.75

160 .55 210 2.35 260 7.75 310 7.50 360 . 155.00
'

410.. ... 19.(XJ

161 1.05 211 1.25 261 5.25 311 4.75 361... ...226.00 411... ... 7.00

162 1.25 212 .35 262 2.70 312 7.25 362... ... 52.50 412 ... ... 27.00

163 20.00 213 25.00 263 6.00 313 5.75 363... .. . 21.50 413... 125.00

164 1.85 214 .80 264 5.00 314 5.75 364 .. .... 17.00 414... .155.00

165 1.55 215 1.75 265 1.70 315 6.00 365. . . 12.50 415.. . ... 95.00

166 1.80 216 1.05 266 4.60 316 11.00 366.. .... 20.50 416... ... 92.50

167 5.85 217 4.50 267 5.50 317 5.25 367... .... 16.00 417 ... ... 14.00

168 1.75 218 1.10 268 5.00 318 6.50 368... .... 20.50 418... ... 25.00

169 2.00 219 1.30 269 5.00 319 5.75 369,

.

. . 21.50 419 ... . . 32.50

170 3.30 220 1.35 270 4.00 320 4.80 370. .... 18.50 420... ,. 11.00

171 5.50 221 .65 271 4.25 321 9.(X) 371.. ... 18.50 421 . ... 8.25

172 3.00 222 .85 272 3.00 322 5.00 372.. .... 9.50 422.... ... 7.75

173 6.00 223 .40 273 2.50 323 7.25 373... .... 25.00 423 ... ... 5.50

174 1.25 224 16.00 274 2.45 324 5.50 374... ... 7.25 424... ... 6.25

175 1.15 775 12.00 275 4.50 325 7.50 375 .. . .. 6.75 425 . ... 4.75

176 .95 226 19.50 276 4.00 326 6.00 376... .... 7.50 426... . 4.25

177 7.00 227 22.50 277 4.00 327 6.25 377... .... 7.50 427... ... 4.25

178 5.00 228 26.00 278 4.25 328 7.00 378... .... 8.00 428.... ,. 4.00

179 4.50 229 16.50 279 2.60 329 7.25 379... .... 6.00 429... ... 4.00

180 2.20 230 9.75 280 2.65 330 12.50 380... . .. 35.00 430... ... 5.75

181 1.40 231 10.25 281 2.75 331 7.00 381.. . 10.00 431 ... 3.50

182 1.35 232 12.00 282 2.65 332 7.00 382... .... 8.50 432... ... 4.00

183 1.10 233 9.50 283 2.40 333 7.00 383.

.

. . 6.25 433. .. 4.25

184 3.50 234 10.50 284 1.50 334 51.50 384... .... 7.50 434.. ... 6.50

185 15.75 235 27.50 285 2.30 335 5.50 385... .... 7.50 435... ... 7.50

186 12.50 236 23.50 286 2.75 336 5.50 .386... .... 8.00 436... .. 4.10

187 6.00 237 9.50 287 1.85 337 10.25 387... . .. 22.50 437.

.

... 3.00

188 1.25 238 19.75 288 2.60 338 8.00 388... .... 7.50 438... ... 3.50

189 .75 239 26.50 289 2.85 339 5.50 389.. 7 75 439... .. 7.25

190 4.00 240 6.75 290 2.00 340 167.50 390... 15.50 440 .. . 4.00

191 18.{X) 241 17.50 291 5.25 341 14.00 391.

.

14.50 441., .. 4.50

192 .70 242 28.75 292 4.75 342 18.50 392 . 8.00 442 ... ... 3.00

193 .85 243 6.50 293 2.75 343 15.50 393... 8.00 443... ... 5.00

194 .60 244 27.50 294 2.70 344 15.00 394... 7.25 444 . .. 3.35

195 2.65 245 4.10 295 2.75 345 14.00 395 . 17.50 445... .. 1.75

196 3.10 246 2.25 296 2.50 346 18.00 396... 8.25 446 ., .... 4.50

197 1.25 247 3.80 297 5.75 347 16.50 397... 4.25 447... .... 2.00

198 3.10 248 3.90 298 2.65 348 9.50 398... 7.00 448.... .... 1.90

199 1.30 249 5.00 299 2.65 349 13.50 399.. 6.50 449.... ... 1.90

200 2.40 250 2.50 300 5.25 350 50.00 400.. 12.00 450... .... 1.90



Lot No . Bid Lot No . Bid Lot No . Bid Lot No . Bid I -ot No . Bid Lot No . Bid

451
, ,

.!»: 1,70 501 1 3.00 551 .1) 3.75
1

f)01 1 1.35 651 J}; 1.25
j

701 1 1.15

452 1.85 502 1.90 552 1.15 602 2.00 652 1.25 702 4.25

45? 4.10 503 2.00 553 2.75
1

603 5.75 653 1.30
1

703 1.15

454 3.10 5(H 1.65 554 4.50 604 1.85 654 4.00
1

704 1.35

455 2.75 505 3.25 555 1.25 605 3.30 655 3.65
]

705 2.15

45 f) 1.^)0 506 4.00 556 6.00 606 1.45 656 1.25 706 1.50

457 1.65 507 1.40 557 1.75 607 5.50 657 3.50 707 1.40

458 2.15 508 1.20 558 1.30 608 2.40 658 5.75 708 1.65

459 . 1.50 509 1.25 559 1.20 609 1 .65 659 7.50 709 5.00

460 2.10 510 1.10 560 1.20 610 1.70 660 14.(K) 710 5.75

461 1.60 511 1.25 561 1.20 611 3.00 661 7.75 711 1.50

462 6.25 512 1.05 562 1.20 612 2.00 662 1,65 712 4.50

463 1.60 513 1.10 563 5.25 613 4.25 663 7.50 713 1.60

464 2.00 514 1.75 564 1.45 614 3.75 664 3.00 714 1.25

465 1.60 515 1.25 565 1.65 615 2.85 665 8.75 715 1.20

4(>() 1.25 516 2.75 566 1.55 616 1.40 666 2.10 716 1.35

467 2.75 517 1.10 567 1.60 617 1.15 ()67 6.75 717 1.10

468 3.35 518 1.35 568 1.70 618 4.25 668 1.75 718 2.25

469 3.50 519 3.85 569 1.50 619 1.50 669 1.55
•

719 4.50

470 1 .50 520 l .( K ) 570 1.45 620 6.25 670 3.75 720 2.10

471 2.65 521 1.05 571 1.25 621 8.75 671 5.50 721 2.20

472 1 .30 522 1.15 572 1.15 622 2.00 672 1.60 722....:... 5.50

473 1.70 523 1.10 573 1.35 623 1.60 673 3.60 723 3.25

474 2.25 524 1.25 574 1.25 624 1.75 674 2.00 724 8.00

475 4.25 525 1.10 575 1.10 625 6.50 675 2.10 725 1.60

476 4.50 526 1.25 576 1.50 626 1.15 676 9.75 726 1.50

477 3.25 527 4.40 577 4.00 627 3.75 677 1.60 727 1.45

478 1.60 528 1.25 578 1.65 628 1.75 678 1.30 728 3.10

479 8.75 529 1.30 579 1.40 629 2.25 679 8.50 729 1.35

480 4.00 530 3.75 580 1.45 630 1.45 680 2.25 730 1.40

481 3.00 531 2.50 581 4.75 631 1.20 m 3.50 731 4.40

482 1.25 532 3.85 582 3.00 632 1.20 682 1.80 732 1.45

483 1.35 533 4.50 583 4.75 633 1.15 683 3.00 73.3 1.65

484 1.85 534 1.15 584 2.50 634 1.35 684 1.25 734 1.20

485 1.40 535 1.10 585 1.30 635 2.00 685 4.50 735 1.10

486 3.75 536 1.25 586 3.80 636 1.75 686 1.50 736 1.25

487 2.10 537 1.75 587 1.45 637 2.15 687 1.15
1

737 1.35

488 1.60 538 1.60 588 1.30 638 1.75 688 1.40
1

738 1.40

489 1.60 539 3.90 589 3.75 639 3.65 689 1.35
1

739 .80

490 1.40 540 1.15 590 1.20 640 4.25
1

690 2.50 740 2.20

491 2.10 541 1.15 591 1.25 641 2.65
1

691 3.75 741 1.65

492 1.60 542 1.25 592 .90 (>42 3.25 ! 692 l .(>0 742 1.20

493 1.45 543 1.20 593 22.50 643 1.70 603 1.25 743 1.35

494 3.90 544 2.50 594 4.< K ) 644 1.55
1

694 1.45 744 5.(X)

495 1.55 545 1.50 595 1.75 ()45 1.55
1

695 1.75 745 6.75

496 1.70 546 5.(K) 596 1.60 646 2.35
1

696 1.30 746 2.50

497 1.30 547 4.15 597 1.60 647 2.90 1 697 1.15 747 3.25

498 1.40 548 3.50 598 6.75 648 2.10 698 1.60 748 3.00

499 1.40 549 2.25 599 6.25 649 2.80
1

699 1.15 749 1.05

500 1.15 550 2.40 m ) 2.25 650 2.75
1

700 1.20 750
1

3.20



Lot No . Bid Lot No Bid Lot No . Bid Lot No . Bid Lot No . Bid Lot No . Bid Lot No . Bid

751 .. .$ 3.00
1

801 .. .8 1.30
1

851 .. .1 3.75 901 ... !! 1.05
1

951 ....$ 1.15
1

1001 ..$ 1.15
1

1051 1 2.50

752 .. . l .(K) 802 ... 1.50
1

852 .. . 6.75 902 ... 1.20
1

952 ... 1.00 1002 . 1.45
1

1052 .. 7.50

753 .. . 1.15
1

803 ... 8.00
1

853 .. . 1.25 903 .... 1.60
1

953 ... 1.00
1

1003 . 1.50
1

1053 . 8.25

754 .. . 1.10 804 ... 2.00
1

854 .. . 1.40 904 ... 1.00 954 ... 1.05
1

1004 .. 16.25 1054 .. 17.75

755 .. . .90
1

805 .... 1.20
1

855 .. . 1.45 905 .... 1.00
1

955 ... .90
1

1005 . 2.45 1055 .. 3.50

756 .. . 1.15 806 ... 1.35 856 .. . 1.35 906 ... 1.15
1

956 ... 1.10 1006 .. 2.20
1

1056,. 3.40

757 .. . 2.75 807 .... 1.30 857 .. , 2.80 907 .... 1.05 957 ... 1.05 1007 .. 1.00
!

1057 .. 2.85

758 .. . 1.45 808 ... 3.50 858 .. . 1.55 908 ... 1.10 958 ... .'X>
1

1008 . 2.15
1

1058 .. 1.85

759 .. . 1.80 809 ... 1.15 859 .. . .90 909 ... 1.20 959 ... .80
1

1009 ., 1.10
!

1059 .. 3.30

7()().. . 3.40 810 ... 1.20 860 .. . 1 .40 910 ... 1.00 960 ... 1.25
1

1010 . 1.05 1060 . 3.75

761 .. . 1.25 811 . ... 1.15 861 . . 1.45 911 ... 2.00 961 ... 3.30
1

1011 .. 1.10 1061 .. 3.75

762 .. . 1.75 812 ... 3.15 862 ,. . 3.50 912 ... 1.60 962 ... 2.60
1

1012 . 1.35
1

1062 .. 3.50

763 .. . 1.40 813 ... 1.10 863 . . 1.35 913 ... 1.65 963 ... 2.40
1

1013 . 1.15
1

1063 .. 3.45

764 .. . 1.15 814 ... 1.15 864 , . 1.40 914 ... 1.15 964 ... 1.05
1

1014 . 2.00 1064 .. 3.40

765 .. .. 1.10 815 ... 1.05 865 .. . .80 915 ... .90 965 .... 2.90 1015 .. 1.00 1065 .. 2.65

766 .. . 3.25 816 ... 1.05 866 .. .65 916 ... 14.00 966 ... 3.35 1016 .. 1.05 1066 .. 2.65

767 .. .. 1.05 817 .... 1.05 867 .. . 1.05 917 ... .85 967 .... 5 .(X) 1017 .. 1.55
i

1067 .. 1.35

768 .. 1.65 818 ... 1.10 868 .. . 2.50 918 ... 1.10 968 .... 1.75 1018 . 1.00 1068 1.50

769 .. . 3.90 819 ... .90 869 . .. 1.05 919 .... 1.45 969... 1.40 1019 . I . IO'I 1069 .. 3.35

770 .. .. 1.25 820 .... .80 870 .. . 1.45 920 .... 3.00 970 .... 2.35 1020 .. 1.30 1070 . 2.15

771 .. .. 4.00 821 ... 2.65 871 .. . 1.50 921 ... 3.50 971 ... 1.70 1021 .. 1.05 1071 .. 1.60

772 .. .. 4.00 822 .... 1.80 872 ,. .. 1.60 922 ... 1.30 972 ... 1.40 1022 . 1.00 1072 .. 3.20

773 .. .. 2.50 823 .... 1.10 873 .. . 1.60 923 ... 1.60 973 ... 3.15
1

1023 . 1.00 1073 .. 3.00

774 .. .. 2.75 824 ... 1.15 874 ,. .. 1.70 924 ... 1.20 974 .... 1.35 1024 . 1.05 1074 .. 2.80

775 .. .. 1.25 825 .... 1.05 875 .. .. 3.00 925 ... 3.00 975 ,... 1.40 1025 ,. 1.10 1075 .. 1.70

776 .. .. 3.00 826 ... 1.10 876 .. .. 3.00 926 .... 1.20 976 .... 2.35 1026 .. .90 1076 . 3.00

777 .. .. 1.90 827 .... 1.10 877 .. .. 1.05 927 .... 1.15 977 ,... 1.15 1027 .. 2.60 1077 ., 2.50

778 .. .. 1.45 828 ... 3.00 878 .. .. 1.20 928 ... .90 978 ... 2.10 1028 .. 2.25 1078 .. 4.25

779 .. .. 1.30 829 ... 6.50 879 .. .. 1.05 929 ... 1.45 979 ... .90 1029 ., 1.10 1079 .. 2.35

780 .. .. 5.20 830 ... 1.75 880 .. .. 2.90 930 ... 1.20 980 ... .90 1030 . 1.15 1080 .. 1.40

781 .. .. 1.00 831 ... 6.75 881 .. .. 1.50 931 . .. 1.25 981 . .. 1.05 1031 .. 1.05 1081 .. .90

782 .. .. 3.90 832 ... 1.15 882 ,. ., 1.15 932 ... .95 982 ... 1.10 1032 ,. 2.00 1082 .. 2.50

783 .. .. 1.10 833 ... 6.75 883 . .. 1.20 933 ... 1.20 983 ... 1.05 1033 .. 1.05 1083 .. 2.30

784 .. .. 1.25 834 ... 1.35 884 . .. 1.30 934 ... 1.30 984 ... 1.15 1034 .. .90 1084 .. 1.75

785 .. .. 1.15 835 ... 1.20 885 . .. 1.05 935 . , .90 985 ... 1.05 1035 .. 1.10 1085 .. 2.40

786 .. .. 2.90 836 ... 1.00 886 . .. 3.35 936 ... 1.05 986 .... 1.25 1036 .. 1.15 1086 .. 4.60

787 . .. 1.60 837 ... 1.25 887 . .. 1.10 937 ... 1.10 987 .... 2.80 1037 ..
.(•)0 1087 .. 3.75

788 .. .. 5.35 838 ... 1.60 888 . ,. 1.35 938 ... 1.30 988 ... 5 .(X) 1038 .. 1.65 1088 .. 4.50

789 . .. 1.75 839 ... 1.10 889 . .. 1.45 939 ... .85 989 .... 3.25 1039 .. 1.70 1089 .. 9.75

790 .. .. .90 84<).... 4.00 890 , .. 3.25 940 ... 1.35 990 ... 1.15 1040 . 2.90 1090 .. 8.25

791 .. .. 2.25 841 ... 4.00 891 . .. 1.15 941 .. 1.05 991 ... 1.00 1041 . 3.05 1091 .. 14.00

792 .. .. 1.85 842 ... 1 .65 892 .
.90 942 ... 1.05 992 ... 1.40 1042 .. .90 1092 .. 3.75

793 .. .. 1.15 843 .... 1.25 893 . .. 1.20 943 .. 1.00 993 ... 4.65 1043 .. 1.05 1093 .. 2.50

794 .. .. 1.15 844 .... 1.25 894 . .. 1.35 944 ... . 9(3 994 ... 1.75 1044 .. 2.50
1

1094 .. 2.45

795 .. .. 1.20 845 .... 5.00 895 . .. l.IO 945 ... .90 995 .,.. 1 .( K) 1045 . 1.00
1

1095 .. 2.75

796 . .. 1.30 846 ... .90 896 . .. 1.05 946 ... 1.05 996 .... 1.20 1046 ., 1.00
1

1096 ., 4.50

797 .. .. 1.40 847 ... 1.25 897 . .. 1.30 947 ... .95 991 ... 1.00 1047 .. 3.75
1

1097 .. 1.60

798 .. .. 1.25 848 .... 5.75 898 . .. 1.25 948 ... 2.30 998 .... 2.40 1048 .. 12.00
1

1098 .. 1.95

799 . .. 1.25 849 .... 1.10 899 . .. 1.10 949 ... 1.05 999 .... 1.20 1049 .. 9.50
1

1099 .. 7.25

iioo .. 2.25 850 ... 3.50 900 .. 2.90 950 ... 1.10 1000 .. 2.65 1050 .. 4.50 1 1100 ..

1

7.75



Lot No. Bid Lot No. Bid Lot No. Bid Lot No. Bid Lot No. Bid Lot No. Bid Lot No. Bid

llOl.if 1.75
1

1151 ..I 1.70
1

1201 $ 1.35 1251 .$ 2.00
1

1301 . .| 1.15
1

1351 . .| 2.50 1401. .1 6.50

1102 .. 1.60
1

1152 .. 1.40
1

1202 .. 7.50 1252 .. 2.00
1

1302 .. 1.25
1

1352 .. 12.25 1402 .. 15.00

1103 .. 1.10 1153 .. 1.90 1203 . 4.00 1253 .. 1.60 1303 .. 1.30 1 1353 .. 10.00 1403 .. 8.50

1104 .. 4.40 1154 .. 1.90 1204 .. 1.70 1254 .. 2.25 1304 .. 1.25 !
1354 .. 11.75 1404 .. 5.25

1103 .. 4.25 1155 .. 1.25 1205 .. 2.75 1255 .. 2.40 1305 .. 1.35
1

1355 .. 16.25 1405 .. 10.75

1 106 .. 3.50 1156 .. 1.25 1206 .. 1.50 1256.. 2.25 1306 . 1.35
1

1356 .. 15.25 1406 .. 4.00

1107 .. 1.60 1157 .. 1,50 1207 .. 1.45 1257 .. 2.30 1307 .. 1.65
1

1357 .. 14.50 1407 .. 4.25

1108 .. 1.50 1158 ,. 1.25 1208 .. 1.90 1258 ., 2.50 1308 .. 1.60
1

1358 .. 12.50 1408 .. 9.50

1109 .. 2.00 1159 .. 1.25 1209 .. 6.25 1259 . 12.50 1309 .. 3.00
i

1359 .. 4.00 1409 .. .60

1110 .. 1.75 1160 .. 2.00 1210 .. 3.90 1260 ., 8.50 1310 . 1.10 1360 .. 5.00

1111 .. 2.50 1161 ., 2.25 1211 .. 4.50 1261 .. 7.50 1311 .. 1.40 1361 .. 4.75

1112 .. 1.75 1162 .. 1.65 1212 . 3.40 1262 .. 5.25 1312 .. 1.35 1362 .. 4.25

1113 . 2.75 1163 .. 1.40 1213 .. 3.00 1263 .. 5.75 1313 .. 1.30 1363 ., 4.80

1114 .. 3.10 1

1

(>4 .. 3.50 1214 .. 1.25 1264 .. 3.50 1314 ,. 1.25 1364 .. 4.75

1115 .. 3.05 1165 .. 1.00 1215 .. 2.60 1265 .. 3.75 1315 .. 1.15 1365 ., 4.00

1116 . 3.10 1166 .. 4.25 1216 .. 2.70 1266 .. 1.55 1316 .. 1.15 1366 .. 4.25

1117 .. 3.00 1167 ., 2.05 1217 .. 2.85 1267 .. 1.25 1317 .. 3.50 1367 .. 4.25

1118 . 3.25 1168 ., 1.25 1218 .. 1.50 1268 .. 2.60 1318 .. 2.90 1368 .. 4.50

1119 .. 3.00 1169 .. 2.50 1219 ., 1.50 1269.. 1.25 1319 . 4.10 1369 .. 12.00

1120 .. 5.50 1170 .. 1.55 1220 ,. 5.00 1270 .. .70 1320 .. 3.40 1370 .. 6.50

1121 .. 2.00 1171 .. 2.60 1221 .. 1.40 1271 .. 1.25 1321 .. 3.40 1371 .. 4.25

1122 . 2.75 1172 .. 1.05 1222 45.00 1272 .. 1.15 1322 .. 3.30 1372 ,. 4.50

1123 . 2.80 1173 .. 1.40 1223 . 1.80 1273 ., 1.35 1323 .. 6.50 1373 .. 4.50

1124 . 2.90 1174 . 2.10 1224 .. 17.50 1274 .. .75 1324 .. 9.75 1374 . 2.90
!

1125 .. 2.00 1175 .. 2.05 1225 .. 1.75 1275 .. 1.15 1325 .. 9.50 1375 .. 2.75
j

1126 .. 3.00 1176 .. 2.25 1226 .. 1.75 1276 .. 2.10 1326 .. 9.00 1376 .. 6.50
1

1127 .. 2.80 1177 .. 2.20 1227 .. 2.00 1277 ., 1.40 1327 .. 5.50 1377 .. 15.00
1

1128 .. 2.80 1178 .. 2.30 1228 ., 3.00 1278 .. 1.70 1328 .. 6.00 1378 .. 7.50

1129 .. 2.75 1179 .. 2.35 1229 . 1.35 1279 ,. 1.50 1329 .. 5.25 1379 .. 1.75
1

1130 .. 2.75 1180 .. 2.30 1230 .. 2.40 1280 .. 3.75 1330 .. 4.25 1380 .. 1.55
1

1131 .. 2.75 1181 .. 2.25 1231 . .90 1281 .. 1.00 1331 .. 3.80 1381 .. 2.90
1

1132 .. 2.10 1182 .. 2.40 1232 .. 1.65 1282 .. 1.65 1332 .. 2.75 1382 .. 1.60 1

1133 .. 3.25 1183 ,. 2.15 1233 .. 1.60 1283 .. 1.50 1333 ., 2.50 1383 ,. 42 .(X )

1134 .. 4.50 1184 .. 1.90 1234 .. 2.40 1284 ,. 1.50 1334 .. 2.45 1384 ., 4.75
1

1135 .. 3.10 1185 . 1.75 1235 .. 2.60 1285 .. 1.25 1335 ., 5.50 1385 ., 5.25
1

1136 .. 2.10 1186 .. 1.75 1236 .. 2.65 1286 ., 1.40 1336 ., 5.25 1386 .. 5.75
1

1137 .. 3.00 1187 .. 42.50 1237 .. 2.40 1287 ,. 1.10 1337 .. 3.50 1 387 .. 5.00
1

1138 .. 3.00 1188 .. 34.00 1238 . 1.80 1288 . 1.15 1338 .. 3.10 1388 .. 4.75
1

1139 .. 1.30 1 189 ,. 1.65 1239 ., 2.75 1289 .. 1.10 1 339 .. 11.50 1389 .. 4.75
1

1140 . 2.90 1190 . 2.50 1240 .. 2.50 1290 , 1.15 1340 .. 6.25
1

1390 .. 28.75
1

1141 . 1.60 1191 .. 2.45 1241 .. 1.85 1291 . 1.75 1341 .. 3.10
1

1 .391 ., 40.00
1

1142 .. 2.60 1192 .. 1.55 1242 .. 2.40 1292 . 1.20 1342 .. 1.95
1

1392 .. 17.50
1

1143 .. 2.60 1193 .. 1.55 1243 .. 2.60 1293 .. 1.65 1343 ., 16 .(X)
1

1393 .. 2.00
1

1144 .. 2.80 1194 .. 1.25 1244 .. 2.70 1294 .. 5.00 1344 . 16.50 1394 .. 6.50
i

1145 .. 2.75 1195 .. 1.45 1245 .. 2.85 1295 .. 7.50 1345 .. 11.00 1395 .. 5.25
1

1146 .. 1.65 1196 .. 1.10 1246 .. 3.00 1296 ., 2.75 1346 .. 17.50 1396 .. 5.50
1

1147 .. 1.25 1197 .. 1.50 1247 .. 1.75 1297 .. 3.00 1347 .. 12.50 1397 .. 6.00
1

1148 .. 1.35 1198 .. 2.90 1248 ,. 1 .90 1298 .. 1.40 1348 ., 6.00 1398 .. 5.25
1

1149 .. 1.70 1199 .. 3.15 1249 .. 1.65 1299 .. 1.10 1349 .. 3.00 1399 . 4.60
j

1150 . 1.70 12< K3 .. 1.65 1250 .. 3.10 1300 ..

t

.90 1350 ,. 3.00 1400 . 7.00
1
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CATALOGUE
OF THE

A. C. GIES
COLLECTION OF

HALF DOLLARS
AND OTHER U. S. COINS

TO BE SOLD

At Public Auction Sale

Saturday, October 19, 1940
FIRST SESSION AT 10.30 A. M., DOTS 1 TO 3G1

SECOND SESSION AT 1.15 1‘. >1., DOTS 3C>3 TO 1409

at the

HOTEL PENNSYLVANIA
CONFERENCE ROOM No. 2

33rd Street and 7th Avenue, New York

- Auctioneer -

O. RUNDLE GILBERT

Catalofiiied and to be Sold by

Cable Address “STACKOIN” New York

IMPORTANT
Address Bid Sheets and Correspondence to Our OflQce

32 West 46th Street, New York, N. Y.



ABBREVIATIONS
P.—Pine
G.—Good
V. G.—Very Good
E. P.—Extra Pine
UNC.—Uncirculated
PP.—Proof
MVI.—Millimeter
OBV.—Obverse
RX.—Reverse
GR.—Grams

U. S. mNTS
C. C.—Carson City, Nev.
C.—Charlotte, N. C.
D.—Dahlonega, Ga.
O.—New Orleans, La.
S.—San Francisco, Cal.

D.—Denver, Colo.
Philadelphia no mint mark
MM—Mintmark

TERMS GOVERNING THIS SALE
THIS LIST CANCELS ALL OUR PREVIOUS LISTS

This sale will be a public sale conducted by a licensed Auctioneer. No
lots will be put up out of their numerical order.

The highest bidder to be the buyer, and if any dispute arise between
two or more bidders, the lot in question shall he immediately put up and
sold again.

Bidders by mail will receive the same consideration as anyone present
in the room, for we will act as your agents and endeavor to execute your
bids at the lowest possible figure.

No commissions will be charged for executing bids.

BE SURE YOU BID ON THE LOTS YOU WISH TO BUY. We cannot
correct any errors on your part.

Coins, Medals, etc., arc sold so much per PIECF. unless otherwise
stated. No lots will be broken up.

Auction Sales are Strictly for Cash and Must Be

Paid for Promptly.

Parties unknown to us must furnish satisfactory references or remit

26 % deposit on the amount purchased.

All items are guaranteed to be genuine.
All claims for adjustment must be made in writing within 10 days after

the delivery of the goods. Errors will be corrected but we reserve the right

to make the decision on all claims.

NO LOTS MAY BE RETURNED WITHOUT OUR WRITTEN PERMIS-
SION.

Positively no lots will be delivered before sale is over.

Should you desire any information as to the value of any lot, we shaB
be glad to furnish you with the same.

A charge of 5 % will be made for mailing and Insurance on all packages
sent out.

MAIL BIDDERS PLEASE SEND YOUR BIDS IN EARLY.

NOTICE
Lots will be on exhibition EACH DAY, from 9 A. M. till 5 P. M.,

at 32 W. 46th St., N. Y. Lots shown Day of Sale Until 16 A. M.

SIZES OP COINS AND MEDALS
In this Catalogue given in Millimetres
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AUCTION SALE
October 19, 1940

First Session at 10.80 A. M., Lots 1 to 361

1864

1864

1865

1866

1867

1868

1869

1870
1871

1872

1873,

1875,

1877

1878,

1880,

1882,

1884,

1886,

1888,

1890,

1892,

1894,

1896,

1898,

1900,

1902,

1904,

1906,

1908,

1910,

1912,

1914,

U. S. PROOF CENTS

Copper Nickel Proof.

Bronze Proof.

Gold Tone proof.

Gold Tone proof.

Gold Tone proof.

Gold Tone proof.

Proof.

Dark gold proof.

Gold Tone proof. Rare.

Gold Tone proof. Rare.

1874 Red and yellow steel proof. 2 pcs.

187 6 Gold Tone proofs. 2 pcs.

Brilliant gold tone proof, a real gem. Rare.

1879 Gold Tone proofs. 2 pcs.

Red proofs. 2 pcs.

Purple toned proofs. 2 pcs.

Yellow & purple proofs. 2 pcs.

Steel blue & purple proofs. 2 pcs.

Brown proofs. 2 pcs.

Yellow & red proofs. 2 pcs.

1893 Gold Tone proofs. 2 pcs.

1895 Red gold tone proofs. 2 pcs.

Golden brown proofs. 2 pcs.

Red & golden brown. Proof. 2 pcs.

Golden brown. Proofs. 2 pcs.

Golden brown proofs. 2 pcs.

Golden brown proofs. 2 pcs.

Golden brown proofs. 2 pcs.

Golden brown proofs. 2 pcs.

1911 Sand blast proofs. 2 pcs.

1913 Sand blast proofs. 2 pcs.

1915 Sand blast proofs. 2 pcs.

1881

1883

1885

1887

1889
1891

1897

1899

1901

1903

1905

1907

1909

r. S. TWO CENT PROOFS
18 64 Large motto. Proof.

1865 Red proof.

1866 Gold Tone proof.

1867 Gold Tone proof.

18 68 Gold Tone proof.

1869 Gold Tone proof.

1870 Gold Tone proof.

1871 Yellow proof.

187 2 Red proof. Very scarce.

1873 Red proof. Rare.



4 U. S. Three Cent Proofs

U. S. THREE CENT PROOFS

44 186 5 Proof. Rare.

45 1866 Proof.

46 1867 Proof.

47 1868 Proof.

48 1869 Proof.

49 1870, 1871 Proof.

50 1872, 1873 Proofs.

50a 1874, 1875 Proofs.

51 1876 Proof.

5 2 1877 Proof. Rare.

53 1878 Proof. Rare.

54 1879, 1880 Proofs.

55 1881, 1882 Proofs.

56 1883, 1884 Proofs.

57 1885, 1886 Proofs.

58 18 87 Perfect date.

59 1888, 1889 Proofs.

2 pcs.

2 pcs.

2 pieces.

2 pcs.

2 pcs.

2 pcs.

2 pcs.

Pioof.

2 pcs.

U. S. NICKER (5c) PROOFS
60 1866 Proof.

61 18 67 No rays. Proof.

62 18 6 8 Proof.

63 18 69 Proof.

64 1870 Proof.

65 1871 Proof. Rare.

66 1872, 1873 Proof. 2 pcs.

67 1875 Proof.

68 1874, 1876 Proof. 2 pcs.

69 1877 Proof. Rare.

70 187 8 Proof. Rare.

71 1879, 1880 Proofs. 2 pcs.

72 1881, 1882 Proofs. 2 pcs.

73 188 3 Three types and 1884. Proofs. 4 pcs.

74 1885 Proof. Rare.

75 1886 Proof. Getting scarce.

76 1887, 1888 Proofs. 2 pcs.

77 1889, 1890 Proofs. 2 pcs.

78 1891, 1892 Proofs. 2 pcs.

79 1893, 1894 Proofs. 2 pcs.

80 1895, 1896 Proofs. 2 pcs.

81 1897, 1898 Proofs. 2 pcs.

82 1899, 1900 Proofs. 2 pcs.

83 1901, 1902 Proofs. 2 pcs.

84 1903, 1904 Proofs. 2 pcs.

85 1905, 1906 Proofs. 2 pcs.

86 1907, 1908 Proofs. 2 pcs.

87 1909, 1910 Proofs. 2 pcs.

88 1911, 1912 Proofs. 2 pcs.

89 1913 Type II, 1914 Proofs. 2 pcs.

90 1915 Sand blast proof. Scarce.



91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

130

131

132

133

134

135

136

137

138

139

140

U. S. Dimes y

U. S. DIMES

1796 First j^ear of issue. Perfect die. Very fine.

179 6 with die break at first star. Very fine.

17 9 6 with die break through date. Very fine.

17 97 16 stars. Fine. Rare.

1798 over 97. Small 8. Fine to very fine. Rare.

17 9 8 Perfect date. Fine. Rare.

18 00 Very fine. Rare.

1801 Fine. Rare.

1802 Fine. Rare.

18 03 Good to very good. Rare.

1804 14 star variety. Very fine to extremely fine. Very rare.

1805 About uncirculated.

1805 Very fine.

1807 Fine.

1809 Fine.

1811 over 9. Very fine.

1811 over 9. Extra fine.

1814 Large date. Uncirculated.

1820 Large “0.” Uncirculated.

1821 Small date. Uncirculated.

18 21 Large date. Extra fine.

182 2 Very fine. Very rare.

1823 Small “Es.” Extremely fine.

1824 over 2 2. Very fine.

182 5 About uncirculated.

1827, 1828 About uncirculated. 2 pcs. _
18 28 Large date. Very fine. Scarce.

18 29 Large & small 10c. Extremely fine. 2 pcs.

1830, 1831, 1832 Extremely fine to uncirculated. 3 pcs.

1833, 1834, 1835 Uncirculated. 3 pcs.

1835, 1836, 1837 Very fine to uncirculated. 3 pcs.

183 7 without stars. Small date. Uncirculated.

18 37 without stars. Large date. Uncirculated.

1838, 1839, 1840 Uncirculated. 3 pcs.

1841, 1842, 1843 Uncirculated. 3 pcs.

1844 Extra fine. Rare.

1845 Recut date. Uncirculated. Scarce.

1846, 1847 Very fine. Very scarce. 2 pcs.

1848, 1851, 1852 Uncirculated. 3 pcs.

1853 no arrows. Uncirculated. Scarce.

1853, 1854, 1855 Uncirculated. 3 pcs.

1856, Large and small date, 1857, Uncirculated. 3 pcs.

185 8 Proof. Rare.

1859, 1860 Dull proof. 2 pcs.

1861, 1862 Proofs. 2 pcs.

1863, 1864 Proofs. 2 pcs.

1866, 1867, 1868 Proofs. 3 pcs.

1869, 1870, 1871 Proofs. 3 pcs.

1872, 1873 with and without arrows. Proofs. 3 pcs.

1874, 1875, 1876 Proofs. 3 pcs.



6

141

142

143

144

145

146

147

148

149

150
151

152

153

154

155

156

157

158

159

160

161

162

163

164

165

166

167

168

169

170

171

172

173

174

175

176

177

178

179

180

181

182

183

U. S. Divies

1877, 1878, 1879 Proofs. 3 pcs.

1880, 1881, 1882 Proofs. 3 pcs.

1883, 1884, 1885 Proofs. 3 pcs.

1886, 1887, 1888 Proofs. 3 pcs.

1889, 1890, 1891 Proofs. 3 pcs.

1892, 1893, 1894 Proofs. 3 pcs.

1895, 1896, 1897 Proofs. 3 pcs.

1898, 1899, 1900 Proofs. 3 pcs.

1901, 1902, 1903, 1904 Uncirculated. 4 pcs.

1905, 1906, 1907, 1908 Uncirculated. 4 pcs.

19 09 Uncirculated, 1910, 1911. Proof. 3 pcs.

1912, 1913, 1914, 1915, 1916 Uncirculated. 5 pcs.

1916, 1917, 1918, 1923 Uncirculated. 4 pcs.

1924, 1925, 1926, 1927, 1928 Uncirculated. 5 pcs.

1929, 1930, 1931, 1934, 1935, 1936, 1939 Uncirculated. 7 pcs.

DIMES FROM NEW ORIvEANS MINT

1838 “0” Very fine. Scarce.

1839 “0”, 1840 “0”, 1841 “0”. Very fine. 3 pcs.

1842 “O’, 1843 “0”, 1845 “0”. Very fine. 3 pcs.

1849 “O”, 1850 “0”, 1851 “0”. Very fine. 3 pcs.

1852 “O”, 1853 “O”. Extremely fine. 2 pcs.

1854 “0”, 185 6 “0”, 1857 “0”. Uncirculated . 3

1858 “0”, 1859 “0”. Uncirculated. 2 pcs.

R.ARE 1860 “O” DIMES

186 0 “O” Strictly fine. Very rare. Seldom offered.

1891 “O”, 1892 “O”. Uncirculated. 2 pcs.

1893 “O”. Extremely fine.

1894 “O”. Extremely fine.

18 9 5 “O”. Extremely fine. Very scarce.

1896 “O”. Extremely fine.

1897 “O”, 1898 “O”. Uncirculated. 2 pcs.

1899 “O”, 1900 “O”. Uncirculated. 2 pcs.

1901 “O”. Uncirculated. Scarce.

1902 “O”. Uncirculated.

1903 “O”. Uncirculated. Scarce.

1905 “O”, 1906 “O”. Uncirculated. 2 pcs.

1907 “O”, 1908 “O”. Uncirculated. 2 pcs.

19 09 “O” Uncirculated. Last year of the New Orleans Mint.

DIMES FROM SAN FRAN( ISCO mNT

1856 “S”. Very fine. Rare.

1858 “S”. Fine. Rare.

1859 “S”. Fine. Rare.

1860 “S”, 1861 “S”. About very fine. 2 pcs.

1862 “S”, 1863 “S”. Fine. 2 pcs.

1864 “S”, 1865 “S”, 1866 “S”. Fine. 3 pcs.

1867 “S”, 1868 “S”, 1869 “S”. Fine. 3 pcs.



184

185

186

187

188

189

190

191

192

193

194

195

196

197

198

199

200

201

202

203

204

205

206

207

208

209

210

211

212

213

214

215

216

217

218

219

220

221

222

223

224

225

226

Dimes from Son Francisco Mint 7

1871 “S”. Very fine. Scarce.

187 2 “S”. Uncirculated. Rare.

1873 “S” with arrows. Uncirculated. Rare.

1874 “S” Strictly fine. Rare.

1875 “S” in and below wreath. Uncirculated. 2 pcs.

1875 “S”, 1876 “S”, 1877 “S”. Uncirculated. 3 pcs.

1884 “S”. Very fine. Rare.

1885 “S”. Strictly fine. Very rare. Seldom offered.

1886 “S”, 1887 “S”. 1888 “S”. Very fine. 3 pcs.

1889 “S”, 1890 “S”. Very fine. 2 pcs.

1891 “S”, 1892 “S”. Very fine. 2 pcs.

1893 “S”. Uncirculated.

1895 “S”. Uncirculated. Scarce.

1896 “S”. Extremely fine.

1897 “S”. Uncirculated.

1898 “S”, 1899 “S”. Very fine. 2 pcs.

1900 “S”. Uncirculated.

1901 “S”. Uncirculated. Rare.

1902 “S”. Uncirculated.

1903 “S”. Uncirculated.

1904 “S”. Uncirculated.

1905 “S”. Uncirculated.

1906 “S”. Uncirculated.

1907 “S”, 1908 “S”. Uncirculated. 2 pcs.

1908 “S”, 1909 “S”. Uncirculated. 2 pcs.

1911 “S”, 1912 “S”. Uncirculated. 2 pcs.

1914 “S”, 1915 “S”. Uncirculated. 2 pcs.

1924 “S”, 1926 “S”, 19 27 “S”. Uncirculated. 3 pcs.

1928 “S”, 1930 “S”, 1931 “S”. Uncirculated. 3 pcs.

DIMES CARSON CITY MINT

1872 “CC”. Strictly fine. Very rare.

1875 “CC”, 1876 “CC”. Uncirculated. 2 pcs.

1876 “CC”. Brilliant proof.

1876 “CC”, 1877 “CC”. Uncirculated. 2 pcs.

187 8 “CC”. Strictly fine. Very scarce.

DIMES ERO.M DENVER ]\nNT

1906 “D”, 1907 “D”
1908 “D”, 1909 “D”
1910 “D”, 1911 “D”
1912 “D”, 1914 “D”
1918 “D”, 1924 “U”
1926 “D”, 1931 “D”

Uncirculated. 2 pcs.

Uncirculated. 2 pcs.

Uncirculated. 2 pcs.

Uncirculated. 2 pcs.

Uncirculated. 2 pcs.

Uncirculated. 2 pcs.

U. S. DOLEARS
1795 H. 4. Flowing hair. Two leaves. Extra fine. Choice.
1795 H. 15. Fillet head. Very fine. Choice.
1796 H. 4. Small date. Large letters. Extremely fine. Rare condi

tioB.



8 U : S. Dollars

227

228

229

230

231

232

233

234

235

236

237

238

239

240

241

242

243

244

245

246

247

248

249

250

251

252

253

254

255

25 6

257

258

259

260

261

262

263

264

265

266

267

268

269

270

17 97 H. 1. 9x7 stars. About unc. Rare and choice.

17 9 8 H. 1. 13 stars. Small eagle. Uncirculated with some mint
lustre adhering. Rare.

1798 H. 2. 15 stars. Small eagle. Very fine. Rare.

1798 Knobbed 9. Large eagle. Not described by Hazeltine. Extra

fine. Choice.

17 9 8 Obverse. H. 23. Rx. H. 19. Plain 9. Extra fine. Choice.

1799 H. 3 over 98. About uncirculated. Choice.

1799 H. 4. 7x6 stars. About uncirculated.

1799 H. 9. 7x6 stars. Cracked die. About unc.

179 9 H. 23. 8x5 stars. Uncirculated with almost full mint lustre.

Rare and choice.

18 00 H. 15. Uncirculated. A real gem. Rare so.

18 00 H. 17 with cracked obverse and reverse dies. Extremely fine.

Choice.

1801 H. 3. Extremely fine. Choice. Rare.

18 01 H. 4. Uncirculated. Gem. Rare so. Choice.

180 2 H. 1 over 1. Very fine.

1802 H. 6. Perfect date. Uncirculated with steel patination. Some
microscopic nicks. Rare and choice.

1803 H. 1. Small 3. Uncirculated. Choice. Rare in this condition.

18 03 H. 6. Large 3. Strictly very fine.

183 6 Flying eagle. Gobrecht on base. Extremely fine. In great de-

mand !

1840 About uncirculated.

1841 Extremely fine.

184 2 Uncirculated. With proof lustre.

1843 Uncirculated. With wire edge. Proof-like surface.

1844 Uncirculated with scratch from beading to edge above 7th star.

Proof surface.

1845 Very fine.

184 6 Extremely fine.

1847 Uncirculated.

1848 Extremely fine. Very scarce.

1849 Uncirculated.

1850 Uncirculated.

18 53 Extremely fine.

185 4 About uncirculated.

1855 Very fine.

1856 Very fine.

18 57 Uncirculated, with proof surface. Choice.

1859 Brilliant proof.

1860 Uncirculated.

18 61 Brilliant proof.

1862 Brilliant proof.

18 63 Extremely fine.

1864 Brilliant proof.

18 65 Proof.

18 66 Brilliant proof.

1867 Dull proof.

1868 Brilliant proof.



271

272

273

274

275

27 (i

277

27 8

27 9

280

281

282

283

284

285

286

287

288

289

290

291

292

293

294

295

296

297

298

299

300

301

302

303

304

305

306

307

308

309

310

311

312

313

314

315

316

317

318

U. S. Dollars 9

1869 Steel proof.
187

0 Dull proof.

1871 Uncirculated.

187

2 Uncirculated.

1873 Steel brilliant proof.

1878

7 feathers. Uncirculated. Very scarce.

187 8 8 feathers. Uncirculated.

1878

7 feathers. Uncirculated. Sharp. Very scarce.

1878 “CC” 7 feathers. Extremely fine.

1879 Brilliant proof.

1880 Proof.

1881 Uncirculated.

188 2 Gold Tone uncirculated.

18 83 Uncirculated.

1884 Uncirculated.

18 85 Steel proof.

1885 Uncirculated.

188 6 Uncirculated.

1887 Proof.

18 87 Uncirculated.

18 95 “O” Uncirculated.

189 5 Brilliant proof.

189

6 Uncirculated.

1897 Uncirculated.

1898 Uncirculated.

1899 Uncirculated.

1902 “O” Uncirculated.

19 03 Uncirculated.

1904 Uncirculated.

1904 “O” Uncirculated.

1921 Uncirculated.

U. S. QUARTER EAGRES $2.50

18 3 8 VERY FINE.
1839 Brilliant unc.

1844 Very fine.

1846 “D” Nick on edge. Very fine.

184 6 “O”, recut date. Very fine. Very scarce.

1847 “O” Very fine.

1848 Very fine. Scarce.

1852 Very fine.

1863 “S” Very fine.

1867 “S” Very fine.

18 69 Very fine.

1870 Very fine.

1874 Very fine.

1876 Very fine.

1877 Extremely fine.

1879 Very fine.

1880 Very fine.
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319 1886 Very fine.

320 1890 Very fine.

321 1892 Extremely fine.

322 1895 Very fine.

323 1911 “D” Uncirculated.

U. S. THREE DOLLARS $3.00

324 1854 Very fine.

325 1854 “D” altered from an ”0” showing tool marks, a good space
filler. Pine.

326 1859 Very fine.

327 1862 Very fine.

328 1863 Very fine.

329 1864 Very fine.

330 1865 Very fine. Rare.

331 1866 Very fine.

332 1867 Very fine.

333 1868 Very fine.

RARE 1873 THREE DOLLAR

334 1873 Formerly proof. Strictly very fine. Rare.

335 1874 Polished. Extremely fine.

336 1878 Uncirculated.

337 1879 Brilliant uncirculated.

338 1882 Fine to very fine.

339 1888 Very good.

RARE 1870 .$4.00 STELLA

340 1879 $4.00 Stella, School girl head left. Rx. Star. 1 dollars. Bril-

liant proof. Rare in great demand.

U. S. HALF EAGLES $5.00

341 1795 Worn as a charm. Very good. A desirable space filler.

342 1798 Large Eagle. Very fine.

343 1802 over 1. Extremely fine.

344 1807 New type. Very fine.

345 1810 Very fine.

346 1811 with reverse impression on obverse. Strong striking on obverse

to obliterate this reverse impression. Uncirculated. Sharp. Choice.

347 1834 New type, plain 4. Uncirculated with proof surface. Deep.

Striking.

348 1836 Brilliant uncirculated with slight edge nick.

349 1900 Brilliant proof.

V. S. EAGLES $10.00

350 1795 Extremely fine. Scarce.

351 179 6 Very fine. Desirable.
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352 1797 Small eagle. Very fine. Rare.

353 179 9 Strictly very fine.

354 1801 Very fine to extremely fine.

355 1841 “O” Very fine. Rare. Seldom offered.

366 1932 Brilliant uncirculated.

357 1907 $20.00 St. Gaudens. Roman numerals wire edge. Uncircu-

lated. A real gem.

358 1849 $5.00 Moffat & Co. Head of Liberty. Rx. Eagle. Very fine.

359 1849 $10.00 Moffat & Co. Head of Liberty. Rx. Eagle. About very

fine. Rare.

360 1852 $50.00 U. S. Assay Octagonal, Eagle on Mound, most of letter-

ing and date still sharp. Rx. Engine turned. Strictly fine. In

demand.

1915 PANAMA PACEFIO $50.00 ROUND
361 1915 $50.00 Round Panama Pacific, Head of Athena left. Rx. Owl,

issued at the exposition in 1915. Uncirculated with a slight scratch

in left field. Rare.

End of Morning Session.
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AFTERNOON SESSION AT 1.15 P. M.

THE A. C. CIES COLLECTION OF HALF DOLLARS
This collection is listed and described under the following attributions:

—designates Hazeltine Varieties

G—designates Gies Varieties

362 1794 H. 1. Wide date; point of star separates the lower curl; the

next curl does not quite touch a point of a star; the lowest star

on the right has 1 point touching underneath the point of the

bust; rev., wreath has 21 berries, 10 on left and 11 on right; a

crack runs between D in “United” and first S in “States”; a berry

on the outside is opposite E in “United” and another on outside;

opposite “O” in “of”; star not near the Y in “Liberty”; well cen-

tered; about unc.; very scarce; original price paid by Mr. Gies

$55.00.

363 ITS! H. 2. Closer date; very similar to H. 1, but the point of

lower star is nearer the thick part of the curl and the next star

is not so near the next curl; the point of lower star on the right

is nearer the point of the bust and the upper star on the right is

closer to Y in Liberty; rev., wreath has 19 berries, 9 on left and
10 on right; there are 2 berries (1 on either side of stem) opposite

to E in “United” and none opposite O in “of”; a leaf points to

and nearly touches the extreme point of first S in “States”; a leaf

points to the edge of I nearest R in “America”; a berry on outside

part of wreath opposite C in “America”; very fine; excessively

rare variety.

364 1794 H. 2 with broken reverse die. Same as above. About very

fine.

365 1794 H. 3^—Obverse as H. 1. Same reverse as 1795. H. 11. 18 and

3 2 with 17 berries. CA in America double cut. About fine. Very

rare.

366 1794 H. 4. Very close date; star very far from Y in “Liberty”; the

second star from the bottom has 1 point touching the lowest curl,

the next curl is opposite the 2 lower points of the third star from

the bottom; the point of the bust points to (without touching)

a space between 2 points of the lowest star on the right; rev.,

wreath has 18 berries, 9 on left and 9 on right; only 1 berry,

which is on outside part of wreath, opposite E in “United”; the

2 upper leaves in wreath nearly touch below the last S in “States”;

a leaf touches the edge of I nearest to C in “America”; very fine;

very rare variety.

367 1794 H. 4 with scratches on obverse, about very fine.

368 1794 H. 5. Obv., same as H. 2; rev., wreath has 18 berries, 9 on

either side; vei-y similar to H. 4, but there are 2 berries, 1 being

on inside part of wreath opposite E in “United”; the 2 upper

leaves in wreath not so close; the leaf points nearer to the centre

of I in “America”; the stems of the wreath much longer than in

No. 4; very fine; very rare variety.

369 1794 H. 6 with perfect obverse. Obverse as H. 4. Rx. as H. 1 but

this has perfect die. 21 berries. Very fine. Excessively rare.
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370 1794 H. 6. Same as above with die break on obverse from 1 in Lib-

erty through top of head to 9th star. Very fine. Very rare.

371 1794 H. 7. Point of lower left star touches the curl a little from the

centre towards the right; the next curl terminates a little above

a point of the next star; the lower star on the right just barely

escapes touching the point of the bust; the star is near the Y as

in H. 2 and 5; rev. same as H. 6; strictly fine; very rare variety;

have seen but 2 specimens.

372 1794 G. 1. Not listed in Hazeltines with different obverse than any

other 1794 with heavy die break from the 11 to 15th star. Strictly

good. Very rare.

1795

373 1795 H. 1. Wide date; lower curl is nearly perfect and is opposite

the space between the 2 lowest stars; rev., 17 berries in wreath,

9 on left and 8 on right, 1 berry is on the outside of wreath

opposite the first stand of N in “United” and 1 on the outside

opposite to C in “America”; a berry is on the outside under the

second stand of A in “States”; edge defect as struck which does

not in any way detract from the beauty of this coin. Uncirculated

with mint lustre and some patination in field. Choice and rare.

374 1795 H. la. Same as above but with die crack from ribbon through
leaves in T in United not described by Hazeltines. Strictly fine.

Rare.

375 1795 H. lb without die break in reverse, but with period in date 17.95,

about fine. Rare.

37 6 179 5 H. 2. Wide date; very similar to H. 1, but the date slightly

wider; the 1 and 7 a little farther apart; stars are also a little

closer to L and Y in “Liberty”; rev., wreath has 17 berries, 9 on

left and 8 on right; second berry from bottom on the right is

nearly merged into the stem; there are 2 berries on each side of

inside part of wreath between the eagle’s wings and ribbon bows;
there is a berry on outside opposite each T in “States”; the

second T in “States” is not in proper position, being too low;

the lower part of A and M in “America” join; the R does not
touch the eagle’s wing; strictly very fine.

377 179 5 H. 3. Close date; position of lower curls and stars very similar

to H. 1 and 2, but the star is farther from L in “Liberty”; the

die is cracked from the edge, curving through T and Y in

“Liberty,” touching lower part of first star on the right and
through the second star to the milling; a nearly parallel crack
is just under it, extending from the edge through R to the third

star; the point of the bust points more directly to a point of the
star than to the space between the points; rev., wreath has 17
berries, 9 on left and 8 on right; the position of the 2 berries on
each side between the eagle’s wings and ribbon bows are nearly
the same as in H. 2; there is 1 berry on outside opposite first T in

“States” and 1 opposite second stand of A in “States”; a berry
very near this last on inside part of wreath; A and M in “America”
do not join; R touches the eagle’s wing; this reverse is the same
as H. 4 and 15; very fine.
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378 1795 H. 3a. with slight die break in obverse. 7 9 reciit. Ext. fine.

379 1795 H. 3b with heavy cracked on obverse showing double die break
from R in Liberty. 9th and 10th star. Good to very good. Very
rare.

380 1795 H. 4. Close date; the lowest curl breaks off abruptly, just touch-

ing 1 point of lowest star; the point of bust just barely escapes

touching the point of the star, and in poor specimens probably

looks as if it did; the date is double; one date showing faintly

beneath and partly below the proper date; the 5 farther from the

bust than in H. 1, 2 and 3; rev., same as H. 3 and 15; uncircu-

lated; extremely rare; original cost $50.00.

381 1795 H. 5. Wide date; point of star pierces lowest curl; point of bust

points to space between 2 points of star; a break in the die makes
a raised lump between the 5 in date and the lowest star on the

right; the second curl from the bottom curves a little below the

point of the second star; rev., 18 berries on wreath, 9 on either

side; there are 4 berries on the right, between eagle’s wing and
ribbon bow; 1 of them only on the outside; part of letter E shows
distinctly under A in “States”; the letter R touches eagle’s wing;

ex. fine.

382 1795 H. 5. Same as above but counterstamped with the head of Geo.

Ill of England on face of Liberty. This coin was circulated in the

West Indies, one of the first coins of this country to be used in

commerce. Extremely fine and very rare.

383 1795 H. 6. Obv., same as H. 5; rev., 16 berries on wreath; 7 on left

and 9 on right; there is no berry on outside part of wreath between

D in “United” and first S in “States”; as in all other known varie-

ties (although in some it is nearly under the D); no berry on out-

side part of wreath opposite first A in “America”; about fine;

exceedingly rare variety.

384 1795 H. 7. Date not quite so wide as in H. 5 and 6; point of star

pierces the centre of lowest curl and point of next star touches the

outside of second curl from bottom; very similar to H. 6; rev., 16

berries on wreath, 7 on left and 9 on right, this has the berry on

outside part of wreath near the D in “United”; a berry on outside

of the wreath is opposite first A in “America”; there are 4 berries

between eagle’s wing and ribbon bow on the right, 1 being on out-

side opposite to C in “America”; A and M in “America” do not

touch, the first stand of M being too high
; a berry is on inside part

of wreath nearly opposite to A in “States”; very fine.

385 1795 H. 8. Close date; lowest curl has 2 points of the star touching

it; the next curl curves down and touches the side of point of the

star; the point of the bust points between 2 points of the star; rev.,

17 berries, 10 on left and 7 on right; a berry on outside of wreath

opposite C in “America” and 1 opposite first stand of N in

“United”; no berry on outside opposite first A in “America”; a

cluster of 3 berides, 2 of them on inside part of wreath, are oppo-

site first S in “States”; the end of one of the stems touches last

A in “America”; very fine.
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386 1795 H. 8a with die break from bust to edge. Variety with wart on

nose. Extremely fine and toned.

387 1795 H. 9. Close date; lowest star pierces the curl; the next star

nearly touches the outside of next curl; the lowest star on the right

has 1 point very close (a little above) the point of the bust, and

there is at this point a very small lumpy fracture in the die,

extending upwards; rev., 18 berries, 9 on either side; a berry on

outside part of wreath opposite the space between M and E in

“America”; another berry very close to it on inside part of wreath;

there are only 2 berries, 1 outside and 1 inside of wreath opposite

“States”; uncirculated; very rare in this condition; choice gem.

388 1795 H. 10. Obv., same as H. 2; rev., 17 berries, 9 on left and 8 on

right; very different from the reverse of H. 2; there are 3 berries

on the left, between eagle’s wing and ribbon bow, 1 being on out-

side part of wreath opposite first stand of N; there are only 2

berries on the right between eagle’s wing and ribbon bow, both

being on inside part of wreath; there are 2 leaves on outside oppo-

site first T and only 1 leaf opposite second T in “States”; very

fine; scarce variety.

389 1795 H. 11. Close date; point of star pierces the lowest curl, which is

very weak at this part and looks like 2 hairs; the point of bust

points to the space between 2 points of the star; there is a crack

in the die, running from under the bust to the milling, between

the 5 in date and lowest star on the right; another small crack

unites the upper and lower parts of Y in “Liberty” on the side

near the star; rev., 17 berries on wreath, 9 on left and 8 on
right; there are 3 berries on the left, between eagle’s wing and
ribbon bow; 1 only on the outside nearly opposite I in “United”;

there are 4 berries on the right between the eagle’s wing and
ribbon bow; 1 only on the outside nearly opposite to the tail of

R in “America”; A and M do not .join; very fine.

390 1795 H. 11a, same as above with cracked obverse die, known as the

bearded chin. Extremely fine, beautiful tone. Rare.

391 1795 H. 12. Close date; 1 point of star pierces through the centre
of lowest curl; the lowest star on the right has 1 point touching
the bust underneath; rev., 17 berries, 9 on left and 8 on right;

there are 3 berries on the right, between the eagle’s wing and
ribbon bow, all being on the inside part of wreath; there is no berry
on outside part of wreath opposite first A in “America”; A and M
in “America” just touch at lower part; rare variety; about un-
circulated.

392 1795 H. 12. Same as above, about very fine.

393 1795 H. 13. Close date; point of star pierces lowest curl; the next
curl turns downwards near to and a little belov^f a point of next
star; this obverse is very similar to H. 5 and 6, but date is much
closer and the star is nearer to Y in “Liberty”; rev., 17 berries, 8

on left and 9 on right; this is the only reverse I have ever seen
that, having the 17 berries, has 8 on left and 9 on right; very fine;

excessively rare variety.
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394 1795 H. 14. Obv., same as H. 13; rev, 16 berries, 7 on left and 9 on
right; this has the berry on outside part of wreath after and near
D in “United,” but no berry on outside part of wreath opposite

first A in “America”; a point of leaf touches the first stand of

M; there are 3 berries between eagle’s wing and ribbon bow on
the right; 1 on outside opposite the space between I and C; about
very fine; rare variety.

395 1795 H. 15. Short bust; close hair; a much smaller head than any of

the preceding; the lower curl is small and formed of 2 locks of hair

(the upper lock being thick) and is not near the star; the lower

star on the right is distant from the point of the bust, which

( points to the space between 2 points of the star; the B in

_ “Liberty” is very small; rev., same as H. 3; very fine; very scarce

variety.

396 1795 H. 16: Obv., same as H. 7; rev., 16 berries, 8 on left and 8 on
right; no berry opposite first A in “America”; A and M in

“America” touch at lower part; a point of leaf is joined to D in

“United”; E in “America” touches eagle’s wing, but the letter R
does not touch it; no berry on outside near O in “of”; very fine;

scarce variety.

397 1795 H. 17. Obv., same as H. 12; rev., 16 berries, 8 on left and 8 on
right; a berry on outside of wreath near O in “of”; E in “America”
does not touch eagle’s wing, but R does; A and M in “America”
touch at lower part, a berry is on outside part of wreath nearly

opposite to A in “States”; very fair; rare variety.

398 1795 H. 18. Very similar to H. 9, but in this the point of star points

directly to the point of the bust and barely escapes touching it;

the second curl from the bottom on the left is in the same position

as H. 9, but is slightly farther from it; the word “Liberty” in

this is a trifle closer to the head and the lower star on the left

touches the curl more to the left; a slight break in the die extends

from the second curl from the bottom to a point nearly between

the 2 lower stars; rev., same as H. 11; very fine; excessively rare.

399 1795 H. 19. Small head, a trifle larger than H. 15; the fillet is bound

on the head very tight, making 2 bunches of hair on top of the head

very prominent; the lowest star on the left has 1 point pointing

directly to the centre (without touching) of lowest curl; the

lowest star on the right has 1 point pointing almost directly

to the point of the bust; a crack in the die runs from above the

upper star on the right to the bridge of the nose; another runs

from under the bust to the milling, just grazing figure 5; rev.,

same as H. 3, 4 and 15; very good; extremely rare variety.

400 1795 H. 20. Obv., same as H. 1; rev., same as H. 8; in this reverse a

piece is broken out of the die from the edge to the tops of A and M
in “America”; fine; extremely rare variety.

401 1795 H. 20a with die break in reverse, about good. Very rare.

402 1795 H. 21. Obv., same as H. 1 and 20; rev., 18 berries, 10 on left

and 8 on right; 1 small berry on outside of the wreath, opposite

R in “America”; and another on inside part of wreath, opposite

D in “United”; both of these berries are nearly merged into the

stem; strictly fine; extremely rare variety.
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403 1795 H. 22. Obv., same as H. 14; rev., 17 berries, 7 on left and 10 on

right; this is the only variety I have seen that has 7 berries on the

left and 10 on the right of wreath; fine; very scarce variety.

1705—THKLIE LEAVES

404 1795 H. 23. Obv., same as H. 4 (double date); rev., 16 berries, 9 on

left and 7 on right; there is a bunch of 3 leaves under and pointing

up to the eagle’s wings; this is the only reverse in which this

occurs, all the others having 2 leaves; a crack in the die runs

from the edge close to first S in “States” across to the top of

eagle’s breast; very good; extremely rare variety.

405 1795 H. 24. Obv., small head, similar to H. 15, but the lower curl

has 1 point of the star piercing it, and point of lower star on the

right points just above the point of the bust; rev., 18 berries, 9 on

either side; this differs from H. 5 and 9, having only 2 berries on

either side between eagle’s wing and ribbon bow, all being on

inside part of wreath; E and R in “America” both touch eagle’s

wing; fine; rare variety.

406 1795 H. 25. Obv., same as H. 1; rev., 19 berries, 9 on left and 10 on

right; 2 berries between eagle’s wing and ribbon bow on the left,

both on inside of wreath, and 4 on the right, 2 of them being on

outside part of wreath, 1 of the latter being nearly merged into

the stem; first S is too far from T in “States”; excessively rare

variety; have only seen 2 of them; this is the only variety having

19 berries; fine; extremely rare variety.

407 1795 H. 26. Obv., similar to H. 8, with 2 points of the star touching

the curl, but the next curl does not touch the side of the point of

star as in H. 8; the point of the bust is nearer (in this) to the

point of the star; under this star there is a minute fracture of the

die at 1 of the points; rev., same as H. 8 and 20; very fine rare

variety.

408 1795 H. 27. Obv., similar to the varieties that have 1 point of star

piercing the curl, as this has but the next curl terminates abruptly
and points directly to the point of the second star from the
bottom and is near to it without touching; the point of tire bust
not so near the star on the right as in either H. 7 or 16; there
is a slight crack running from the bust through the 7 in date; rev.,

same as H. 11 and 18; very rare variety; good.
409 1795 H. 28. Obv. same as H. 1; rev., 16 berries, 8 on either side;

there are 2 berries, 1 on each side of stem nearly opposite to O
in “of” and a berry on outside part of wreath opposite A in

“America”; there are 3 berries between eagle’s wing and ribbon
bow on the left, 1 on the outside nearly opposite I and 2 berries on
the right, both on inside part of wreath; this die is cracked, running
from the milling across the eagle and through the T in “United”;
it shows but faintly in this specimen; about very good; very rare
variety.

410 1795 H. 29. Obv., almost like H. 18, but the point of the star pierces
farther through the curl and the point of lowest star on the right
touches the point of the bust, while in No. 18 it does not quite
touch; rev., 16 berries, 7 on left and 9 on right; differs very much
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from H. 6, 7 or 14; there are 2 berries on the left between eagle’s

wing and ribbon bow, both on inside part of wreath; there are 4

berries on the right between the same points, 1 being on the

outside part of wreath opposite the space between R and I in

“America”; a leaf runs down almost midway between I and C in

“America”; a leaf touches the last A in “America” between the 2

stands; die cracked from last S in “States” through “of” to the

milling; about very fine; excessively rare variety.

411 1795 H. 32. Obv., similar to H. 9, 18, 29 and 30; the point of star

touching the point of bust, but the point of the lower star on the

left pierces the curl more in the centre than in H. 18, and the next

curl is not so near the point of the next star as in H. 9, 29 and

30; rev., same as H. 11; strictly fine; excessively rare.

412 1795 Not in Hazeltines, obverse of H. 29. Reverse H. 32. Uncircu-

lated with mint lustre but toned, nicely centered, so choice dis-

covered by Mr. Gies. Extremely rare.

VPIRY RARE 17»(i—15 STARS
I

413 179 6 H. 1. Draped bust of Liberty to right. LIBERTY above, date

below. Fifteen stars, seven to right and eight to left; Reverse,

small eagle with outstretched wings standing on cloud within

wreath, 1/2 below. Legend, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. Edge
lettered, FIFTY CENTS OR HALF A DOLLAR. Extremely rare.

Strictly very fine.

VERY RARE 179(5 1(5 STARS

414 179 6 H. 2. Same type as last but with sixteen stars. Recut Y in

Liberty which is taller than all the other letters. Reverse, as last.

Extremely rare, more so than the other variety; very fine.

VERY^ RARE 1797

415 1797 H. 1. Perfectly centered from both wings through D & S to

edge from O to milling also die break in fraction joining figure 1

and star. Strictly very fine and very rare.

416 1797 H. 2. Obv., well centered; slight crack in die through the second

star from the bottom on the left; rev., 2 leaves extend to first T in

“States,” nearly touching it; very fine; very rare.

1801

417 1801 H. 1. The first 1 in date is very close to, but does not quite touch

the hair; point of lower star on the right is very close to, but does

not quite touch the bust; rev., 13 arrows in eagle’s claw; first A in

“America” does not touch third feather in eagle’s wing and just

barely escapes touching the fourth feather; point of star touches

both points of eagle’s beak; strictly very fine; very scarce.

418 1801 H. 2. Obv., same as H. 1; rev., 12 arrows in eagle’s claw; first

A in “America” touches the third and fourth feathers in eagle’s

wing; star does not touch eagle’s beak; uncirculated; very rare

variety.
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1802

419 18 02 H. 1. The 1 in date nearly touches the hair; the 2 touches the

bust; star very close to Y in “Liberty”; rev., the same as the

reverse of No. 2 of the 1801 half-dollar; strong impression; very

slight evidence of cabinet friction on reverse; otherwise uncircu-

lated; one of the finest I ever saw; extremely rare.

1803

420 1803 H. 1. Large 3 obv., 1 in date touches the hair; the 3 thick, well

rounded and the top level; rev., 13 arrows in eagle’s claw; star

does not touch eagle’s beak; 1 point of leaf points to (but does not

touch) the extreme point of stand of I nearest to C in “America”;

the first A in “America” does not rest upon the fourth feather in

eagle’s wing; small stars; uncirculated, choice.

421 1803 H. 2. Large 3 obv., same as H. 1; rev., 12 arrows in eagle’s

claw; point of star just touches upper part of eagle’s beak a little

outside; first A in “America” touches the third and rests on the

fourth feather of eagle’s wing; the leaf runs into the part of stand

of I nearest to C in “America”; small stars in the field; the upper

right star has 2 points piercing the clouds; about uncirculated.

422 1803 H. 3. Large 3 obv., same as H. 1; rev., 13 arrows in eagle’s

claw; the leaf touches the stand of I nearest to C in “America”;
the first A in “America” touches the third and rests on the fourth

feather of eagle’s wing; point of star touches the outside of upper

part of eagle’s beak; large stars in the field; about uncirculated;

scarce.

423 1803 H. 4. Small 3 obv., the 1 in date does not touch the hair; the

3 is thinner and closer to 0 than in H. 1; the top part of the 3

slants up to a point nearly touching the bust; rev., same as H. 3;

very fine.

1805

424 1805 H. 1. 1805 over 1804; close date; the figure 4 shows distinctly

under the 5; lowest star on the left has 1 point touching the hair;

lower star on the right is near to, but does not touch the bust; 1 in

date touches the curl of hair on the inner side; rev., 12 arrows in

eagle’s claw; point of star joins the point of upper part of eagle’s

beak; leaf points to stand of I nearest to C in “America,” but does
not touch it; first A in “America” does not touch third feather,
but rests on the fourth feather of eagle’s wing; 4 berries in olive

branch; very fine; very rare in this condition.

425 1805 H. 2. 1805 over 1804; obv., same as H. 1; rev., 12 arrows in

eagle’s claw; point of star just touches upper part of eagle’s beak
a little outside; first A in “America” touches the third and rests
on the fourth feather of eagle’s wing; the leaf runs into the part
of stand of I nearest to C in “America”; small stars in the field;

the upper right star has 2 points piercing the clouds, very fine.

426 1805 H. 3. 1805 over 18 04; very wide date; the lower star on the
left is very far from the hair; the lowest star on the right has 1

point touching the bust; the 1 in date does not touch the curl
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and is more under it than in H. 1; this die is cracked from the

edge, running between the letter Y and first star, extending to the

nose; the die is also cracked, forming a triangle and enclosing the

2 lower stars on the left; the point of the triangle touching the

hair; rev., 13 arrows; point of star enters the eagle’s mouth; the

leaf touches the stand of I nearest to C in “America”; the letters

M and E in “America” join at the lowest part; 4 berries in olive

branch; the third arrow counting from the legend is much longer

than the second; P in “of” is defective in the stand; fine; exces-

sively rare variety.

427 1805 over 4. H. 3a with heavier die break. Fine and rare.

428 1805 over 4. H. 3b with shattered obverse, die showing the cracked

die distinctly very good and very rare.

429 1805 H. 4. Close date; small 5; the lower star on the right has 1

point very near, but not touching the bust; star not near the Y
in “Liberty”; rev., 13 arrows; point of star joins upper part of

eagle’s beak; the end of the stand of A in “America” just touches

the point of fourth feather in eagle’s wing; the leaf just touches

the part of stand of I nearest to R in “America”; 5 berries in olive

branch; strictly fine, scarce.

430 1805 H. 5. Close date; small 5; the upper part of 5 turns upwards
nearer to the bust than in H. 4 ;

the point of lower star on the

right touches the bust; the stars are nearer to L and Y in “Liberty”

than in H. 4; rev., 13 arrows; point of star touches a little on

the outside of upper part of eagle’s beak; the stand of first A
in “America” is directly over the fourth feather (not touching)

in the eagle’s wing; the leaf touches the part of stand of I nearest

to C in “America”; 4 berries in olive branch; F in “of” is defective

in lower stand; very fine; stars sharper than usual.

431 1805 H. 6. Obv., same as H. 5; rev., same as H. 1; strictly fine; rare

variety.

432 1805 H. 7. Wide date; large 5; stars very close to L and Y in

“Liberty”; rev., same as H. 3; about very fine; very scarce variety.

433 1805 H. 8. Wide date; large 5, the stars farther from L and Y in

“Liberty”; lower left star slightly farther from hair and the 1

in date is not so directly under the curl as in H. 7 ;
rev., similar

to H. 3; 13 arrows; point of star enters eagle’s mouth, the upper

part of beak slightly touching it; the leaf points to (without

touching) the extreme point of the stand of I nearest to C in

“America” (in H. 3 it touches); 4 berries in olive branch; stand of

F in “of” defective; very fine.

434 1805 H. 9. Obv., same as H. 8; rev., very similar to H. 3 and 8, but

has only 12 arrows; the third arrow counting from the legend is

about the same length as second, but in H. 3 and 8 the third arrow

is considerably longer than tb« second; 4 berries in olive branch;

a break in this die forms a lump on the edge from near A to and

including E in “States”; very fine; extremely rare variety.

NOTE. All the preceding 1805 half-dollars (excepting H. 2 and

1, which are over 1804) have the lower left star far from the

hair, and all the following have it very close, but not touching the

hair.
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435 1805 H. 10. Close date; large 5; lower star very close to hair; point

of star close to bust, but not quite touching; <he 1 in date is close

to hair, barely escapes touching it and is not under the curl; rev.,

13 arrows; point of star enters eagle’s mouth, the point of upper

beak resting upon it; the leaf points to part of stand of I nearest

to C in “America,” but not touching; 5 berries in olive branch;

stars well struck; uncirculate; bluetone choice.

436 1805 H. 11. Obv., same as H. 10; crack in the die extends from the

neck to the bosom of “Liberty”; another wave-like crack extends

across the top of date; rev., 13 arrows; point of star touches out-

side of upper part of eagle’s beak; the leaf .just touches the point

of stand of I nearest to C in “America”; 5 berries on olive branch;

stars bold; very fine.

437 1805 H. 12. Obv., same as H. 10; rev., 13 arrows; the point of star

touches outside of eagle’s beak closer to the point of the beak than

in H. 11; leaf points to the space between R and I in “America”;

the first A in “America” is farther from the eagle’s wing than in

any preceding variety of this date and is opposite the fifth feather;

5 berries in olive branch; fine; scarce variety.

1800

438 1806 H. 1. (1806 over 1806); medium wide date (this was probably

a mistake of the engraver of the die, who apparently inserted the

6, but discovering his mistake changed it); pointed top to the 6;

the lower right star close to bust, without touching; the 1 in

date touches the hair; star not near L in “Liberty”; rev., 13 ar-

rows; point of star touches outside of upper part of eagle’s beak;

the leaf points to the part of stand of I nearest to C in “America,”
but does not touch; 5 berries in olive branch; the longest arrows
extend to about the centre of N in “United”; very good; rare

variety.

439 1806 H. 1 over 6. Same as above, about very fine. Very rare.

440 1806 H. 2. Obv., same as H. 1; die cracked through the fourth star

from top on the left running towards the neck; rev., 13 arrows;
point of star touches the outside of eagle’s beak; leaf touches the
point of stand of I nearest to C in “America”; 5 berries in olive

branch; longest arrows extend to a point nearly opposite the
second stand of N in “United”; fine, extremely rare variety.

441 1806 H. 3. (1806) over (1805); very wide date; blunt top to the 6;

5 shows distinctly in the lower part of 6 ;
6 too close to the 0;

lower star on the right is farther from the bust than in H. 1 ; a
crack in the die extends through the outer part of the 3 lower
stars on the right; rev., very defective bunch of arrows; only about
7 of the arrow heads have sticks; point of the star joins the point
of upper part of eagle’s beak; the leaf points to the part of the
stand of I nearest to C in “America”; 4 berries in olive branch;
die cracked along the top of “United”: extremely rare variety;
very fine.

442 1806 H. 3a. The same as the preceding, but without the crack on
either obverse or reverse; good; also extremely rare; these two are
the only specimens of this variety I ever saw.
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443 1806 H. 4. The point of the 5 just shows at top of 6; medium wide
date; blunt 6; the 6 close to 0; the lower star on the right has 1

point touching the bust; the 1 and 8 are closer together than in

H. 3; very large flat stars; rev., 13 arrows; point of star enters

eagle’s mouth; the upper part of eagle’s beak shuts down on it;

the leaf touches the part of stand of I nearest to C in “America”;
5 berries in olive branch; all the upper row of stars have each 2

points touching the clouds excepting the third from the left; very

fine; very rare variety.

444 1806 H. 5. Obv., same as H. 4; rev., very similar to H. 2, but the

bunch of arrows only extends to just opposite the first stand of N
in “United”; 5 berries in olive branch; the point of star touches

outside of upper part of eagle’s beak; the leaf touches the part of

stand of I nearest to C in “America”; fine.

446 1806 H. 5 over 5. Blunt 6. With sunken die. All stars elongated to

edge. Strictly fine.

446 1806 H. 6. Obv., same as H. 4; rev., point of star enters eagle’s

mouth; the top part of the beak shuts down on it; leaf points to

the space between I and C a little towards I in “America”; the

stand of first A in “America” touches the third feather, but does

not rest upon the fourth; a point of a star passes behind the scroll

at the letter U in “Unum”; this does not occur in any of the pre-

ceding; 5 berries on olive branch; about uncirculated.

447 H. 7. Perfect very close date; pointed 6, the point of which barely

escapes touching the bust; 8 close to 1 and too low in date; the

1 just barely touches the hair; rev., star does not touch, but points

to the outside of upper part of eagle’s beak; the leaf points to

(without touching and a little above) the part of stand of I

nearest to C in “America”; this die was slightly cracked through

O in “of”; very fine; extremely rare variety.

448 1806 H. 8. Obv., same as H. 7; rev., point of star touches outside of

upper part of eagle’s beak; the leaf points to the part of stand of I

nearest to R in “America”; and the stand of the first A does not

touch any of the feathers in eagle’s wing, but is partly over the

fourth and fifth feathers; very fine; extremely rare variety.

449 1806 H. 9. Perfect medium wide date; pointed 6; the point of the

6 does not touch the bust and is not so near as in H. 7; the date is

more even and the lower star on the right has a point nearer the

bust; the lower star on the left is nearer the date; rev., point of

star joins with the end of upper part of eagle’s beak; leaf points

to part of I nearest C in “America,” but does not touch, no stem

to olive branch through eagle’s claw; very fine; extremely rare

variety.

450 1806 H. 9. Same as above. Pointed 6. Very fine.

451 1806 H. 12. Perfect wide date; similar to H. 11, but the T is not

double and the upper left star is nearer to L; the 1 in date just

touches the hair; rev., same as H. 6; very fine.

452 1806 H. 13. Obv., same as H. 12; rev., upper part of eagle’s beak

shuts down on point of star; leaf points to part of I nearest to R
in “America”; A and M in “America” do not join at lower part,

but M and E do; the first A in “America” does not touch eagle’s

wing and is in same position as in H. 8; very fine; scarce variety.
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453 1806 H. 15 Close date; pointed 6; very similar to H. 7, but the 8 in

date is more even with the 1, and 0 and 6 closer together; the

lower star on the left is nearer to the date; letter T in “Liberty

is double; the lower left star is near the hair; 1 in date just

touches the curl; rev., showing same characteristics as the re-

verse of H. 14, but the leaf in this points directly to the centre of

the stand of I in “America”; the point of star points directly to

the centre of U in “Unum”; short stem in eagle’s claw; first A in

“America” as in H. 8; about very fine; extremely rare variety.

454 1806 H. 15. Pointed 6. Same as above. About very fine. Very rare.

455 1806 G. 1. Pointed 6, similar to H. 15 but obverse has break under

date, with perfect reverse. Small berries. Rare.

456 1806 G. 1. Same as preceding. Fine.

457 1806 G. 3. Pointed 6, TY not double cut, a cluster of 3 hairs con-

nected with the curl, same reverse as H. 11. Fine.

458 1806 G. 4. Pointed 6. Perfect obverse same as H. 15 but heavy die

break across wings and eagle from border to border. Fine and

very rare.

459 1806 G. 5. Pointed 6. Obverse H. 8, reverse H. 11. Pine.

460 1806 G. 6. Pointed 6. Obverse same as H. 8, but different reverse

than G. 5. Very fine.

461 1806 G. 7. Obverse H. 10. Rev. H. 2—AM. joined at bottom. Fine.

1807

462 1807 H. 1. Head to right, even date; 1 touching the hair, the curl of

the hair, that protrudes farthest to the rear, is opposite the space

between 2 points of the lowest star; rev., the upper part of eagle’s

beak shuts down on point of star; leaf points to part of I nearest

to C in “America”; the stem of olive branch in eagle’s claw is

straight; the stand of F in “of” is defective; 1 point of a star

almost touches the scroll, and points to the thick part of U in

“Unum”; the second T in “States” is over a cloud (not oyer the

space)
;
uncirculated; nice tone.

463 1807 H. 1. Same as above. Right, very fine.

464 1807 H. 1. Same as above. Head right. Fine.

465 1807 H. 2. Head to right; close date; the 1 touches the hair; 8 large;

the lower star on the left has 1 point pointing to the protruding
curl and is farther from it than in H. 1; the lower star "on the
right is nearer the bust; rev., the upper part of eagle’s beak touches
the point of the star; leaf points to I in same manner as in H. 1;

but is nearer to it; the stem of olive branch is short and curves
downward; the stand of F in “of” is very long on the right; the
star is not close to U in “Unum,” but points to the thick part of

U; T in “States” is over a cloud; upper part of hair a little weak;
very fine.

466 1807 H. 2. Same as above. Right, Perfect die, strictly fine.

467 1807 H. 3. Obv., almost exactly like H. 2, but 8 is much lower; the
upper and lower stars on the right are farther from Y and the
bust; the 7 in date not quite so near the bust; the curl in front of
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forehead and on top of head defective; rev., upper part of eagle’s

beak shuts down on point of star; the leaf points to part of I

nearest to C in “America” and nearly touches it; the 2 upper ber-

ries in olive branch touch the upper leaves; the point of star points

directly to the centre of U in “Unum”; the second T in “States” is

over a space between 2 clouds: hair weak; otherwise fine, ex-

tremely rare variety.

4 68 1807 H. 4. Same obv. as H. 2; rev., very similar to H. 2, but the leaf

points more to the centre of stand of I; D in “United” is not so

near the eagle’s wing; the secoiid T in “States” is partly over the

space between the clouds; extremely fine; rare variety.

469 1807 H. 5. Very similar to H. 2, but the 8 is more on a line with the

other figures; the lower star on the right is not quite so near the

bust and the lower star on the left a trifle farther from the hair;

the lower point of star near L in “Liberty” points a little higher

from the bottom and the points of the star near Y point higher;

rev., same as H. 1; Unc.; very rare variety.

4 70 1807 H. 6. Obv., same as H. 3; rev., point of star joins the point of

upper part of eagle’s beak; all the stars in the upper row (except-

ing the one on the extreme left) have 2 points touching the

clouds; the star points to nearly the centre of U in “Unum,” but

more towards the right than in H. 3; the eagle’s claw is much
farther from first A in “America”; the second T in “States” is over

a cloud, and the leaf is farther to the left of I in “America,” as in

H. 1; very fine.

471 1807 H. 6. Same as above right. Ext. fine.

472 1807 H. 7. Obv., very similar to H. 2, except that the 2 upper stars

on left and right are a trifle farther from the letters; rev., same
as H. 4; a little mis-struck; very good; extremely rare.

NOTE. All the following half-dollars up to the 1836 reeded

edge have 7 stars on the left in front and 6 behind the head.

473 1807 H. 8. Liberty cap head to left, or head of 1808; the 1 in date

near to bust; small stars; the 7 is directly under left part of curl;

the lowest lock of hair on the forehead has a fine point curling out-

ward; rev., C far from 50 in “50C”; E and R in “America” nearly

touch; fine; scarce.

474 1807 H. 8. Same as above. Left. Small stars. Fine.

475 1807 H. 9. Liberty cap head to left; date slightly wider than in H. 8;

the 1 not so near the bust; the 7 is under the centre part of curl;

large stars; lower star on the right a trifle nearer the date; rev.,

C closer to 50 than in H. 8; E and R in “America” farther apart;

there is a slight line like a semicircle just in front of the perpen-

dicular part of the 5 in “5 0C”; about uncirculated; rare in this

condition.

476 1807 H. 9A. Same as preceding; the reverse shows that the die was

retouched, making most of the letters bifurcated; about uncircu-

lated.

477 1807 H. 9B. Same as H. 736, but die is cracked, connecting the chin

and bust by a line; very fine; scarce.

478 1807 H. 9c left, with cracked obverse. Fine.
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479 1807 H. 10. Very similar to H. 9, but has the lock of hair on the

forehead with fine point curling outwards; the 1 in date is a trifle

farther from the bust; the lower left and right stars a trifle nearer

the bust and hair; there is a break in the die from the lower part

of 7 to the edge; rev., almost exactly like the reverse of H. 9, but

the C is a trifle nearer to 50; the I in “Pluribus” is directly under

the space between T and E in “States,” while in the other varie-

ties it is partly under the T; the S in “Pluribus” is also farther to

the right of last S in “States” than in any of the others; unc.;

very rare variety.

480 1807 H. 10a. Left, with cracked obverse. Extra fine.

180S

481 1808 H. 1. Wide date; rev., 50 and C in “50 C/” wide apart; the 5

distant from the leaf; I in “Pluribus” is directly under the space

between second T and E in “States”; the S in “Pluribus” is under

the space between last S in “States” and O in “of”; about uncircu-

lated, sharp stars; very scarce.

482 1808 H. 2. Perfect wide date; lower left star is not quite so close

to the bust as in H. 1; die cracked through 2 points of upper left

star running towards the nose; rev., almost exactly like H. 1; the

only noticeable difference is that the 5 in “50C” is nearer to the

olive leaf; very good; sharp stars; extremely rare variety.

483 1808 H. 2. Cracked obverse die from star to nose. Fine. Rare.

484 1808 H. 3. Wide date; the upper left star is nearer the head and the

upper right star is not quite so near the head as in H. 1 and 2; rev.,

the C is closer to 5 0, and the 5 farther from the olive leaf than in

H. 1 and 2; the legend, “States of America,” is crowded very close

together, resembling one word; the I in “Pluribus” is directly un-

der the T in “States”; the S in “Pluribus” is directly under the

last S in “States”; very fine; very rare variety.

485 1808 H. 3a. Cracked obverse die. Very fine.

486 1808 H. 3b. Shattered die with suction mark in front of face. Unc.
487 1808 H. 4. Wide date; the upper left star is about the same distance

from the head as in H. 1 and a trifle closer than H. 2, but not
quite so close as H. 3; the lower right star is slightly closer to the
hair than in H. 1. 2 and 3; the upper right star is nearer to the
cap than H. 3; rev., the 50 and C are much nearer together than
in H. 1 and 2, but not so close as H. 3; the I and S in “Pluribus”
are more to the right of T and S in “States” than in H. 3, but not
so far as in H. 1 and 2; 5 distant from olive leaf about the same as
in H. 3; very fine; scarce.

488 1808 H. 4a. Imperfect 2 in date. Very fine.

489 1808 H. 5. Close date otherwise almost exactly like H. 4, but upper
right star farther from cap; rev., the 50 and C are far apart and
the 5 distant from the olive leaf, as in H. 1, but the words “States
of America” more crowded, but not so much as in H. 3; the posi-
tions of I and S in “Pluribus” are about the same as in H. 4; very
fine; rare.

490 1808 H. 5a. Same as above. Cracked die. Fine. Rare.
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491 i808 H. 6. Wide date; last 8 farther to the right than in any of the
preceding; otherwise very similar to H. 5; excepting that the
lower right star is closer to the curl than in it or any of the pre-

ceding; rev., the “50 C” is close as in H. 3; the I and S in “Pluri-

bus” are in same positions as in H. 4 and 5, but the N in “Unum”
is almost directly under the F in “of”; the letter U in “United” is

closer to the eagle’s wing, and the last A in “America” is nearer to

the arrows than in any of the preceding; very fine; very rare
variety.

492 1808 H. 6. Same as above. Very fine.

493 1808 G. 1. Obverse similar to H. 4 but cracked reverse. Very fine.

494 1808 G. 1. Same as above. Uncirculated.

495 1808 G. 2. Obverse H. 2 but new reverse with die cracks. Very fine.

496 1808 G. 2. Same as preceding. Very fine.

497 1808 G. 3. Cracked obverse die. Fine.

498 1808 G. 3a. Same G. 3 but perfect obverse & Rx. die. Fine.

499 1808 G. 4. Similar to H. 6. but different Rx. U in United farther

from eagles wing than any other. Fine to very fine.

500 1808 G. 4. Same as above. Fine.

1809

501 1809 H. 1. The lower star on the right barely escapes touching the

hair; rev., M in “Unum” is slightly to the left from being directly

under the centre of first A in “America”; last A is nearer the

arrow than in H. 2 and 4 ;
I in “Pluribus” is directly under the

centre of second T in “States”; sharp stars; abt. uncirculated.

502 1809 H. 2. Stars a trifle smaller and are more spread than In H. 1;

the lower star on the right not so close to the hair and 9 in date;

the upper left star is a trifle farther from the curl on the forehead

than in H. 1; rev., M in “Unum” is directly under the centre of

first A in “America”; the C in “5 0C” is farther from the 5 0 than

in either H. 1, 3 and 4; last A in “America” is farther from the

arrow than in H. 1 and 3; I in “Pluribus” is a little to the left

from being directly under the centre of second T in “States”:

very fine; rare variety.

503 1809 H. 2a with die break on reverse. Very fine.

604 1809 H. 3. Obv., almost exactly like H. 2, but the stars on the right

are closer together and the lower right star a trifle closer to the

hair; rev., “50 C” is closer than in H. 1 and 2; the position of let-

ters in legend are about the same as in H. 1; A and M in

“America” touch at lower parts; T and E in “States” very close;

sharp stars; about uncirculated; rare variety.

505 1809 H. 4. Obv., same as H. 1; rev., “50C” closer than any of the

preceding (only a trifle closer than H. 3 ) ; the lower stand of M is

a little above that of A in “America”; otherwise the positions of the

letters in legend are nearly the same as H. 3; the lower part of U
in “United” is double; sharp stars; about uncirculated.

506 1809 H. 5. The 1 farther from the 8 in date than in any of the pre-

ceding, and the stars farther apart; the lower right star the same

the relative positions of letters in legend are like H. 1, except that

the M in “Unum” is more under the centre of first A in “America”;

uncirculated; rare variety.
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507 1809 H. 6. Obv., same as H. 1; rev., U in “United” Is nearer

to the eagle’s wing than in H. 1, but the relative positions of let-

ters in legend the same; A and M in “America” touch; the stand of

M a little above that of A, as in H. 4; the E just barely touches the

M; very fine; rare variety.

608 1809 G. 1. Obverse similar to H. 2 but different reverse. 5 0c closer.

Very fine.

609 1809 G. 2. Obv. crack from curl at forehead through 2nd star and

through 0 in date. Different Rx from H. 2. V. F.

510 1809 G. 3. Large stars closely spaced. Lower right star far from

curl, high “9.” Rx. Shattered reverse die. Fine.

511 1809 G. 4. Same as H. 2 but different reverse. 5 0c closer. Very fine.

512 1809 G. 5. Lower right star very close to curl. Fine.

1810

513 1810 H. 1. Lower right star close to hair; rev., T and E in “United”

touch at upper part; I in “Pluribus” is directly under the space be-

tween A and second T in “States”; the arrows are all double-point-

ed; S in “Pluribus” is a little to the left of being directly under last

S in “States”; fine; struck off center. Scarce variety.

614 1810 H. la. Very perfect dies, struck off center. Very fine. Cracked
dies. Extr. fine.

516 1810 H. 2. Very small ear on head of Liberty; smaller than any of

the other varieties; lower right star not so near the hair as in H.

1, 3 and 4; upper right star not so near the cap, and lower left

star a trifle farther from bust than in H. 1; rev., T and E in

“United” do not touch; I in “Pluribus” is to the left of the centre

of T in “States”; S in “Pluribus” is directly under the centre of

last S in “States”; 5 in “50C” is not so near the olive leaf as in

H. 1 and 4; R and I in “America” join at lower parts; fine;

scarce variety.

516 1810 H. 3. Lower star on the right has 1 point touching the hair;

the upper star on the left is nearer the head than in H. 1 and 2;

rev., 5 in “50C” is farther from olive leaf than in either H. 1, 2

or 4; the letter C being closer to the arrow head; S in “Pluribus”
is a little to the right of being directly under the centre of last

S in “States”; about uncirculated.

617 1810 H. 4. Almost exactly like H. 1, except that the upper left star
is nearer the head, as in H. 3; the lower right star is near (with-
out touching) the curl, as in H. 1; rev., C is farther from 50 and
the 5 nearer the olive than in H. 1, 2 and 3; AME in “America”
touch at lower part; I in “Pluribus” is under the space between A
and T in “States”; S is directly under the centre of last S in
“States”; U in “Unum” is more to the left of O in “of” than in
H. 2; stars somewhat flat; very fine; rare variety.

518 1810 H. 5. Obv., same as H. 1; rev., very similar to H. 3, but U in
“United” is nearer the eagle’s wing; the M in “Unum” is more
directly under first A in “America”; the 0 in “50” slants away a
little more from the 5; very fine; rare variety.

519 1810 G. 1 similar to H. 1. Reverse different, short wide fraction.
Uncirculated.

520 1810 G. 2. Similar to H. 3. Different reverse. Very fine.
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621 1810 G. 3. Obverse H. 4. Die break from 0 in 50 through Eagles
head. Fine.

522 1810 G. 3. Obverse H. 4, with die crack from Eagles head to tail.

Reverse very fine.

623 1810 G. 4. Very wide date, similar to G. 3 except 5 0c close. Very
fine.

524 1810 G. 5. Obverse H. 1. But cracked reverse. Very fine.

625 1810 G. 5. Same as above. Pine.

526 1810 G. 6. Same as H. 1. Perfect reverse. Very fine.

1811

527 1811 H. 1. Perfect date; lower right star close to hair; rev., I in

“Pluribus” is directly under the centre of T in “States”; B in

“Pluribus” is directly under the perpendicular part of B in

“States”; 5 in “5 0C” is distant from olive wreath; A and M in

“America” touch at lower part; U in “United” very close to

eagle’s wing; uncirculated.

628 1811 H. 2. Obv., same as H. 1; rev., I in “Pluribus” is to the right

of being under centre of T in “States” and B is directly under the

centre of E in “States”; 5 in “5 0C” is closer to the olive wreath
than in H. 1 and 4 ;

U in “United” is too low and not so near the

eagle’s wing as in H. 1, 3 and 4; very fine.

529 1811 H. 2. Perfect dies. Very fine.

630 1811 H. 2 with perfect obverse die. Rx. die breaks. Uncirculated,

sharp blue tone.

631 1811 H. 3. Obv., same as H. 1; rev., similar to H. 2 in relative posi-

tions of letters, except that the S in “Pluribus” is not so far to the

right; U in “United” very near eagle’s wing; a crack runs from
the edge near olive leaf through TED in “United” to first S in

“States”; ex. fine; very rare variety.

632 1811 H. 4. Period between 18 and 11 in date; rev., the 50 and C
wider apart than H. 1, 2 and 3, and 5 distant from olive leaf; other-

wise it answers the description of H. 1; stars a little fiat; uncircu-

lated.

633 1811 H. 4a. Large 8 with die break between date. 18/11. Uncir-

culated.

634 1811 G. 1. Large 8 without die break in second 1 in date. Fine.

635 1811 G. 1. Same as above but without break in date. Fine.

636 1811 G. 2. Small 8’s. Similar to H. 2 but more cracks on reverse

than G. 1. Very fine.

537 1811 G. 2. Same as above. Very fine.

638 1811 G. 3. Shattered obverse die. Similar to H. 2. Rx. Different.

Very fine.

639 1811 G. 4. Obverse similar to H. 1. but different reverse, with die

breaks from Eagles wing to edge. Uncirculated. Toned.

640 1811 G. 5. Small 8. 1 closer to 8. Perfect reverse die. Fine.

541 1811 G. 5. Same as above. Fine.

642 1811 G. 6. Obverse H. 4 with period in date but different reverse.

Pine.

643 1811 G. 7. Small 8. Wide date. Fine.

544 1811 G. 8. Large 8 with cracked die. Very fine.

545 1811 G. 8. Same as above. Pine.
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18152

546 1812 H. 1 over 11. Rev., letters in “Pluribus” are in position as fol-

lows; P under centre of S; I slightly to the right of centre of T;

S far to the right of S; 5 in “5 0C” distant from the leaf as in H. 5;

unc.; very rare.

There is scarcely any perceptible difference in the obverses of the

1812 half-dollars.

647 1812 H. 1 over 11. Same as above. Uncirculated, not struck. Sharp.

648 1812 H. 2. Wide date; rev., D in “United” too high and not in proper

position; P and I in “Pluribus” are directly under the centres of S

and T in “States”; the stands of last A in “America” and most of

the other letters are bifurcated; there are 2 minute lumps under I

in “America”; about uncirculated

549 1812 H. 3. Close date; rev., P and I in “Pluribus” slightly to the left

of being directly under the centres of S and second T in “States”;

D in “United” is in proper position; lower part of legend including

of course the last A in “America” are bifurcated; C farther from

the 0 in “5 0 C” than in H. 2; U in “Unum” is to the right of being

under the centre of O in “of”; ex. fine.

550 1812 H. 3a. Obverse & reverse die cracks. Ext. fine.

551 1812 H. 3a. Same as above. Uncirculated.

552 1812 H. 3b. Heavy die cracks. Fine.

553 1812 H. 4. Wide date; the 8 a little lower and the 2 more to the right

of curl than in H. 2; rev., almost exactly like H. 2, except that the I

in “Pluribus” is a little more to the right of being under the centre

of T in “States”; the 5 in “50 C” is farther from the leaf than in

H. 2 and 3 ;
D in “United” in proper position; very fine; very rare

variety.

554 1812 H. 5; wide date; obv., same as H. 4, but 8 not so low; rev., P and
I in “Pluribus” a little to the right of S and T in “States”; 5 in

“50 C” is farther from the leaf than in H. 2, 3 and 4, and the C is

nearer the arrowhead; uncirculated; rare variety.

555 1812 H. 5. Same as above. Fine.

556 1812 H. 6. Obv., same as H. 3; rev., very similar to H. 3 but in this

the U in “Unum” is directly under centre of O in “of”; none of the
letters in legend are bifurcated; crack in this die extends from the
edge close to the first A in “America” through U in “Unum”; a con-
tinuation of this crack commences on the other side at the eagle’s
wing extending to N in “United”; about uncirculated; extremely
rare.

557 181 2 H. 7. Date closer than H. 2, but not quite so close as H. 3 ;
rev.,

C farther from 50 than in any of the preceding; very similar to
H. 4, but the 5 is a trifle closer to the olive leaf, and the S in “Pluri-
bus” and Un in “Unum” a little more to the right; very fine; rare
variety.

658 1812 H. 7. Same as above. Very fine.

559 1812 G. 1. Obverse H. 2. Rx. die break in left wing like a horn.
About very fine.

560 1812 G. 1. Same as above. Very fine.

561 1812 G. 2. Obverse of H. 2. Reverse as G. 1 but without breaks.
Very fine.

1812 G. 3 over 11, but large 8 in date. Very fine.562
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1813

663 1813 H. 1. Rather close date; the second figure 1 too low in date;

the upper left star points to the centre of upper curl; rev., C is

farther from 50 in “50 C” than in any of the following; letter R
in “Pluribus” is directly under the thick stand of A in “States”

;

1 and S in “Pluribus” a little to the right of T and S in “States”;

uncirculated; blue tone.

664 1813 H. 2. Wide date; the upper left star points to lower part of

upper curl; the figure 3 is nearer the star than in H. 1; the lower

star on the right a trifle nearer the hair than in H. 1; rev., I in

“Pluribus” is to the left of centre of T in “States”; B is also to the

left of E, being nearly opposite the space between T and E in

“States,” and the S in “Pluribus” is slightly to the right of centre of

last S in “States”; very fine; scarce.

665 1813 H. 5. Almost exactly like H. 4, but the lower star on the right is

more below and nearer to the curl and a trifle nearer to the 3 in

date; nose and chin are not double; date a trifle wider than H. 4;

rev., the C is farther from 50 than in H. 4, but is near the end of

the stem of olive branch, as in H. 4, and nearer than in H. 1, 2 and

3; the relative positions of letters in “Pluribus Unum” are the same
as in H. 4; end of scroll on reverse weak; very fine.

666 1813 H. 5. Same as above. Very fine.

667 1813 H. 5. Same as above. Very fine.

568 1813 H. 6. Close date; the upper left star points to the junction of the

2 curls on the forehead; this die is badly cracked, running through

the stars on each side down through the date; rev., the position of

the letters in “Pluribus” relative to those in “States” is the same
as in H. 4, but the “50 C” is a great deal larger, particularly the C,

than in any of the preceding; this die is also badly cracked in every

direction; very fine; rare variety.

669 1813 H. 6a. Not badly cracked. Very fine.

670 1813 H. 7. Wide date; obv., same as H. 2; rev., similar to H. 2, ex-

cept that N in “Unum” is a little to the right of F in “of” instead

of to the left as it is in H. 2, and the 5 in “50 C” is a trifle farther

from the olive leaf than in H. 2; very fine; rare variety.

671 1813 H. 8. Obv., same as H. 4, but not double profile; rev., I in

“Pluribus” is to the left of being under the centre of T in “States”;

the last A in “America” is distant from the arrow head as in H. 5

and 6; the second stand of M in “America” is below the E; fine;

rare variety.

572 1813 H. 8. Same as above. Fine.

673 1813 H. 10. Obv., same as H. 4, but not double prohle; rev., same as

H. 4; very fine.

674 1813 G. 1. Obverse H. 8, but reverse different, crack between the two

lower olive leaves. Fine.

675 1813 G. 2. Obverse similar of H. 8 but date not as wide. Fine.

676 1813 G. 3 with leaves elongated to border. Very fine, toned.
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J814

B77 1814 H. 2. The point of upper left star points ro the centre of upper

curl on the forehead; rev., C farther from 50 in “50 C” than in any

other variety; I in “Plurihus” is directly under the centre of T in

“States”; S in “Plurihus” is to the right of S in “States”; N in

“Unum” is directly under the P in “of”; uncirculated.

578 1814 H. 2, die breaks on obverse with more breaks on Rx. Very fine..

579 1814 H. 2. Perfect Rx. Very fine.

580 1814 H. 2. Same as above. Very fine.

581 1814 H. 8. The point of upper left star points more to the lower part

of upper curl on the forehead; otherwise like H. 2; rev., a bunch

of three very small thin leaves point up to eagle’s wing (this is on

no other variety of this date) ; S in “Plurihus” is very far to the

right of S in “States”; a light crack runs from P in “Plurihus” to

top of eagle’s wing; ex. fine; excessively rare variety.

582 1814 H. 3. Same as above. Very fine.

583 1814 H. 4. The point of upper left star points to the lower curl on the

forehead; the upper right star is a trifle farther from the cap, and

the 4 in date farther to the right than in H. 2 and 3; rev., the C in

“50 C” is closer to the 50 than in H. 2, but not so close as in H. 3;

the I in “Plurihus” is a little to the left of being directly under T
in “States”; the S in “Plurihus” is to the right of S in “States” but

not so far as in H. 2 and 3; uncirculated.

584 1814 H. 5. The point of upper left star points to the junction of the

2 curls on forehead; the 8 and second 1 in date are closer together

than in H. 2, 3 and 4; rev., the C is closer to 50 in “50 C” than in

any of the preceding; the I in “Plurihus” is slightly to the left of

being directly under T in “States,” but the S in “Plurihus” is di-

rectly under the centre of O in “of”; a crack extends from E in

“Plurihus” to the middle of eagle’s wing; very fine; rare variety.

585

586

1814 H. 5.

1814 G. 1.

No cracks on obverse. Pine.

Very wide date. Rx. 0 in OG, Very close to last S in

687

States.

1814 G. 2.

Uncirculated.

Obverse similar to H. 3 with suction marks on Rx. Very

588

589

fine.

1814 G. 2.

1814 G. 3,

Same as above. Very fine,

obverse H. 8 and second 1 very wide apart. Uncirculated.
690

591

1814 G. 3.

1814 G. 4.

Same as above. Pine.

Obverse of H. 2 but different reverse. Second widest 50c.

592

Very fine.

1814 Pine and very fine, not attributed. 2 pcs.

t8ir>

593 1815 H. 1. Thought to he over 1812; the point of upper left star

points to about the centre of upper curl; rev., I in “Plurihus” is a
little to the left of being directly under the centre of T in “States”;

the S in “Plurihus” is a little to the right of last S in “States”; un-
circulated; very rare.
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1817

694 1817 H. 1. 1817 over 1813; the 3 shows very distinctly under the 7;

rev., I in “Pluribus” is directly under the T in “States” and the S

in “Pluribus” is to the right of S in “States”; the first U in “Un-
um” is to the right of being directly under O in “of”; uncircu-

lated; very rare.

595 1817 H. 2. Rather wide date; the upper left star points to the lower

part of upper curl on the forehead; the lower star on right close

to hair; rev., I in “Pluribus” is under the space between A and T
in “States”; the second U in “Pluribus” is directly under the E in

“States” and the S in “Pluribus” is a trifle to the left of being

directly under the centre of last S in “States”; first U in “Unum”
is directly under the O in “of”; R and I in “America” touch at

lower parts; ex. fine.

596 1817 H. 2. Same as above. Perfect date. Very fine.

597 1817 H. 3. Rather wide date; the 18 and 17 a little apart; the 7 is

more to the right of curl than in any variety excepting H. 5, but

the 1 in date is much nearer the bust than in H. 5 ;
upper left

star points to the junction of the 2 curls on the forehead; upper

right star is near the cap, as in H. 7, but the lower star on the

left is nearer the bust than in H. 7 ; the lower star on the right is

far from the 7, both points being opposite the protruding curl; rev.,

answering the description of H. 1, but the lower part of I towards

C in “America” is defective; looks as if sliced off; very fine.

598 1817 H. 4. Close date; upper left star points to the centre of lower

curl on the forehead; upper right star is not near the Liberty cap;

the 1 in date is farther from the bust than in any variety but H. 5;

rev., very similar to H. 1 and 3, but the first U in “Unum” is a

trifle more to the left; the U in “United” is nearer the eagle’s wing
than in H. 1; the I in “America” is perfect at the lower part yet

the stand towards C is a little too short; uncirculated; very rare

variety.

599 1817 H. 4. Close date. Crack through stars on right. Perfect re-

verse. Uncirculated. Choice.

600 1817 H. 4. Slight edge break running around last two stars on right

to edge. Ex. fine.

601 1817 H. 4. Same as above. Pine.

602 1817 H. 5. Wide date; the 8 and second 1 are close together, i. e.,

“1 81 7”; the 7 is far to the right from being under the curl and is

nearer the star than in any other variety; the 1 in date is far from

the bust, as in H. 4; die cracked from top of “Liberty” cap to the

edge on the right; the upper left star points to centre of upper curl;

rev., the I in “Pluribus” is to the left of being directly under T in

“States”; U and S are to the right of being directly under E and

S in “States”; the “50 C” is a trifle closer than in any other

variety; very fine; scarce variety.

603 1817 H. 6. Wide date; divided, as in H. 3, but the first 1 is much
nearer the bust; the upper right star is not so near the Liberty

cap and the lower left star not so near the bust; rev., answer-

ing the description of H. 1, but the C in “50 C” in this is farther
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to the right of stem of olive branch; it is also very similar to the

reverses of H. 3 and 4, but the C in “50 C” is farther to the

right than in either of those numbers; the lower stand of I in

“America” is perfect; a crack runs through the lower part of

C in “America” from the edge to eagle’s wing; uncirculated; rare

variety.

604 1817 H. 7. Very wide evenly separated date; the upper right star Is

very near the Liberty cap, as in H. 3, but the lower left star is

farther from the bust; the upper left star points to the lower

curl on forehead; the first 1 in date is near the bust, as in H. 6;

the lower right star is farther from the 7 than in any other

variety and has 2 points opposite the protruding curl, as in H. 3;

rev., answering the description of H. 5, except that the U in

“United” in this is a trifle nearer the eagle’s wing; ex. fine;

very scarce.

605 1817 H. 8. Close date; the upper left star points to the nose of Lib-

erty head about opposite the eye; this star, as well as the upper

right star, is farther from the Liberty head than in any other

variety; the lower left and right stars are nearer the bust than

in No. 4; there is a small crack in the die extending downwards
from the extreme point of the ribbon, back of the head, an eighth

of an inch long, which to the naked eye looks like a scratch;

rev., the P in “Pluribus” is farther to the left from being under
first S in “States” than in any other variety; the C in “50 C”
is farther from the 5 0 than in any other variety; otherwise it is

very like H. 5; uncirculated; rare variety.

606 1817 G. 1. Obv. same as H. 6, but breaks more pronounced. Rx.

“C” in America double cut. Very fine.

607 1817 G. 2. One of points of first star near bust recut, also small break
connecting 1st and 2nd star. Uncirculated. Rare

608 1817 G. 2. Same as preceding, but without break. Ex. fine.

609 .1817 G. 2. Same as previous, but with die break running through
date to last two stars on right. Very fine.

610 1817 G. 3. Die break running from upper left two stars through
liberty cap to upper right two stars. Very fine. Rare.

1818

611 1818 H. 1. 1818 over 1817; extra wide date; the first 1 is very
far from the 8; the upper left star points to the centre of upper
curl on the forehead and is rather near the Liberty cap; the up-
per right star is very close to the Liberty cap; rev., the I in
“Pluribus” is directly under the left part of stand of T in
States

, the B in “Pluribus” is directly under the space between
T and E in “States”; the S in “Pluribus” is directly under the
centre of last S in “States”; this is the only variety of this date
in which the A and M in “America” touch at lower part; “of” in
legend is too near to “States”; uncirculated.

612 1818 H. 2. 1818 over 1817; extra wide date; more even date than
H. 1, the first 1 is not so far from the 8; the upper left star points
to lower curl on the forehead; the upper right star is not so
n^r the Liberty cap as in H. 1 : rev., the I in “Pluribus” is almost
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directly under (slightly to the right) the T in “States”; the S in

“Pluribus” is to the right of S in “States”; “of” in legend is in

proper position; A and M in “America” are close but do not

touch; the 5 and 0 in “5 0” are very close; very fine.

613 1818 H. 2 over 17. Perfect obv. and reverse. Uncirculated with

mint lustre.

614 1818 H. 2 over 17. Wide date. Interesting break from hair through

3rd star on lower right. Uncirculated.

615 1818 H. 2 over 17. Cracked obverse and reverse, with suction marks.

About uncirculated.

616 1818 H. 3. 1818 over 1817; obv., same as H. 2; rev., similar to

reverse of H. 1, but the A and M in “America” do not touch; “of”

in legend is in proper position and the 5 a trifle farther from 0 in

“5 0 C” than in No. 1; very rare variety; fine.

617 1818 H. 4, Close date; the upper left star points to lower part of

upper curl on forehead; the upper right star is not near the cap;

the lower right star has but 1 point near the hair, is partly

under the curl, is nearer the 8 in date than in any variety ex-

cepting H. 8, 9 and 10, and is about the same distance as in those

numbers; rev., the letters in “Pluribus” are under the letters

in “States” as follows: P directly under S, L almost directly under

T, I to the right of second T, and S very far to the right of last S;

“of” in legend in proper position; very fine.

618 1818 H. 5. Medium wide date; the first 8 too low and too close to

second (1); the upper left star points down towards the top of

upper curl on forehead; the upper right star is not near the cap;

the lower left star not near the bust; lower right star has but 1

point near the hair and is partly under the curl, as in H. 4, but

is not quite so near the 8; the mouth of Liberty slightly open;

rev., in “Pluribus” the P is to the left of S, the I to the left of T,

and the S almost directly under the S in “States”; “of” in legend

is closer to “States” and “America” than in H. 2, 4, 8 apd 11;

the 5 and 0 in “50 C” are far apart; the scroll commences nearly

opposite the centre of E in “United”; uncirculated.

619 1818 H. 5. All stars not sharp, some points elongated and touch

border. Very fine.

620 1818 H. 6. Close date; the last 8 a little too far from the 1; the

upper left star points to the junction of upper curl and the band;

the upper right star is very close to the cap; the lower left star is

rather near the bust; the lower right star has 2 points near the

hair; rev., almost like reverse of H. 2, but the I in “Pluribus” is

directly under the T in “States”; the scroll extends under the

fii’st stand of M in “America”; the 5 and 0 in 5 0 not so close and

the C is closer to the arrow head; “of” in legend is nearer

“America”; uncirculated; choice.

621 1818 H. 7. Medium wide even date; the position of stars the same as

in H. 6, except that the lower right star has both points at about

equal distance from the hair and is not so near the 8; the lower

left star is not so near the bust; rev., the positions of letters in

“Pluribus” are the same as in H. 5, but the scroll does not ex-

tend to under E in “United”; uncirculated; very rare variety. Gem.
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62 2 1818 H. 8. Rather wide date; the first 8 and second 1 too close, i. e.,

“1 81 8”; the 2 curls on the forehead are very weak, the upper

one scarcely visil)le: the upper left star points to the Liberty band;

the lower left star farther from the bust than in any other variety;

all the stars very delicate and far apart; lower right star has only

1 point near the hair and is nearer the date than in any other

variety excepting H. 11; rev., very similar to H. 4; L in “Pluri-

bus” a little more to the left of T in “States”; the “50 C” is

closer; the E in “States” too high; the first stand of A in “States”

is defective, being scarcely visible; very fine; very rare variety.

623 1818 H. 8. Without break on top of liberty cap. Very fine. Rare.

624 1818 H. 8a. Letter “A” in States defective. Break on top of liberty

cap. Very fine. Rare.

625 1818 H. 9. Close date; the first 8 and second 1 a little too close;

the upper left star points to the junction of upper curl and the

band on the forehead; lower left star same as in H. 4; lower

right star is farther from the date and the upper right star closer

to the head; rev., E in “States” too low; the first stand of A is

' tipped up nearly over the stand of first T in “States”; U in

“Unum” is opposite the space between O and F in “of”; the “50 C”
is wide; uncirculated; very rare variety; choice.

626 1818 H. 9. Cracked obverse and reverse. Fine.

627 1818 H. 10. Close date; a trifle closer than H. 4; the upper left

star points directly to the centre of upper curl on the forehead; the

lower star on the right is a great deal farther from the date than
in H. 4; rev., similar to H. 5; the scroll commencing under E in

“United”; the P, I and S in “Pluribus” in same positions as in

H. 5; the 5 and 0 in “50 C” are nearer together than in H. 5, and
the last A in “America” not so near the arrow head; uncirculated.

628 1818 H. 11. Wide date; the upper left star points to top of upper curl;

the lower left star near the bust; the lower right star has 1 point
near the hair, is partly under the bust, is nearer the date than in

H. 4, 8 and 12, and a. trifle nearer than H. 8, but in H. 8 the
lower left star is a great deal farther from the bust than in this;

rev., very similar to H. 5 and 10 as relates to the letters in “E
Pluribus Unum” except that the S in “Pluribus” is a trifle farther
to the left of being directly under S in “States”; the 5 and 0 in
“50 C” not quite so far apart as in H. 5, but farther apart than
in H. 10, and the 5 is farther from the olive leaf than in either
H. 5 or 10; very fine; very rare variety.

629 1818 H. 12. Medium wide date; the upper left star points to
the junction of upper curl and band on the forehead, as in H. 6. 7

and 9; the lower right star has only 1 point near the hair (differ-

ing from H. 6 and 7, but like H. 9); this star is nearer to the
date than in H. 9, and the date wider and more regular; the upper
right star is a trifle nearer the hair than in H. 9, but not so near
as in H. 6 and 7; rev., almost exactly the same as the reverse of
H. 8, but the first part of A in “States” is not so thin, and the 5

and 0 in “50 C” not so long; ex fine; rare variety.

1818 H. 12. Obv. has break from hair to top of third star right. Very
fine and desirable.

630
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631 1818 G. 1. SiDread date. Uppei’ left star close to cap. Rx. Same as
“H. 6.” Very fine.

632 1818 G. 2. Obv. similar to H. 11, weakly struck. Rx. Same as H. 7.

Very fine. Scarce.

633 1818 G. 2. Same as preceding, but with pronounced obv. l)reaks. Very
fine. Very scarce.

634 1818 G. 2. Same as preceding, but with light obverse cracks. Very
fine.

181 J)

635 1819 H. 1. 1819 over 1818; wide date, the figures at nearly equal dis-

tances; the upper left star points to the extreme lower part of upper

curl on forehead; the lower left star is nearer the bust than in

any of the overstrikes; the lower right star is about the same
distance from hair as in H. 3, 4 and 5; rev., in “E Pluribus Unum”
the letters are in position under the letters above them as follows;

E directly under the centre of D, P slightly to the left of S, L
exactly under the space between S and T, and the first U is exactly

under the space between T and A, and I almost exactly under the

centre of T; short thick 5 in “5 0 C”; very fine; rare variety.

636 1819 H. 2. 1819 over 1818; close date; under the 9 it has somewhat
the appearance of a 3, but on close examination it can scarcely be

determined; the 9 is very small, scarcely more than half the size

of the other figures; the 8 and second 1 are too close, i. e.,

“1 81 9”; the upper left star points to the top of upper curl; the

lower right star is farther from the date than in any of the over-

strikes; rev., the letters in “E Pluribus Unum’’ are in position

under the letters above them as follows; E a little to the right of

being under the centre of D, L under the left part of stand of T, I

a little to the right of being under the centre of T, the first U under

the left stand of A, R directly under the right stand of A, and S to

the right of last S; the “50 C’’ is wider or more spread than in

H. 1; the 5 is long and thin; ex. fine.

1819; another specimen of H. 2, in which the 9 appears to be

smaller; fair.

637 1819 H. 2. over 18, with reverse breaks somewhat stronger. Ex. fine.

638 1819 H. 2a. over 18 small 9. Perfect reverse. Very fine.

639 1819 H. 3. 1819 over 1818; date about the same width as H. 2; the

8 is too low and the 9 too far from the 1, and more to the right of

curl than in H. 1 and 2, but about the same as in H. 4 and 5; the

upper left star points to the centre of lower curl on the forehead;

the upper right star is farther from the Liberty cap than in H. 1

and 2, but the same as in H. 4 and 5; rev., the letters in “E
Pluribus Unum’’ are in position under the letters above them as

follows; E is far to the left of being under the centre of D, the end

of the scroll extending under E, P is far to the right of S, L is partly

under the S, R is directly under the centre of A, and I is directly

under the space between A and T; “50 C’’ same as in H. 2; about

uncirculated; scarce variety.

1819 H. 3 over 18. Letter “P” is far to left of letter “S” instead of

right as described by Hazeltine. Unc. Rare.
640
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641 1819 H. 3. over IS. Double profile. Ex. fine. Choice.

642 1819 H. 4. 1819 over 1818; date wide as H. 1, but the figures 1 are

thicker and larger; the first 1 is nearer the bust and the second 1

slants too much toward the 8, making it too low at top; the upper

left star points to junction of the 2 curls on forehead; rev., the

E in both “United” and “States” is imperfect, having no prolonga-

tion of the upper lines towards T; this occurs in no other variety

and determines this reverse; uncirculated, scarce variety.

643 1819 H. .'). 1819 over 1818; the position of the stars same as in H. 4;

date about the same width, but the first 1 too far from the 8, but

is not quite so near the bust; the 9 is nearer to the 1 than in

H. 4 ; a portion of the old 8 appears under the knob of the 9, giving

the appearance of a double knob; rev., same as H. 1; very fine;

very rare variety.

644 1819 H. 6. Perfect medium wide date; the upper left star points to

centre of upper curl on the forehead; the lower left star is very near

the bust; rev., answering the descriptions of Nos. 1 and 5, but

the 5 in “50 C” is a trifle nearer the olive leaves and the C a

trifle farther from 50; a small horizontal crack in the die connects

the upper parts of T and E in “States”; very fine; sharp.

645 1819 H. 7. Perfect close date; the upper left star points to centre of

upper curl, very similar to No. 6, except that the date is not so

wide and the lower left star not so near the bust; rev., very similar

to H. 2, except that the E is directly under the centre of D and
the S still farther to the right of S in “States”; the letters in

“States” are not correctly placed, the E having the appearance of

being too low, but it is on account of the A T being tilted too much;
“50 C” is wide; very fine.

646 1819 H. 8. Perfect close date; the upper left star points to the
extreme lower part of upper curl on forehead, almost like H. 7,

but in this the first 1 in date is nearer the bust and the lower
right star not so near the 9; rev., very similar to H. 1, 5 and 6, but
differs as follows; the 5 in “5 0 C” is farther from the olive branch
and the “of” in legend is too close to “States”; the prolonged
tops of E in both “United” and “States” instead of being horizontal
at the terminating points, slant upwards; very fine; extremely rare
variety.

647 1819 H. 8a. Double profile. Break from second star on left to bust.
Proof-like surface. Ex. fine.

648 1819 H. 9. Very wide perfect date (the widest date); the upper left

star points down to the top of upper curl; the lower left star not
near the bust; rev., same as H. 8; very fine; very rare variety.

649 1819 PI. 9. Interesting series of breaks on reverse. A very choice
coin. Uncirculated.

650 1819 H. 10. Medium wide date; the upper left star points to the top
of upper curl; otherwise very similar to H. 7. but in this the first
1 in date is nearer the bust; it differs from H. 8 in the lower left
star being farther from the bust; rev., very similar to PI. 1, 4, 5
and 6, except that the letter I in “Pluribus” is a little to the left
of being directly under the centre of T; rhe U in “Unum” is also
more directly under the centre of O in “of”; the C in “50 C” is
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closer to the arrow point than in any variety excepting H. 4, and
this differs from H. 4 in the “50 C” being close, while in H. 4 it is

very wide; about uncirculated; rare variety.

651 1819 G. 1. Same obverse H. 3. Reverse perfect not listed by H.

About very fine.

652 1819 G. 3. Obverse similar to H. 9, but wider date. Rx. type of H. 4.

Very fine.

653 1819 G. 5. Similar to H. 8. Upper right star closer to cap. Rx. “U”
in United farther from eagle’s wing. Very fine. Rare.

654 1819 G. 6. Obverse type of H. 10, but different reverse. Uncircu-

lated. Choice.

655 1819 G. 7. Rx. Letters “TE” in States joined at top and bottom, last

“A” in America joined to arrow. Uncirculated. Nicely toned.

656 1819 Similar to G. 7 but letters do not join. Very good. Very scarce.

1820

657 1820 H. 1. 1820 over 1819; the 1 shows distinctly under the 2 and the

9 under the 0; the 2 is too near the 0; the upper left star points

down to the top of upper curl on the forehead; rev., the I in

“Pluribus” is slightly to the left of being directly under T in

“States”; ex. fine.

658 1820 H. 2. 1820 over 1819; the 1 shows distinctly under the 2, but

the 9 is not so distinct under the 0; wider and more even date than

in H. 1; the 2 being in its proper place, the 0 being farther from

it than in No. 1; the upper left star points to the junction of the

upper and lower curls on the forehead and farther from the head

of Liberty than in H. 1; rev., very similar to H. 1 except that the I

in “Pluribus” is directly under the centre of T in “States” and

the 5 and 0 in “50 C” are a trifie closer together; about uncircu-

lated; very rare variety.

659 1820 H. 3. Perfect medium wide date; 182 large, small 0; figures at

equal distances; the 2 tips a little towards the 8; the upper left

star points to the junction of the Liberty band and cap; the lower

right star is close to the hair, but does not touch; rev., I in

“Pluribus” slants a little, but is directly under T in “States”; D in

“United” is too low; the scroll commences under the perpendicu-

lar stand of D in “united”; uncirculated.

660 1820 H. 4. Close date; 182 large, the 0 being small, as in H. 3; the

upper left star points, as in H. 3, but is a great deal closer to the

cap; the lower right star just touches the hair; the stars a trifie

larger and closer together than in H. 3; rev., the I in “Pluribus”

is a little to the left of being directly under the centre of T in

“States”; the scroll commences under the letter E in “United”; a

crack in the die unites the upper parts of M and E in “America”:

uncirculated gem.

661 1820 H. 5. Very small wide date; all the figures in date very small;

similar to H. 1, but not over 1819; the upper left star points, as in

H. 1, but the upper right star is closer to the cap and the lower

right star is nearer the date; rev., I in “Pluribus” in same posi-

tion as H. 1 and 4; the D in “United” is loo low and the scroll
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commences under the D, as in H. 3, i)ut the 5 in “5 0 C ’ not so

close to olive leaf as in H. 3; lower i)art of letters in legend

slightly bifurcated; uncirculated.

662 1820 H. 5 with cracked obverse. Very fine.

663 1820 H. 6. Very wide date; all the figures very large; the upper left

star points to the centre of the band just where the upper curl

touches it; the lower right star is very near the 0 in date, rev.,

the I in “Pluribus” is to the right of being directly under the T

in “States” and more to the right than in H. 3; the “50 C is close,

the .5 and C being at equal distances from the 0; uncirculated.

664 1820 H. 6. Very wide date but cracked reverse. Ex. fine.

665 1820 H. 7. Obv., same as H. 6; rev., same as H. 5; extremely rare

variety; uncirculated.

1821

666 1821 H. 1. The upper left star points to the junction of the Liberty

cap with the band; the lower left star not very near the bust; the

upper right star is a trifie nearer the cap than in H. 2, 3 and 4;

rev., I in “Pluribus” is slightly to the left of being directly

under the centre of T in “States” and the S in “Pluribus” is a

little to the right of being directly under the last S in “States”:

the scroll commences under the left point of D in “United”;

ex. fine.

667 1821 H. 1 with cracked reverse. Uncirculated. A real gem. Must be

seen to be appreciated.

668 1821 H. 1 with more cracks on reverse. Very fine. Choice,

669 1821 H. 2. The upper left star points to the band just above its

junction with the curl; the lower left star is a trifle farther from

the bust than in H. 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6; rev., the I in “Pluribus” is

slightly to the right of being directly under the centre of T in

“States”; and the S in “Pluribus” is farther to the right of S in

“States” than in H. 1 ; the M and E in “America” almost touch

at lower parts; the scroll commences opposite the space between

E and D in “United”: very flne; rare variety.

670 1821 H. 2. With heavier reverse breaks first “S” in States defective.

Uncirculated. Choice.

671 1821 H. 3. The upper left star points to the top of upper curl near its

junction with the band; the lower left star is very near the bust,

almost touching it; the lower right star touches the hair; rev.,

I in “Pluribus” is directly under the centre of T in “States”; every

A in legend is defective in having only half a stand on the right

side; every E is defective in having no prolongation of the hori-

zontal lines; the R in “America” has only half a stand; uncircu-

lated; extremely rare variety.

672 1821 H. 3. With cracked obverse. Rx. Letters “A. E & R” defective.

Very flne.

673 1821 H. 4. The upper left star points, as in H. 3; the lower left star

is a trifle closer to the bust than in H. 1 and 2, but not so close as
in H. 3; the lower right star is a trifle closer to the hair than in

H. 1 and 2, but does not quite touch; the last 1 in date is crowded
loo close to the 2; rev., the I in “Pluribus” is to the left of being
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directly under the T, farther than in H. 1 ;
the S in “Pluribus” is

directly under the centre of the last S in “States”; the words of

the legend are too close, the scroll commences under the letter

E in “United”; about uncirculated.

674 1821 H. 4. Stars very sharp. Very fine.

675 1821 H. 5. The upper left star points to the Liberty cap some dis-

tance above the band; the whole date is nearer the bust than in

any other variety; rev., I in “Pluribus” a little to the right of being

directly under the T as in H. 2, but the S in “Pluribus” is placed

like H. 1; the E and D in “United” and first S and T in “States”

are closer to each other than in any other variety; ex fine; very
rare variety.

676 1821 H. 6. Obv., almost exactly like H. 1; the only difference is

that this is a slightly closer date; rev., I in “Pluribus” is nearly

under the space between A and T in “States” and the S in

“Pluribus” is to the left of being under last S in “States”; last A
in “America” very close to arrow head; all the words in legend

are too close to each other; uncirculated; very rare variety; with

brilliant proof surface.

677 1821 G. 1, Obverse H. 2, but different reverse of any described by

Hazeltine. Very fine.

1822

678 1822 H. 1. Upper left star points to the Liberty band just above its

junction with the curl; lower left and upper right stars about the

same distance from bust and cap as H. 2, 3, 5, 7 and 8; rev., I in

“Pluribus” very slightly to the left from being directly under T in

“States”; S in “Pluribus” is under last S in “States”: the scroll

commences just under the right part of E in “United” and termi-

nates just under the centre of first stand of M in “America”; very

fine.

679 1822 H. 1. Cracked reverse. Uncirculated with proof surface. Gem.
680 1822 H. 2. Obv., same as H. 1; rev., I in “Pluribus” very slightly

to the right of being directly under the centre of T in “States”; S

in “Pluribus” is farther to the right of S in “States” than in H. 1;

scroll commences just opposite the space between E and D in

“United” and terminates as in H. 1; U in “United” is nearer the

eagle’s wing; last A in “America” nearer the arrow and C in

“50 C” is nearer the arrow than in H. 1; ex. fine.

681 1822 H. 3. Upper left star points to the band just below its junction

with the cap; rev., I in “Pluribus” is opposite the space between

A and T in “States”; S in “Pluribus” is opposite the space between

E and S in “States”; scroll commences under the centre of E in

“United” and extends to just under the right stand of first A in

“America”: last A in “America” almost touches arrow head; un-

circulated ;
perfect surface.

682 1822 H. 4. Wide date; upper left star points to the junction of the

band and Liberty cap; lower left star far from bust; rev., I and S

in “Pluribus” are to the left of T and last S in “States” but not

so far as in H. 3; scroll commences under right part of E in

“United” and extends to a point opposite the space between A and

M in “America”: ex. fine; rare.
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683 1822 H. 5. Upper left star points the same as in H. 3, but is closer

to the cap; the lower right star points to the hair lower than in

H. 3; rev., same as H. 3; uncirculated; rare variety.

684 1822 H. 6. Wide date; upper left star points to the cap above its

junction with the hand; lower left star still farther from the bust

than H. 4; rev., very similar to H. 4, except that the scroll extends

to under first stand of M in “America”; the 5 and 0 are closer,

and the C is a trifle farther from the 0 in “5 0 C”; very good;

scarce.

685 1822 H. 7. Upper left star touches the Liberty cap above its junction

with the band; lower right star points to centre of the protruding

curl; rev., answers the description of H. 4, but differs in that A
and M are much nearer together, almost touching; last A in

“America” almost touches arrow head; first part of A in “America”
is thin and crooked; rare variety; uncirculated.

686 1822 H. 8. Upper left star touches, as in H. 7; lower right star points

to the extreme lower point of protruding curl., rev., very similar to

H. 7, but the 5 is nearer the olive leaf than in any other variety;

R and I in “America” touch at lower part; ex. fine; scarce.

687 1822 G. 1. Break through stars on left. Fine. Scarce.

688 1822 G. 1. Upper left star points to center of upper curl. Rx. Simi-
lar to H. 6, but letter “A” closer to arrow. About ex. fine. Very
scarce.

689 1822 G. 2. Obverse lower right star close and points to lower part of

curl. Rx. Same as H. 4. Ex. fine. Very desirable.

690 1822 G. 3. Very wide date, lower left star from bu^t. Uncircu-
lated with proof surface. Gem.

691 1822 G. 4. Obverse similar to H. 1. Rx. Right end of scroll further
from legend than left end. Uncirculated. Choice.

692 1822 G. 5. Obverse similar to H. 8, upper left star touches cap a
little higher. Rx. The end of scroll extends to the middle of letter

“Y”. Very fine. Scarce.

693 1822 G. 6. Obverse perfect. Rx. Letters “TE” in States weakly struck.
Very fine.

694 1822 Evenly spaced date. Ex. fine.

1823

695 1823 H. 1. Ugly 3; there are 3 curves in the back of the 3; upper
left star points to the junction of Liberty cap and band; 1 in date
distant from bust; rev., positions of letters in “E Pluribus Unum”
under the letters above them are as follows: E directly under the
centre of D, P directly under the centre of S, I directly under the
centre of T, S slightly to the right of last S in “States” and M in
Unum a trifle to the right of being under the centre of first A

in “America”; “.50 C” wide; the U in “United” is defective at
lower part; last A in “America” nearly touches the eagle’s wing;
R in “America” has only half of the stand; rare; ex. fine.

696 1823 H. la. Same as above but double chin, neck and bust, ugly up-
right 3 in date. Very fine; scarce.
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697 1823 H. 2. Upper left star points slightly lower than in H. 1, and is

a trifle closer to the Liberty cap; 1 in date also closer to the bust;

more perfect 3; rev., similar to H. 1; position of letters the same
excepting that M in “Unum” is directly under the right stand
of A; U in “United” not defective; R in “America” has perfect

stand; “50 C” close; the C close to end of stem; very flne.

698 1823 H. 3. Upper left star close to cap, but points same as in H. 2;

1 in date, as in H. 1; rev., letters in “Pluribus Unum” in relation

to letters above them as follows; E to the left of D, P to the left

of S, I to the left of T, S directly under the S, and M directly

under the A; U in “United” defective at lower part, as in H. 1;

R in “America” has perfect stand; “50 C” wide, but a trifle

closer than in H. 1; scarce; about uncirculated.

699 1823 H. 3. Same as previous, but dies not so badly cracked. Very
flne.

700 1823 H. 4. Similar to H. 3, but the lower right star has 2 points

nearer the hair (this is the only variety I have found having the 2

points so situated)
;

rev., same as H. 1. but the U in “United” and
R in “America” very fine.

7 01 1823 H. 4, with perfect 3 in perfect date. Fine.

702 1823 H. 4. Break connects last 3 stars at right to bust. Imperfect 3.

Ex. flne with proof surface. Choice and rare.

7 03 1823 H. 5. Very similar to H. 2, but 1 in date not quite so close to

bust, and is larger than any of the preceding; upper right star a

trifle closer to the cap; rev., M in “Unum” is under the first stand of

A; last A in “America” is farther from the arrow head than any

other variety; “5 0 C” close; very fine; rare variety.

7 04 1823 H. 6. Upper left star points to the junction of upper curl and

band and is farther from the head than in any other variety; upper

and lower right stars not so near the cap and hair as in any

of the preceding; 1 in date farther from bust than in any other

variety; rev., letters in “E Pluribus Unum” are in position below

the letters above them as follows; E farther to the left of D, P
farther to the left of S, I farther to the left of T, and S farther

to the left of S than in H. 3; M in “Unum” is under the right

stand of A; “50 C” wide; last A in “America” is farther from the

arrow head than in H. 1, 2, 3 and 4; not quite so far as in H. 5;

very fine.

705 1823 H. 7. The upper left star points as in H. 6; otherwise like H. 3;

rev., very similar to H. 1, except that I Is a little to the right of

being directly under the centre of T; U in “Unum” is directly

under the space between O and E and the extreme right of M in

“Unum” is just under the left stand of M in “America”; “50 C”
wide; ex. fine; very rare variety.

706 1823 H. 7a. with double profile from forehead to bust. Very sharp.

Very fine.

707 1823 G. 1. Similar to H. 1, but ugly 3 slants further to the right,

under the curl. Different reverse. Sharp. Very fine.

708 . 1823 G. 2. Obverse same as G. 1. ugly 3. Rx. Different with' cracked

die. Ex. fine.
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709 1823 G. 3, Similar to G. 1, but perfect 3 in date. Unc. with proof

surface. Gem.

710 1823 G. 4, Double mouth, chin and neck. Rx. Small “C” in 50c, other-

wise resembling H. 7. Very fine.

‘711 1823 G. 4. DOUBLE chin and neck. Perfect date. Uncirculated.

712 1823 G. 4a. Double neck and bust. Very fine.

713 1823 G. 5. Upper left star almost touches point of cap, lower left

star further away from bust than other varieties. Rx. Similar to

^4. Sharp. Very fine.

714 1823 G. 6. Very similar to G. 5. Upper star not up quite as high,

lower star a little closer. Very fine.

715 1823 Perfect date. Unlisted. Rx. Toned blue. Very fine.

1834

716 1824 H. 1. (This is the variety termed by a New York dealer as over

1822, over 1821, over 1820, over 1819, although I do not think that

either he, or anyone else, can determine, with any certainty, what

it is over; it certainly is very curious, and among all the over-

strikes I certainly think the 18 23 should have a showing)
;

the

upper left star points to junction of the upper curl with the Liberty

band; lower right star is very close to and almost touching the

under part of the protruding curl; the ends of the ribbon and a

portion of the hair have a double line; rev., letters in “E Pluribus

Unum” are under the letters above them as follows; E directly

under the centre of D, I slightly to the right of centre of T, S

slightly to the right of centre of S, and U in “Unum” directly under

the space between O and F in “of”; the scroll commences under

D in “United” and extends to under the first stand of M in

“America”; last A in “America” near the arrow head and first A
too high; E and D in “United” nearly touch at lower part;

uncirculated; choice; rare variety.

717 1824 H. 1. over 19. Very fine.

718 1824 H. 2. The 1 in date near the bust, as in H. 6; date closer than

in any other variety; the upper left star touches the top of point of

Liberty cap near its junction with the band; the lower right star

same is in H. 1; rev., the letters in legend very much crowded,
many just barely escape touching each other; A and second T in

“States” barely escape touching at lower parts; the stand of I

touches and laps over the tail of the R in “America”; the scroll

commences a little under E and ends nearly under centre of M in

“E Pluribus Unum”; E is directly under the perpendicular part of

D, P to the right of centre of S. and S to the right of centre last

S in “States”; last A in “America” distant from arrow head; ex.

fine; scarce variety.

719 1824 H. 3. The 1 in date distant from bust, as in all the other varieties

excepting H. 2 and 6 ; the upper left star points to the top of Liberty
cap above its junction with the band; lower right star points as in
H. 1 and 2; a small line is parallel with and outside of slanting
part of the 4 in date (probably a slip of the engraver’s tool)-
rev., letters in “E Pluribus Unum” as follows; E under, slightly
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to the left of, the perpendicular part of D, P to the left of centre

of S, I nearly under the space between A and T, S slightly to the

left of being directly under the centre of the last S in “States,”

and U in “Unum” slightly to the right of being directly under the

centre of O in “of”; scroll commences under E and extends to

just under the first stand of M; AMERI in “America” just touch at

lower parts; last A in “America” very close to arrow head, nearer

than in H. 1; uncirculated.

720 1824 H. 3. over 21. Very fine. Rare.

721 1824 H. 4. Very similar to H. 3, but the upper left star points slightly

lowei' near the junction of Liberty cap and band, and the lower

right star is not so near the 4 in date; rev., the lower end of E
laps over the stand of D in “United”; none of the letters in

“America” touch, but are very close; letters in “E Pluribus Unum”
as follows; E as in H. 3, P directly under the centre of S, I

directly under the centre of T, and the top of S slightly to the

right of S in “States,” the left wing of first T in “States” touches

the middle of S; scroll in same position, and last A in “America”
near the arrow head, as in H. 3; ex. fine.

7 22 1824 H. 5. Almost exactly like the obverse of H. 3, but date rather

closer, the 4 being nearer the 2, the lower right star a little farther

from the 4, the upper right star not quite so near the cap, and
the top of 1 in date not quite so long as in H. 3; rev., the letters

in “Pluribus” in same position as in H. 4, but E is directly under

the centre of D; the wing of T in “States” does not touch the S;

last A in “America” is close to the arrow head, nearly touching

it, as in H. 3; in “50 C” the 5 is nearer the olive leaf and the C

farther from the 0 than in any of the preceding; nearly all the

letters in legend are bifurcated, excepting in “States”; R and I in

“America” do not quite touch; uncirculated.

723 1824 H. 5. with double chin and neck. Ex. fine. Choice.

724 1824 H. 6. The upper left star points to the junction of the Liberty

cap and band; the upper right star very near the cap, almost

touching; the lower right star points towards the upper part of

the protruding curl and is farther from the 4 than even in H. 5;

the 1 in date near the bust as in H. 2; rev., answering the descrip-

tion of H. 1, but first A in “America” is not too high, but on a

line with M, nearly touching it; the R and 1 touch at lower parts;

the C in “5 0 C” is slightly farther from the 0 and nearer the arrow

head than in H. 1; uncirculated gem.

725 1824 H. 7. Similar to H. 6, but 1 in date is farther from the bust; the

upper left star points to the junction of Liberty cap and band,

pointing a little lower than in H. 6; the upper right star not

quite so close to the cap; the lower right star points to the centre

of the protruding curl; a small drop (like a tear) on the chin

determines this obverse; rev., almost exactly the same as in H. 6,

except that all the letters in “Unum” are farther to the right, but

are in the same positions as in H. 1; the R and I in “America” do

not touch; this differs from H. 1; first A in “America” not too

high; the C in “50 C” is closer to the arrow head; ex. fine; scarce.
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726 1824 H. 8. Almost exactly like H. 7; the upper left star the merest

trifle farther away; the 1 in date a trifle wider at the top; the

horizontal line on the 4 is longer; no tear drops on the chin; rev.,

same as H. 7; very fine.

727 1824 H. 8. Double profile. Also small 8 in date. Very fine.

728 1824 H. 10. The 1 in date farther from the bust than in any other

variety; the 4 too close to the 2; the upper left star points to the

Liberty band l)elow its junction with the cap; the lower right star

points to the extreme lower part of the protruding curl; rev., the

letters in “E Pluribus Unum” are under the letters above them

as follows; E under the centre of D, P under the centre of S, I a

little to the left of being directly under the centre of T, and S,

though slanting, is directly under the centre of S; U in “Unum”
very slightly to the right of being directly under the centre of

O in “of”; none of the letters in legend touch; ex. fine; scarce

variety.

729 1824 H. 11. Stars in same positions as in H. 10, except that the lowest

right star (directed to the same point) is nearer the curl and almost

touches it; the date wide, the 4 being farther from the 2 than in H.

10; rev., almost exactly like H. 3, answering all the descriptions,

but in this variety the A and second T in “States” join at the lower

parts, and the S in “Pluribus” is a little farther to the left of

being directly under the last S in “States”; very fine; scarce.

730 1824 H. 12. The widest date and 4 nearer the curl than in any other

variety; very similar to H. 11, but the upper right star is nearer

the cap; the lower right star points, as in H. 7, 8 and 9, but is

closer to the curl; rev., answering to the descriptions of H. 3

and 11, but in this variety E and D in “United” are joined at lower
parts; the E does not quite touch the R in “America”; A and T
in “States” touch, as in H. 11; last A in “America” not so near
the arrow head as in H. 3 and 11; rare variety; very fine.

731 1824 H. 13. Close date; otherwise same as H. 12; rev., E and D in

“United”, A and T in “States” and letters AMERI in “America”
all touch at the lower parts; I in “Pluribus” is directly under the
centre of T in “States”; the last A in “America” is distant from
eagle’s wing; the positions of letters in “Pluribus” are the same
as in P[. 9; uncirculated; scarce variety.

732 1824 G.l. Obverse similar to H. 8. Rx. different. Very fine.

733 1824 G. 2. Similar to H. 1, but not overdate. Rx. Slightly different.

Ex. fine. Rare.

734 1824 G. 3. Obverse H. 8, but with break from curl to border behind 4.

Different reverse. Very fine.

735 1824 G. 4. Obverse very similar to H. 4, upper left star points higher
on cap. New reverse. Very fine.

736 1824 G. 4a. Same as previous, but with crack from 12th star to back
of head also has double neck. Very fine.

737 1824 G. 5. Upper left star points to and almost touches Liberty Cap.
Face double profile. Rx. “C” far from 50 and close to arrow. Very
fine. Scarce.

738 1824 G. 5. Double profile, from neck to bust. Very fine.

739 1824 G. 6. Large “C” in 50c. Very good.
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1825

740 1825 H. 1. Small 1 in date (this and H. 6 are the only varieties I have
found with the small 1); the lower part of the 2 is horizontal,

but has a long tail turning upwards; this also occurs in H. 4,

5, 6, 9 and 11, upper left star points to the junction of upper curl

and the band; lower left star not near the bust; lower right star

points to the centre of the protruding curl; rev., A and second T
in “States” and MERI in “America” are joined at lower parts;

letters in “E Pluribns Unum” are as follows; E under space be-

tween E and D in “United,” P to the left of S, I opposite the

junction of A and T, and S in “Pluribus” directly under the S in

“States”; the scroll commences opposite the centre of E in

“United”; very fine.

741 1825 H. 2. Large 1, upper left star points to the top of upper curl

close to its junction with the band; mouth of Liberty open; the

upper right star not quite so near, but the lower right star nearer

the cap and hair than in H. 1; rev., none of the letters in legend

touch each other, some being quite close; the scroll commences
under E, but not so near the centre as in H. 1; S in “Pluribus”

is directly under the S in “States”; very fine; very rare variety.

742 1825 H. 2. cracked reverse die. Slight signs of wear. Very fine.

743 1825 H. 3. Large 1; 5 too close to the 2; the upper left star points to

the junction of the upper curl and band; the lower right star is

nearly as close; this star is nearly under the hair pointing up-

wards to the junction of the 2 outer curls; rev., the letters in

legend not so close, as in H. 1 and 2. and are generally weakly
struck; in “E Pluribus Unum” the E is directly under the centre

of D, P under centre of S, I under centre of T, and S to the right

of last S in “States”; scroll commences opposite the space between

E and D in “United”; C in “50 C” slightly farther from 50 than

in H. 1 and 2; very fine.

744 1825 H. 4. Large 1; long tail to the 2; the upper left star points to

the junction of the upper curl and the band; a hair runs on the

band near the L in “Liberty” (this occurs in no other variety)
;

mouth of Liberty slightly open; the lower left star is nearer the

bust than in H. 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11, but not quite so

near as in H. 3, but the same as in H. 5, pointing up to the under

part of the protruding curl and almost touching it; rev., none of

the letters touch each other; I in “Pluribus” is slightly to the left

of T in “States”; S is directly under the S; A in “States” is too

high, both of its stands being higher than those of either T; the

scroll commences a little under E; uncirculated; excessively rare

variety.

745 1825 H. 5. Large 1; tail to the 2; the upper left star points down on

top of upper curl; the lower left star is nearer the bust than in

any other variety, still nearer than in H. 4; the lower right star is

the same distance from date, as in H. 4 and 7, but points higher

to about the centre of the protruding curl; double profile, extending

to the bosom; rev., in “United,” U and N touch at top; ITE touch

at tops, the I being crowded too close to the T; E and D touch

at the bottom: first T and A in “States” touch at the bottom; the
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letters in “America” are very close, but do not quite touch; the

last A in “America” is farther from the arrow head and the C
farther from 50 in “50 C” than in any other variety excepting

H. 6, 10 and 11; uncirculated; excessively rare variety.

746 1825 H. 6. Small 1; tail to the 2; the upper left star points down on

upper curl near its junction with the band; the lower left star

near the bust, but not quite so near as in H. 5; the lower right star

points to the upper part of protruding curl, has 2 of the points

nearer than any other variety and is far from the date, as in H. 1

and 11; rev., U is too low in “United”; R and I in “America” are

joined at lower parts; M in “Unum” is under tjie space between

AM (a little more under the A) in “America”; the “United States

of” are too close; C far from 5 0, as in H. 10 and 11; farther

than H. 5; the last A in “America” is farther from the arrow
head than in any other variety excepting H. 5 and 10; very fine;

extremely rare variety.

747 1825 H. 6. Double neck & bust. Rev. Wide 50 C letter “C” close to

Arrows. Uncirculated. Mint lustre.

748 1825 H. 7. Large 1; very like H. 4, but the mouth of Liberty is shut;

the upper left star points slightly above the junction of the upper
curl and the band; the lower left star not so near the bust; no
hair on the band towards L and the 2 has not the long tail; rev.,

the letters in “E Pluribus Unum” placed as in H. 4. except that the

I is directly under the T; the scroll commences under the ex-

treme end of D towards E; U in “United” is very close to eagle’s

wing; none of the letters in legend touch each other; ex. fine;

almost proof; rare variety.

749 1825 H. 8. Large 1; very like H. 4 and 7; mouth is shut; no hair

on the band towards L; lower left star is nearer the bust than
in H. 7, but not so near as in H. 4; the upper left star like H. 7;

rev., none of the letters touch each other; very similar to H. 4 and
7, but the scroll does not commence so far to the left and ends
more under the M in “America”; the last A in “America” is nearer
the arrow head than in H. 4; the 5 in “50 C” is farther from the
olive leaf than in H. 7; fine.

750 1825 H. 9. Large 1, long tail to the 2; the upper left star points to

the upper part of the band near its junction with the cap (in

this particular differing from any of the preceding, but like H. 10
and 11); the lower right star points to (without touching) the
lower point of the protruding curl; the 5 is too close to the 2; rev.,

T and E in “United” just touch at upper parts; the last A in
“America” very near the arrow head; otherwise like H. 4; the
5 in “50 C” is farther from the olive leaf than in' H. 7 and 8;
ex. fine; rare variety.

751 1825 H. 10. Large 1; like H. 9, but 5 in date not close to the 2 and
lower right star a trifle farther from the curl; rev., the last A in
“America” very far from the arrow head, as in H. 5 and 6;
the letters MER in “America” touch at lower parts; S in “Pluri-
bus” is far to the right of the last S in “States”; I T E in “United”
do not touch, as in H. 5; I in “Pluribus” is a little to the right
of T in “States”; in this particular differing from H. 6; otherwise
it is very much like H. 5 and 6; ex. fine; scarce variety.
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752 1825 H. 11. Large 1; similar to H. 9 and 10; the upper left star

points the same, but lower right star touches the protruding curl;

1 in date is nearer the bust; rev., the first and last S in “States”
are very close to the T and E; the left stand of A in “States” is too

high; in “United,” T and E touch at the upper parts, and E and D
at the lower parts, the letters AMERI in “America” all touch at

the lower parts; very fine; rare variety.

753 1825 G. 1. Obverse similar to H. 2. Reverse similar to H. 1, but
scroll not quite so far under letter E. Ext. fine.

754 1825 G. 2, obverse H. 5, close date also close to bust. Reverse similar

to H. 10 “A” little closer to arrow, letter AME join at bottom. Very
fine.

755 1825 G. 3. Similar to H. 3, lower right, star not quite so far under
curl. Rev. letter U closer to Eagles wing. Fine.

75 6 1825 G. 4, obverse similar to H. 8, lower right & left star closer to

bust &, curl. Reverse similar to G. 3. Very fine.

757 18 25 G. 5. Obverse H. 6, double bust. Reverse 1st star close to D.

Letters AME join at bottom. Ext. fine. Choice.

758 1825 G. 7. Similar to H. 1, date close, also lower right star very

close & points to protruding curl. Rx. IT in United very close. A
desirable very fine coin.

759 1825 G. G. Same as H 6 but complete double profile. Rx. letters

ED & AM join at base similar to G. 5. About uncirculated.

760 1825 G. 7. Double profile, close date, 5 too low and close to 2. Rx.

Letters ED, AM, & CA touch at lower parts. Uncirculated. Choice.

1826

761 1826 H. 1. Close date; 2 too low; upper left star points to the junction

of the band and cap; the lower left star nearer the bust than in

H. 2, 7 and 8; the lower right star points to the lower part of the

protruding curl; rev., I in “Pluribus” is to the left of being under

the center of T in “States”; the S in “Pluribus” is directly under

the center of last S in “States”; the U and N in “United” are joined

at the upper parts; the scroll commences a little under E and ex-

tends to under the center of first stand of M; the period is close to

C in “5 0 C,” as in H. 4, 6, 7 and 9; the last A in “America” is near

the arrow head, as in H. 7 and 8, but not so near as in H. 2 and 9;

very fine.

762 1826 H. 2. The widest date; the upper left star points to the junction

of the upper curl and Liberty band; lower left star is farther from

the bust than in any variety excepting H. 7, but only a trifle farther

than in H. 8; rev., the I and S in “Pluribus” are in same positions

and the scroll commences and ends the same as in H. 1; the A and

second T in “States” are joined at lower parts; the last A in “Amer-
ica is very close to arrow head (almost touching) as in H. 9, and

nearer than in any of the other varieties; the period is far from C

in “50 C”, as in H. 3, 5 and 8. Very fine.

763 1826 H. 2a. Same as above. With double profile. Very fine.
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T64 1826 H. 3. Medium wide date; the upper left star points to the Lib-

erty band below its junction with the cap; the 1 in date is closer to

the bust than in any varieties excepting H. 1 and 8, but the 6 is

closer to the curl than in any other variety; the lower right star

points to the center of the protruding curl; rev., the I in “Pluribus

is to the right of being directly under the center of T in “States ,

the S in “Pluribus” is far to the right of being directly under the

last S in “States”; UNIT in “United” just barely escapes touching

at upper parts; in poor specimens, they may look as if they did:

the period is far from C in “50 C”; the scroll commences just un-

der the first part of D; very fine, rare variety.

765 1826 H. 3 with cracked reverse. Very fine.

766 1826 H. 4. Close date; the upper left star points down to the top of

upper curl; the stars on the left are nearer together than in any

other variety; the lower right star points to the curl a little below

the center; rev., very similar to H. 3, but the I and S in “Pluribus”

not so far to the right; the scroll extends farther under M than in

H. 1, 2, 3, 7, 8 and 9; the period is nearer the C in “50 C”, as in H.

I, and the 5 is near the olive branch as in H. 6 and 8; uncircu-

lated; rare variety.

767 1826 H. 5. Close date; very similar to H. 4, but the upper left and

right stars not so close to the head; the lower right star points a

trifle lower and all the stars are wider apart than in H. 4; the 2

curls on the forehead are defective and look more like a lock with

an irregular depression in the center; rev., I in “Pluribus” is a tri-

fle to the left of being directly under the center of T in “States”

and the S slightly to the right of being directly under the center of

last S in “States”; the period is not near the C in “50 C”; the last

A in “America” is not near the arrow head. Very fine.

768 1826 H. 5 with cracked obverse. Imperfect curl at forehead. Cracked
reverse, about uncirculated.

769 1826 H. 5. Obv. & Rx. cracked dies. Perfect curl at forehead. Un-
circulated gem.

770 1826 H. 6. Answering the description of H. 4, except that the upper
star on the right is farther from the cap; the positions of the other

stars have the same relative distance from the head of Liberty, but
are not so near each other; rev., answering the description of H. 4,

except that the R and I in “America” join at the lower parts; there
is a slight projection over the stand of R towards E in “America”;
the period is not quite so close to C in “50 C” as in H. 4. Very
fine; very rare variety.

771 1826 H. 7. Medium wide date; the 8 higher in the date than in H. 3;

the upper left star points to the top of the upper curl; the lower
left star is far from the bust as in H. 2; the lower right star points
to the center of the protruding curl; rev., answering the descrip-
tion of H. 1, but in this variety the scroll does not extend so far;
the U and N in “United” do not touch; the C in “50 C” is a trifle

nearer the arrow head; uncirculated; scarce variety.

772 1826 H. 8. Close date; the upper left star points to the junction of
upper curl and the band; the 1 in date is near to the bust, as in H.
1, but not so close as in H. 3; the lower right star points to the
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lower part of the protruding curl; the lower left star is distant

from the bust, but not so far as in H. 2 and 7; rev., the I in “Plur-

ibus” is directly under the center of T in “States”; the S in “Pluri-

bus” is slightly to the right of being directly under the S in

“States”; me C in “50 C” is farther from the 50 than in any other

variety; the 5 is near the olive branch; the lower parts of E and D
in “United” just barely touch; uncirculated; rare variety.

773 1826 H. 9. Very similar to H. 4, but the lower left star is a trifle

nearer the bust than in H. 4, 5 and 6; the stars on the left are far-

ther apart than in H. 4; the upper right star is closer to the cap

than in H. 5 and 6; the 1 in date is nearer the bust than in

H. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, but not so near as in H. 1 and 8; rev., A and
T in “States” are joined, as in H. 2, but in this variety the A and
M in “America” are also joined at the lower parts, while in H. 2

they are far apart; the period is closer to C in “5 0 C” and the C
nearer the arrow head than in H. 2. Ext. fine. Rare variety.

774 1826 G. 1, wide date, different from H. 2. Rx. cracked die. About
uncirculated.

775 1826 G. 2, wider date than H. 2. Rev. Break from letter “U” thro

50 C. Very fine.

776 1826 G. 3. Close date, similar to H. 3. Rx. Wide 50 C. Very small

period after C. Uncirculated.

777 1826 G. 3. Upper left star, similar to H. 3. Rx. Very close to Eagles

wing. About uncirculated. Blue toned.

778 1826 G. 4. Obverse H. 4. but new. Rx. 50 0 close large period after

C. Pine.

779 1826 G. 5. Similar to H. 4. but different breaks, lower Right. Star a

little lower & closer. Rx. Similar to H. 4 with Variation in break.

Very fine.

780 1826 G. 6. Obv. similar to H. 7, cracked thro stars at left. Rx. A far

from arrow. Uncirculated with proof lustre.

781 1826 G. 7. Same as G. 6 but double profile. Fine.

782 1826 G. 8. Similar to H. 7 but cracked reverse. Letter A far from
arrows. Uncirculated gem.

783 1826 G. 9. Obv. same as H. 9. Rx. Letters I & S far to right. Very
fine.

784 1826 G. 10. Obverse similar to H. 9 but different reverse. First S

in States solid, 50 C higher. Very fine.

785 1826 G. 11. Obverse of G. 3, but reverse of H. 4. About uncirculated.

786 1826 G. 12. Obverse similar to H. 3 but all stars elongated. Very

little milling. Rx. Top of EM in America joined to milling. Un-
circulated.

787 1826 Unlisted variety. Ext. fine. Choice.

1827

788 1827 H. 1. 1827 over 1826; the upper left star points to the top of

upper curl near its junction with the band; 1 in date not very near

the bust; the upper right star near the cap; rev., the L in “Pluri-

bus” is directly under the center of T in “States”; the top of S in

“Plurihus” is to the right of S in “States”; AMER in “America”

are much crowded, the R being a trifle too low and they all nearly
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touch; the C in “50 C’’ is nearer the arrow head than in H. 3, 4

and 0; the last A in “America” Is close to the arrow head, but

does not touch; very rare. About unc.

789 1827 H. 2. 1827 over 1826; obv., slightly closer date than in H. 1;

otherwise the same; rev., nearly the same as in H. 1, but the “50

C” is much closer; the C further from the arrow head. Ext. fine.

Rare.

790 1827 H. 2 a over 26, longer 7, also 6 more pronounced. Very fine.

791 1827 H. 3. The upper left star points to the band midway between the

upper curl and the cap; the date is a trifie wider than in H. 4, 5, 6

and 7; the 2 in date too low; the lower right star points to the

lower part of curl and is very near it; rev., I in “Pluribus” is to the

right of being directly under T in “States”; the S in “Pluribus”

is to the right of S in “States”; E and D in “United” touch at the

lower parts; last A in “America” distant from arrow head; C in

“50 C” not so near the arrow head as in H. 1. Ext. fine. Rare

variety.

79 2 1827 H. 4. Open mouth; the upper left star points to the junction of

the upper curl with the band; the mouth of Liberty slightly open,

the lips being parted; otherwise like H. 3; rev., like H. 1 in posi-

tions of letters in “Pluribus” and last A in “America” but in this

variety the U in “United” is nearer the eagle’s wing; the 5 in “50

C” is near the olive leaf. Ext. fine.

793 1827 H. 5. Open mouth; obv., same as H. 4; rev., the letters in “Plu-

ribus” in same positions as in H. 1 and 4; the last A in “America”
distant from arrow head, as in H. 3. Very fine.

794 1827 H. 6. The upper star points to the top of the upper curl near its

junction with the band; the date rather closer, the 1 nearer the 8

than in any other variety; the 1 is also very near the bust; rev., al-

most exactly like H. 3, but the E and D in “United” do not quite

touch; the S in “Pluribus” a trifie farther to the right. Very fine.

Scarce variety.

795 1827 H. 7. The upper left star points to the top of upper curl; the

lower left star is farther from the bust than in any other variety;

rev., very similar to H. 4, but the S in “Pluribus” is directly under
the center of S in “States”; U in “United” not quite so close to

eagle’s wing; O in “of” is nearer to the last S in “States” than in

either H. 1, 4 or 5 ;
the period is closer to C in “50 C” than in H.

4 and 5. Ext. fine.

796 1827 H. 8. The upper left star points to the junction of upper curl

and Liberty band; the lower right star is farther from the hair
and points higher than in any other variety; the date is wider than
in H. 4, 5, 6 and 7; rev., similar to H. 3 and 6 in positions of let-

ters in “Pluribus”; but in this variety the A and second T in

“States” are joined at the lower parts and E and D in “United”
barely escape touching; the 5 in “5 0 C” is nearer the olive leaf

than in H. 3, 6 or 9; the C in “50 C” is farther from the arrow
head than in any other variety. Very fine. Rare variety.

797 1827 H. 9. The upper left star points as in H. 8; the lower right star
points as in H. 4 and is near the hair; the lower left star is nearer
the bust than in any other variety excepting H. 10 and 11, in which
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the distance is the same; rev., similar to H. 3, 6 and 8, but the

scroll does not extend so far under M; the last A in “America” is

closer to the arrow head and the C farther from 50 in “50 C”.

Ext. fine.

798 1827 H. 10. Curled 2; the lower part of the 2, instead of being hori-

zontal, is curled; wide date; the upper left star points to the top of

the upper curl, near its junction with the band; the lower left star

is the same distance from the bust, as in H. 9 and 11; rev., the I in

“Pluribus” is to the left of being directly under the T in “States”

and the S directly under the center of S in “States”; the last A in

“America” touches the arrow head; uncirculated; scarce.

799 1827 H. 11. Curled 2; obv., same as H. 10; rev., same as H. 9.

Very fine. Rare variety.

800 1827 H. 12. Straight 2; very similar to H. 6; the 1 in date nearer to

the bust than in any other variety and a trifie nearer than in H
6 ; the upper and lower right stars are a trifie nearer the cap and
hair than in H. 6; the 8 not so close to 1 in date as in H. 6; rev.,

the last A in “America” touches the arrow head, as in H. 10, but

the 5 is nearer the olive leaf than in H. 10; I in “Pluribus” is

slightly to the right of being directly under the center of T in

“States” and U in “United” is closer to the eagle’s wing; fine; very

rare and newly discovered variety.

801 1827 H. 13. Open mouth; straight 2; obv., same as H. 4; rev., the E
and D in “United” touch at lower parts, as in H. 3, but in this var-

iety the last A in “America” is nearer the arrow head; I and S in

“Pluribus” not so far to the right. Very fine. New variety.

802 1827 G. 1. Obverse H. 3. Reverse, End of scroll not so far under
M. 50 C close to olive stem. Ext. fine.

803 1827 G. 2. Obverse similar to H. 7, date wider. Lower left star

further from bust. Reverse A touches Arrow. 50 C very close.

Uncirculated with brilliant proof surface. Gem.
804 1827 G. 3. Obverse new, 1 in date far from bust. Small crescent on

right side of date. Rx. Same as H. 8. Ext. fine.

805 1827 G. 4. Obverse same as H. 7. Rx. A just touches arrow. End of

scroll not so far under M as H. 7. Very fine.

806 1827 G. 5. Very similar to H. 12. Stars close together. Rx. Same as

G. 1. Ext. fine.

807 1827 G. 6. Obverse similar to G. 4 but 1 in date closer to bust. Not

open mouth variety. Reverse similar to H. 5. Very fine.

808 1827 G. 7. Obv. similar to H. 12. Stars wide apart. 1 in date not so

close to bust. 5 0c a little closer. Rx. Similar to H. 2. Uncircu-

lated.

809 1827 G. 8. Obv. similar to H. 12. Lower right star points a little

higher. Rx. Similar to H. 2 but 50 C a little closer. Very fine.

810 1827 G. 9. Obv. similar to H. 4. Upper right & left star closer to cap.

Rx. Same “U” Not so close to Eagles wing as G. 8. Very fine &
desirable.

811 1827 G. 10. Obverse similar to G. 2 and Rx. Similar to G. 4. A in

America is on a line Avith M. Very fine.

812 1827 G. 11. Obverse H. 13, but 7 directly under curl. Rx. Similar

to H. 6. A a little farther from arroAv. Uncirculated. Choice.
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813 1827 G. 12. Obverse like H. 13, not open mouth. Rx. Crack from

Mouth of C to border in 50 C. Very line.

814 18 27 G. 13, all 4 stars close to bust & cap. Rx. Top of C in 50 C

double. Very fine.

815 1827 G. 14. Obverse similar to G. 13, but lower left star close to bust.

Reverse new. Very fine.

816 1827 G. 15, obverse G. 8. Figure 7 higher and directly under curl.

Reverse new. Very fine.

817 1827 G. 16. Obv. same as G. 10. Rx. New. Ext. fine.

818 1827 G. 17. Similar to G. 7. Closer date 1 distant from Bust. Rx.

5 very far from olive leaf. V. P.

819 1827 G. 18. Obv. same as G. 15. Rx. 50 C close and low. Very fine.

820 1827 G. 19. Same as G. 18 but lower right star points to lower part

of curl. Rx. 50 C higher. Pine.

821 1827 G. 20. Obverse 1 & 7 close to bust & curl & stars. Same as

G. 19. Rx. Different. Uncirculated.

822 1827 G. 21. Similar to G. 2. lower left star closer to bust, also 1 in

date closer to bust, all stars elongated. Rx. Wide 5 0 C. 5 close to

olive leaf. Very fine.

823 1827 G. 21a. Same obv. & Rx. as G. 21 but sharper struck. Very

fine.

824 1827 G. 22. Similar to G. 8. Figure 1 in date a little closer, closed

mouth. Rx. Wider & lower 5 0c. Ext. fine.

825 1827 G. 23. Slight crack through date. V. fine.

826 1827 G. 23a crack through upper & lower part of date. Very fine.

827 1827 G. 24. Rx. Large period between C and arrow. Very fine.

828 1827 G. 25. obverse as G. 7 but different rx. Uncirculated. Choice.

1S28

829 1828 H. 1. Close date; large curled pointed 2; the upper part of the

2 terminates in a point, the lower part curled; the upper left star

points down to the top of upper curl near its junction with the

band; the lower right star points down to near the center of the

protruding curl; rev., I and S in “Pluribus” are directly under the

center of T and S in “States”; the I is perhaps a trifle to the left;

the last A in “America” is not very near the arrow head; the N in

“Unum” is slightly to the right of being directly under the center

of P in “of”. Uncirculated. Proof surface. Rare variety.

830 1828 H. 2. Obv., same as H. 1; rev., answering the description of H.

1, except that in this variety the last A in “America” is very close

to the arrow head, perhaps just barely touching it; D in “United”

too low. Ext. fine.

831 1828 H. 3. Wide date; large curled pointed 2, date wider than in

H. 1 and 2; the upper part of the 2, towards the first S, is not so

thick, as in H. 1 and 2, but terminates in a point same as those

numbers; the upper left star points exactly to the junction of up-

per curl and the Liberty band; the lower right star is closer to the

curl, and points lower tow'ards the hair than in H. 1 and 2; rev.,

the I and S in “Pluribus” are to the right of being under center of

T and S in “States”; N in “Unum” is vei-y far to the right of being
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under the center of F in “of”, farther than in H. 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6;

last A in “America” not close to arrow head; C in “50 C” is farther

from the arrow head than in H. 1, 2 and 4. Uncirculated. Gem.
Rare variety.

832 1828 H. 4. Obv., same as H. 3; rev., almost same as H. 2; the

last A in “America” just barely escapes touching the arrow head;
last S in “States” crowded too close to E; D in “United” not too.

low, but a trifle higher than E; Very flne, scarce variety.

833 1828 H. 5. Close date; curled 2 with a knob; the figure 2 is a trifle

smaller than in H. 1, 2, 3 and 4; the lower part is curled, as in

those numbers, but the upper part terminates in a knob (this knob
appears to have been adopted from this time, showing in all the

1829 half-dollars); the upper left star points to the junction of the

upper curl and band; the lower right star points to the lower

extremity of the protruding curl; rev., answering the description of

H. 3, but the UN in “Unum” are not quite so far to the right of

“of”; the O in “of” is farther from the S in “States”. Uncircu-

lated. Extremely rare variety.

834 1828 H. 6. Curled 2 with a knob; very similar to H. 5; but the lower

right star points higher and nearer the center of protruding curl;

the lower left star a trifle farther from the bust; the upper left star

points a little more to top of curl; rev., same as H. 5. Very fine,

extremely rare variety.

835 1828 H. 8. Wide date; the last 8 in date is farther from the hair than

in any other variety of this date; the upper left star points to the

Liberty band just above its junction with the upper curl; the lower

right star points to the lowest extremity of the protruding curl and
is a trifle nearer to it than in H. 7, 9, 10 and 13; rev., very similar

to H. 7 except that the last A in “America” is much farther from
the arrow head; the N in “Unum” is to the right of being directly

under the center of P in “of”; the A in “States” is a little higher

at the bottom than either T. Ex. fine.

836 1828 H. 9. The date a trifle closer than in H. 7 and 8; the 1 is far-

ther from the bust than in H. 7, 8, 10, 12 and 13; the upper left

star points to the top of the upper curl near its junction with the

band; rev., very similar to H. 4, but the “50 C” is not so close to

the eagle, and the last A in “America” a trifle farther from the

eagle’s wing. Fine. Scarce variety.

837 1828 H. 9 with perfect reverse. Very fine.

838 18 28 H. 9a. Rev. Top C in 50 C is double cut. About uncirculated.

839 1828 H. 10. Both 8’s in date are very large and higher than the 2;

the upper left star points directly to the junction of the upper curl

with the band; rev., very similar to H. 1, 3 and 7, but the I in

“Pluribus” is almost exactly under the center of T in “States”; the

C in “5 0 C” is farther from the 0 than in any other variety.

Fine. Very rare variety.

840 18 28 H. 11. Obv., similar to H, 7; but lower right star is closer to

the hair, almost touching; mouth not open; rev., very similar to H.

4 and 9, but the C in “50 C” is farther from the arrow head than

in any other variety excepting H. 5, 12 and 13; the C closer to 0

than in H. 4, 9 and 12. Uncirculated. Choice.
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841 1828 H. 12. Very similar to H.7 and 11, but date is closer; rev., C in

“50 C” is far from the arrow head as in H. 5, 11 and 13, hut the 5

in “50 C” is nearer the olive leaf than any of those numbers: last

A in “America” touches arrow head. Extremely fine, rare variety.

842 1828 H. 13. Obv., same as H. 11; rev., very similar to H. 7, but the 0

is closer to the 5 in “5 0 C” and the scroll does not commence quite

so far on the left. Barely fine. Rare variety.

843 1828 H. 14. Obv., of H. 11; rev., of H. 3; fifty cents or half a dollar

on edge. Very fine.

844 1828 G. 1. Obverse H. 7. Rx. Milling connecting Eagles left wing

with Eagles tail. Very fine.

845 1828 G. 2. Obverse H. 10. Rx. Letter A almost touches arrow.. Un-

circulated with proof surface.

846 1828 G. 3. Obverse similar to H. 7, date a little closer. Reverse wide

50 C Period closer. Pine.

847 1828 G. 4. Obverse same as G. 3. date a little wider. Square base 2.

Rx. “A” almost touches arrow. V. F.

848 1828 G. 5. Obverse similar to G. 3, upper left star closer to cap. Rx.

G. 4. Slight crack thro United. Square base 2. Uncirculated

with proof surface.

849 1828 G. 6. Square base 2—wider date, 1 further from bust, 8 to right

under curl. Rx. Cracked die. Fine.

850 1828 G. 7. Obverse H. 8. Rx. 50 is wider cracked die, different than

G. 6. Square base 2. Uncirculated.

1829

851 1829 H. 1. 1829 over 1811 or 1821 (sometimes catalogued as over

1827); I am unable to decide which is correct; the whole date is

evidently recut; rev., I in “Pluribus” is under the left part of stand

of T in “States”; S directly under the center of S; small 5 with

small top in “50 C”; last S in “States” too high; O in “of” too low.

Ext. fine. Rare.

852 1829 H. 2. 1829 over 1811 or 1821 (sometimes catalogued as over

1827); obv., same as H. 1; rev., I in “Pluribus” is almost directly

under the center of T, a little to the left; the top of S in “Pluribus”

slants a little to the right from being directly under the S in

“States” a little too low; O in “of” in proper position; 5 in “50 C”
is large and has large top; the C almost touches the stem of olive

branch; the eagle’s tail and feathers at right of the shield are very

defective. Uncirculated. Rare.

853 1829 H. 3. Wide date; upper left star points to the junction of the

upper curl and the band; the lower right star points to the lower
outside part of the protruding curl; mouth of Liberty slightly open;
rev., I and S in “Pluribus” to the right of T and S in “States”;

small 5 and small C in “50 C” obv., very fine.

854 1829 H. 4. Obv., same as H. 3; rev., very large letters in “United
States of America”; the words crowded close together; the P in

“Pluribus” is under the space between first S and T in “States”; I

and S in “Pluribus” are not so far to the right as in H. 3; small 5,

but very large C in “50 C” (this is the only variety of the 1829
half-dollars that has large letters). Very fine. Extremely rare.
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(All the following of tliis year have close dates)

855 1829 H. 5. Upper left star points to the top of upper curl near its

junction with the band; 1 in date farther from the bust than in any
other variety; the lower right star points a little higher than in H.

3; rev., very similar to H. 2, but the eagle not defective; the 5 and
C in “50 C’’ are large, but the 5 is not so near the olive leaf; the

legend, “United States of America” is more distant from the scroll;

some of the letters large in legend; S in “Pluribus” is a trifle more
to the right. Ext. fine. Slightly hay-marked, very rare.

856 1829 H. 6. Similar to H. 5, but the 1 in date nearer the bust; the 2

upper right stars are closer together; rev., the letters in “E Pluribus

Unum” are below the letters above them as follows: E to the right

of D, P to the right of S, I under the space between T and E, and S

very far to the right of the last S in “States”; last A in “America”
farther from the arrow head than in any other variety; large 6

and C in “50 C.” Ext. fine. Scarce variety.

857 1829 H. 7. Obv., like H. 4, but date is closer, the 1 being nearer the

bust; rev., similar to H. 3, but the scroll not quite so close to the

legend; last A in “America” too far from the C and farther from
the arrow head than in H. 3; 5 small and C large in “50 C”; the

C being very close to the stem of the olive branch. Unc. Sharp.

858 1829 H. 8. Obv., almost exactly like H. 6, except that the 9 is too

high in date and nearer the hair; rev., similar to H.2; the “50 C”
is large and very close to the eagle’s claw and stem of olive branch;

as in H. 2, the I in “Pluribus” a little to the right of T; the U in

“United” closer to eagle’s wing; eagle’s feathers not defective.

Ex. fine.

859 1829 H. 9. Almost exactly like H. 6. but the date is closer; the 1 a

trifle nearer the bust; rev., same as H. 2; eagle’s feathers not quite

so defective. Fine.

860 1829 H. 10. Very similar to H. 8, the 9 being too high, but the lower

right star points higher and nearer to the center of the protruding

curl; rev., almost exactly like H. 2, but the 5 in “50 C” is small

and not so near the eagle’s claw and olive stem; the eagle is not

defective. Ex. fine. Rare variety.

861 1829 H. 11. Obv., same as H. 8; rev., same as H. 1. Ex. fine. Scarce

variety.

862 1829 H. 12. The upper left star points directly to the junction of the

upper curl and the band; the lower right star points to the extreme

lowest point of the protruding curl; rev., similar to H. 1 in posi-

tions of letters in “Pluribus” and the 5 in “50 C” being small, but in

this variety the last S in “States” is not so close to E and the “50 C”
not so close to eagle; last A in “America” nearer the arrow

head ; U in “United” nearer the eagle’s wing; uncirculated.

863 1829 G. 1. Obverse similar to H. 11. Rx. New. Ext. fine.

864 1829 G. 2. Obverse H. 10. Rx . New. Ext. fine.

865 1829 G. 3. Obverse H. 5. Rx. H. 7. Very good.

866 1829 G. 4. Obverse G. 1. Rx. Small close 50 C. Very good.

867 1829 G. 5. Obverse H. 4. Rx. Cracked die . Large letters. Very fine
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868 1829 G. 5. Obverse H. 4. Rx. Large letters with cracked rx. with pe-

riod. Uncirculated. Rare variety.

869 1829 G. 6. Obverse H. 5. Rx. H. 1. Very tine.

I8;i<)

870 1830 H. 1, Large 0 in date; upper left star points to the top of the

upper curl near its junction with the band; the lower right star

points to the protruding curl a little below the centre; rev., letters

in “Pluribus” are under the letters above them as follows: P

slightly to the left of being under centre of S, I to the left of being

directly under the centre of T, S directly under the centre of S,

and M in “Unum” directly under the centre of A in “America”;

the last letter A in “America” is at the same distance from the

arrow head as in H. 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 and 9; not so close as in H. 4, 8

and 11, but closer than in H. 10; the C is a trifle nearer the 0 in

“50 C” than in H. 2, 4, 6, 9 and 10, but same as in H. 3, 5, 7, 8

and 11; ex. flue.

871 1830 H. 2. Large 0; upper left star points directly to the junction of

upper curl and band; the upper right star is not so close to the cap

as in H. 1; rev., I in “Pluribus” is directly under the centre of T,

the top of S slants to the right of being directly under S in “States,”

and M in “Unum”; is to the right of being directly under the

centre of A in “America”; ex. fine.

872 1830 H. 3. Large 0 in date; upper left star points, as in H. 2; upper

right star a trifle nearer the cap, as in H. 1; lower right star

points a trifle higher than in either H. 1 or 2; the mouth of

Liberty is slightly open; rev., almost exactly like H. 1, except that

the P in “Pluribus” is directly under the centre of S in “States”;

very fine; rare variety.

All the following have the small 0 in date:

873 1830 H. 4. Wide date; the 0 in date small and a trifle farther from
the hair than in any other variety excepting H. 6 and 8; about

same distance as in those numbers, but the 1 is nearer the bust

than in H. 6 and 8; stars are in same positions as in H. 3; rev.,

positions of letters in “Pluribus” same as in H. 2, but the M in

“Unum” is directly under the centre of A in “America”; the last

A in “America” near the arrow head, as in H. 8 and 11; U in

“United” is a trifle farther from the eagle’s wing than in any
variety excepting H. 9; slight scratch from eagle’s beak, otherwise

ex. fine.

874 1830 H. 4a. Small O, with wide date, cracked obverse. Ext. fine. Rare.

875 1830 H. 5. Close date, the upper left star is closer to the cap than in

any other variety; the lower right star points slightly higher than
in H. 4, otherwise like it; rev., I in “Pluribus” is a trifle to the
right of being directly under the centre of T; S is farther to the
right of S in “States” than in any other variety, excepting H. 6'

M in “Unum” is to the right of being directly under the centre
of A in “America”; the C in “50 C” is nearer the 0 than in H. 6;

uncirculated; rare variety.
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87 6 1830 H. 6. Like H. 1, with the exception of having small 0 in date

and date slightly wider; rev., same as H. 5, except that the C in

“5 0 C” is farther from the 0; uncirculated.

877 1830 H. 7. Similar to H. 4; date not so wide; the 0 not so near the

bust; the lower right star points lower, about to extreme point

of the protruding curl; rev., exactly the same as H. 1, but the

“50 C’’ in this variety is a trifle nearer the stem of olive branch

and eagle’s claw, particularly noticeable in the C; very fine; rare

variety.

87 8 1830 PI. 8. Obv., same as H. 6; rev., the letters in “E Pluribus Unum”
are the same as in H. 1, except that the E is a little more to the

right; the last A in “America” is nearer the arrow head; the top

of E in “States” is even with the T; in H. 1, the E is slightly

lower; ex. fine; scarce variety.

879 1830 H. 9. Obv., same as H. 7; rev., very similar to H. 1, 3 and 7;

the 5 in “50 C” is farther from the olive leaf than in H. 1 and 3;

the I in “Pluribus” is more under the centre of T in “States” than

in H. 1, 3 and 7; the C in “50 C” is not so near the stem of olive

branch as in H. 7 ;
very fine.

880 1830 H. 10. Obv., very similar to PI. 4, but the lower right star points

higher, nearer to the centre of the protruding curl, as in PI. 5; the

upper left star is not so near the cap, as in PP. 5, but a trifle

nearer than in PP. 4; rev., similar to PP. 9, but E in “E Pluribus

Unum” a little more to the right, as in PP. 8, but this differs from
all other varieties in having the last A in “America” farther from

the arrow head; uncirculated; very rare variety.

881 1830 H. 11. Very small 0 in date, smaller than any of the preceding;

the upper left star points to the band just above its junction with

the upper curl; the lower right star points lower (near the bottom

of the protruding curl) than in any other variety; rev., the last

A in “America” is near the arrow head, as in H. 4 and 8; almost

exactly the same as H. 4, but in this variety the U in “United”

is a trifle closer to the eagle’s wing; very fine; very rare variety.

882 1830 H. 11a with all stars elongated. Very fine. Ext. rare.

883 1830 G. 1. Large “O” in date, upper left star points to center of

curl. Rx. ST in States close. Ext. fine. Rare.

884 1830 G. 2. Small O, lower right star distant from curl. Rx. Large 5

& C in 50 C close to claw & stem. Ext. fine. Choice.

885 1830 G. 3. Obv. upper left & lower right star further from cap. Rx.

like PI. 5. V. fine.

886 1830 G. 4 obverse H. 7. Rx. H. 10. Uncirculated very rare.

887 1830 G. 5. Same G. 4. Rx. H. 7 but 0 in 50 larger. Very fine.

888 1830 G. 6. Obverse G. 4. Rx. Similar to H. 4, left end of scroll

not so far under D. Ext. fine.

889 1830 G. 7, obverse H. 9. Rx. H. 10. Ext. fine. Rare.

890 1830 G. 8. Obverse, 1 in date similar. H. 10, upper left star closer

to cap farther from bust. Rx. PI. 10. Uncirculated, very rare.

891 1830 G. 8a. Same as G. 8 but slight obverse, cracks. Very fine.

892 1830 G. 9. Obverse G. 8. Rx. H. 8. C in 50 C a little farther to right

of olive stems. Fine.
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893 1830 G. 10. Obverse H. 6, date a little closer & 1 nearer bust but

5 & C a little closer to claw. Rx. G. 8. Ext. fine.

894 1830 G. 11, obverse H. 10. Rx. H. 9 but 50 C closer. Ext. fine.

895 1830 G. 12. Obverse similar to H. 4 but 1 further from Bust a little

farther from arrow. Rx. H. 4. Very fine.

896 1830 G. 13. Period at border between 8 3. Very fine.

18B1

897 1831 H. 1. The upper left star points to the top of the upper curl and

is near to it; the upper right star is near the cap; the lower right

star points a little below the centre of the protruding curl and

almost touches it; rev., the letters in “Pluribus Unum” are under

the letters above them as follows; P directly under the centre

of S, I a little to the left of being directly under the centre of T,

and S slightly to the right of being directly under the centre of

S; the last A in “America” distant from arrow head; very fine.

898 1831 H. 1, no double profile. Very fine.

899 1831 H. 2. The upper left and the upper and lower right stars point

the same as in H. 1, but are not so close to the cap and hair; the

first 1 in date is not so near the bust; rev., same as H. 1; very fine.

900 1831 H. 3. The upper left star points the same as in H. 1 and 2, and

is near the cap, as in H. 1; the lower right star points lower

towards the protruding curl; the last 1 in date is farther from

the curl than in either H. 1 and 2; rev., the letter I in “Pluribus”

is directly under the centre of T in “States”; the last A in

“America” is very near the arrow head; the 5 in “50 C” is farther

from the olive leaf; uncirculated; rare variety.

901 1831 H. 4. Obv., same as H. 3; rev., like H. 3, but I in “Pluribus” is a

trifle farther to the right; the second T in “States” is a little

too high; the 5 in “5 0 C” is near the olive leaf; very fine; scarce

variety.

902 1831 H. 5. The upper and lower stars on both sides are farther from

the Liberty head than in any of the preceding; the upper left star

points to the top of the upper curl but not so near the junction

of curl and band as in H. 1, 2 and 3; the date in same position as

in H. 3, the last 1 being far from the curl; rev., the last A in

“America” is farther from the arrow head than in any other

variety; otherwise like H. 3; ex. fine.

903 1831 H. 6. The upper left curl points to the Liberty band just below

its junction with the cap; the lower left star is as far from the

bust as in H. 5, the date being in same position; rev., somewhat
similar to H. 1, except that the S in “Pluribus” is directly under
the S in “States”; the first T and A in “States” are farther apart; C
is much farther from the 0 in “50 C” than in H. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5;

about uncirculated; rare variety.

904 1831 H. 7. Obv., same as H. 6; rev., like H. 3, except that “50 C” is

nearer the eagle’s claw and olive stem; the 5 is also a great deal

nearer the olive leaf; very fine; rare variety.

905 1831 H. 7. Rx. 50 close. Very fine.

906 1831 G. 1, both ones in date pointed and close to bust. Rx. Similar
to H. 1. V. P.
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907 1831 G. 2 . Low date, blunt ones. Right star points to rough part of
curl. Rx. E. P. directly under D. S. Very fine.

908 1831 G. 3. Obverse G. 2. Rx. Close 50c, 5 low. Very fine.

909 1831 G. 4. Obv. pointed 1 in date, first distant from 8, last 1 close

to 3. Rx. Similar to H. 7 but 50 C wide apart. Ext. fine.

910 1831 G. 5. Obv. date close. Pointed ones. Rx. Similar to H. 5 fiuu

end of scroll not so far under M. E. Pine. Rare.
911 1831 G. 6. Obverse H. 4, upper left star farther from cap. Rx. About

uncirculated.

912 1831 G. 7. Obverse G. 6. Rx. Similar to H. 6, very small period after

C. Ext. fine.

913 1831 G. 8. Obverse G. 4. Wider date. Rx. Similar to G. 1 but 50 C
lower from Eagles claw & olive stem. Ext. fine.

914 1831 G. 9. Pointed 1, no milling on obv. & rx. Similar to H. 5. Very
fine.

915 1831 G. 9. Same as above, but date a little farther to right. Pine.

RARE GENUINE MILLED EDGE 1881

916 1831 G. 10, with a milled edge, possibly a trial piece before it was
adopted in 183 6. Pirst we ever saw. Possibly unique. Very fine

& excessively rare.

917 1831 Unlisted varieties. Pine. 2 pcs.

1882

918 1832 H. 1. The upper left star points to the junction of upper curl

and Liberty band; the lower right star points to the centre of the

protruding curl; rev., the S in “Pluribus” directly under the centre

of last S in “States”; the 5 in “5 0 C” is farther from the olive leaf

than in any other variety; the letters in “Pluribus” not distinct;

very fine.

919 1832 H. 2. Upper left star points same as in H. 1; the lower right

star points a trifle lower than in H. 1; the upper right star is not

quite so near the cap as in H. 1; the 1 in date is a trifle farther

from the bust than in H. 1; rev., I in “Pluribus” is under the left

part of T in “States”; S is directly under the centre of S; U in

“Unum” slightly to the left of being directly under O in “of”; A
and M in “America” are closer together and the last A farther

from the arrow head than in H. 1; about uncirculated; scarce

variety.

920 1832 H. 2. Obv. shows suction marks. Uncirculated. Rare.

921 1832 H. 3. The upper left star points to the junction of upper curl

and band, hut is not as near the curl as in H. 1 and 2; the lower

right star points to the lower part of the protruding curl; stars

are farther apart than in any other variety excepting H. 5; rev.,

similar to H. 2, hut the U in “Unum” is to the left of being

directly under the centre of O in “of”; C is farther from the 0

in “50 C” than in H. 2; uncirculated.

922 1832 H. 4. 2 too high in date; the upper left star points to the top

of the upper curl near its junction with the hand; the lower right

star points to the centre of the protruding curl; rev., similar to H. 2
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except that the S in “Pluribus” is a trifle farther to the right;

second T in “States” is out of position, tipped over too much to

left; C in “50 C” is a trifle nearer the 0 than in H. 2; the 5 not

quite so close to the olive leaf; ex. fine; rare variety.

923 1832 H. 5. Obv., same as H. 3, but the upper curl appears to be

merged (over the band) with the cap; rev., larg:e letters in legend;

I in “Pluribus” directly under the centre of T in “States”; a

crack in the die runs through eagle’s wing on left,_,through upper

leaf of olive branch; C farther from the 0 in “5 0 C” than in

any other variety; very fine; extremely rare variety; the only

variety of this date having large letters.

924 1832 H. 5. Rx. Light crack on Eagles left wing. Very fine. Rare.

925 1832 H. 6. The upper left star points to the .iunction of the band and
Liberty cap; the lower right star points a little below the centre

of the protruding curl; rev., similar to H. 2; C in “50 C” is nearer

the stem of olive branch than in H. 2 and 3; last A in “America”
is farther from the arrow head than in H. 3; the T not tipped up
in “States” as in H. 4; C is farther from the 0 in “50 C” than in

H. 4; the right stand of A in “States” is higher than the stand
of T; this peculiarity does not occur in H. 2, 3 and 4; uncirculated;

scarce variety.

926 1832 G. 1, double ball on top of 3. Very fine. Scarce.

927 1832 G. 2. Blunt 1 in date, double profile. Very fine.

928 1832 G. 3. Obv. a dash in front of figure 1 in date. Fine.

929 1832 G. 4. Obv. blunt 1, no double profile, upper right & left stars

distant from cap & curl. Ext. fine.

930 1832 G. 5, obverse H. 2. Rx. ST in States close, 50 C very low. Very
fine.

931 1832 G. 5. Same as above, but crack thro lower part of date. Very
fine.

932 1832 G. 5a. Same as G. 5 but 50 C higher. Pine.

933 1832 G. 6. Similar to G. 5 but heavier arrows. Very fine.

934 1832 G. 7, obverse H. 2. Rx. Olive stem reaches farther over C than
other variety. Very fine.

935 1832 G. 8, Obverse G. 7. Rx. 50 C, double cut half way up over the
other 50 C. Fine.

936 1832 G. 9. Obverse G. 7, but upper left star closer to cap. Rx. Very
similar to H. 1. Very fine.

937 1832 G. 10, obverse H. 6 but pointed 1 in date. Rx. G. 5. Very fine.

938 1832 G. 11, obv. upper left star higher than any other variety wide
date blunt 1. Rx. 50 C high & close, small top 5. Ext. fine.

939 1832 G. 12, small stars on left side, weakly struck. Fine.
940 1832 H. 13. Obverse. G. 6, figure 1 in date farther from bust. Rx

G. 9. Ext. fine.

941 1832 G. 14. Obverse similar to H. 1, but slight double profile. Verv
fine.

942 1833 H. 1. The upper left star points to the junction of the upper curl
and band; the first 3 in date is a little too low; rev.. I in “Pluribus”
under the left part of T, P directly under the centre of S, and S
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directly under the centre of S in “States”; the last A in “America”
distant from the arrow head; 5 in “50 C” is small with wide top;

very fine.

943 1833 H. 2. Same as H. 1, but the first 3 is even with the other figures

in date; rev., same as H. 1, except that the 5 in “50 C” is small,

but with very small imperfect top, and the C farther from the 0;

very fine.

944 1833 H. 2a. Double profile. Fine.

945 183 3 2aa. No double profile, slightly larger top to 5 on rx. Very fine.

94 6 1833 H. 2aaa. But with complete milling obv. & rx. Fine.

947 1833 H. 3. Obv., same as H. 2; rev., very similar to H. 2, but U in

“United” is farther from eagle’s wing; last A in “America” is a

trifle nearer the eagle’s wing; 5 in “50 C” is same shape, but

nearer the olive branch; the C is farther from the 0 and the latter

too low; fine; rare variety.

948 1933 H. 4. Upper left star points to the band just below its junction

with the cap; rev., letters in “Pluribus” are situated as follows;

P to the left of S, 1 far to the left of T. S to the left of being

directly under the centre of S in “States”; the 5 in “50 C” is

the same shape as in H. 2, but is nearer the 0 (which is long)

than in either H. 2 and 3, and the 0 being also nearer the end
of the arrow, than in any of the preceding; uncirculated; scarce.

949 1833 H. 5. Similar to H. 4, but the upper and lower right stars a trifle

nearer the cap and hair; the 1 in date is also nearer the bust;

rev., I in “Pluribus” is directly under the centre of T, and the S

to the right of centre of the S above it in “States”; the 5 in

“5 0 C” is very large with wide top; the 0 is also very large; fine;

scarce variety.

950 1833 H. 6. The upper left star points to the band just above its

junction with the curl; the upper right star close to cap, as in H. 5,

but the lower right star not quite so near the hair; the 1 in date

a trifle nearer the 3 than in H. 5; rev., answering to the description

of H. 3, but in this variety the scroll is farther from the legend;

the 0 in “5 0 C” is not so low and is nearer the end of the arrow;

very fine; scarce variety.

951 1833 G. 1. Obverse H. 4 but upper left star further from cap. Rx. 50

low. C. far from 5 0, period after C. Very fine.

952 1833 G. 2. Obverse similar to H. 6. but 1 in date farther from 8.

Rx. 50 C closer than any other variety. Very fine.

953 1833 G. 3. Obverse similar to H. 2. Rx. Similar to H. 5. Closer &
higher 5 0 C. Ext. fine.

954 1833 G. 4. Obverse G. 1. Rx. Larger 5 in 50 than any other 5. Large

O. Very fine.

955 1833 G. 5. Obverse G. 1. Rx. H. 4. Fine.

956 1833 G. 6. Obverse H. 6. Rx. H. 2. Figure 5 in 50 not so close to

Eagles claw. Very fine.

957 1833 G. 6. Same as above but Rx. crack thro 50 C. Very fine.

958 1833 G. 7. Obverse G. 4. Rx. Scroll & legend as H. 6. Fine.

959 183 3 G. 7. Same as above bnt rx. Figure 5 closer to olive leaf. Very

good.
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1H:i4

960 1834 H. 1. Large date; large stars; upper left star points to the

junction of the upper curl and band; rev., large letters in legend;

letters in “Pluril)us” aie in position as follows; P far to the left

of being under the centre of S, I opposite the space between A and

T, and S to the left of being under the centre of S; 5 in “5 0 C”

distant from the olive leaf; the “50 C’’ is large; the last A in

“America” almost touches eagle’s wing; very fine; very rare va-

riety.

961 1834 H. 2 . Large date, obv., same as H. 1; rev., large letters in the

legend; all the letters in “Pluribus” are a little farther to the

right; the scroll nearer the legend; the last A in “America” farther

from eagle’s wing; the “50 C” large, but not so close, the 5 being

much nearer the olive leaf thaii in H. 1; uncirculated; scarce

variety.

962 1834 H. 3. Large date; the 1 and 4 larger than the 8 and 3; the 4 is

very long; most of the stars are farther apart than in H. 1 and 3,

appearing to be smaller; rev., small letters in legend; in “Pluri-

bus,” the letters are situated as follows; P directly under the S, I

directly under the T, and S to the right of S in “States”; “50 C”
small and close; uncirculated.

963 1834 H. 4. Large date; stars small; upper left star points to the band
just below its junction with the cap; the figures in date are better

formed and more even than in H. 1, 2 and 3; rev., small letters

in legend; I and S in “Pluribus” are a little more to the right

than in H. 3; “50 C” is small but wide; the C is farther from the

0 and the 5 is farther from the olive leaf than in H. 3; “of”

is more distant from “States” and “America” than in H. 3; un-

circulated; very rare variety.

964 1834 H. 5. Stars small; large date; same as H. 4; but the 1 in date
looks thinner; small letters in legend; I in “Pluribus” is to the
left of T in “States” and S almost directly under the centre of S;
“50 C” small; closer than in H. 4, but not so close as in H. 3; the
last A in “America” is nearer the arrow head than in either H. 3

or 4 ;
fine.

965 1834 H. 5. Large date. Extra milling on face from the Eye to hair
about uncirculated. Rare.

966 1834 H. 6. Large date; stars small; very similar to H. 1, but the
upper left star is not so near the cap; the 8 in date is not so near
the 1; rev., small letters in legend; I in “Pluribus” is opposite the
space between the A and second T in “States”; S is very far to
the left of centre of S in “States”; the last A in “America” is

nearer the arrow head, as in H. 5; the U in “Unum” is very fas-

to the left of O in “of”; the “5 0 C” is small and close; uncircu-
lated; very rare variety.

967 1834 H. 7. Small date; the upper left star points to the Liberty band
about midway between the upper curl and the cap; the lower left
star is near the bust; rev., small letters in legend; I, I and S in
“Pluribus” are to the right of S, second T and last S in “States”;
uncirculated; proof surface.
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968 1834 H. 7. Small date, 11th star has a tail with period, about un-

circulated. Rare.

9 69 1834 H. 8. Small date; upper left star points to the junction of the

upper curl and the band; this and the lower left star, as well as the

upper right star, are much farther from Liberty head than in H. 7

;

the lower left star a great deal farther; rev., P and I in “Pluri-

bus” are slightly to the left of S and T in “States”; the S in

“Pluribus” slants a little, but is almost directly under the last S

in “States”; in “5 0 C” the C is closer to the 0 and the 5 farther

from the olive leaf than in H. 7; very fine; scarce variety.

970 1834 H. 9. Obv., same as H. 8; rev., letters in “Pluribus” as in H. 7,

but in this variety the last A in “America” is farther from the

arrow head; the 5 in “50 C” is a little nearer the olive leaf; un-

circulated; scarce variety.

971 1834 G. 1. Obverse H. 9. Rx. 50 C close 5 far from olive leaf, last O
double cut. Ext. fine.

972 1834 G. 2. Small date, Obv. same as H. 8. Rx. Small 50 Larger C.

Ext. fine.

973 1834 G. 3. Small date. Medium 5 0 C. Uncirculated gem.

974 1834 G. 4. Small high date, small letters. Ext. fine.

975 1834 G. 4. Same as above. Rx. Small letters. Ext. fine.

976 1834 G. 5. Small date, obv. H. 7. Rx. Cracked die. Uncirculated.

Choice.

977 1834 G. 6. Large date, small stars, 1 in date closer to bust. Rx. Small

letters, 5 in 50 low. Ext. fine.

978 1834 G. 7. Large date. Figure 4 in date closer to 3 than any other

of large date. Variety uncirculated.

979 1834 G. 8. Small low spaced date similar to H. 9. Fine.

980 1834 G. 8. Obv. same as above. Rx. Arrows & leafs touch milling.

Fine.

981 1834 G. 9. Obverse H. 8 but date a little closer. Rx. Arrows & leafs

do not touch milling. Fine.

982 1834 G. 10. Obverse H. 8, but double profile. Rx. Small 50 larger C.

Fine.

983 1834 G. 10a. Same as G. 10, but no double profile. Very fine.

984 1834 G. 11. Obverse H. 8. Rx. Small 5, medium O, larger C. Very

fine.

985 1834 G. 12. Small close high date. Rx. Small letters. Very fine.

986 1834 G. 13. Small date, obverse G. 1. Rx. 0 in 50 C not double cut.

Fine.

I8;i5

987 1835 H. 1. Upper left star points to the Liberty band just below its

junction with the cap; rev., U in “Unum” is directly under the

centre of O in “of”; scroll extends beyond A to M in “America”;

“50 C” close; uncirculated.

988 1835 H. 2. The upper left star points to the band just above its

junction with the upper curl; rev., U in “Unum” is to the left of

being under the centre of O in “of”; scroll ends under last part of

A in “America”; “3 0 C” wide; C far from the 0; uncirculated

proof surface.
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989 1835 H. 3. Upper left star points, as in H. 2, not quite so close to the

cap; upper right star is a trifle farther from the cap; lower right

star points a trifle higher and is a little farther from the 5 in date;

rev., very similar to H. 1, but the scroll only extends to a point

midway between A and M in “America”; the last A in “America

is farther from the arrow head than in H. 1, 2 and 4; uncircu-

lated.

990 1835 H. 4. The upper left star points to the junction of the band and

cap; the lower left star is a trifle nearer the bust and the lower

right star points a little lower than in H. 1, 2 and 3; rev., very

similar to H. 1, but the S in “Pluribus” is more to the left; there

is more space between the second T and E in “States” than in H. 1

and 2; the O in “of” is nearer the last S in “States” than in H. 1,

2 and 3; very fine.

991 1835 G. 1. Obverse PI. 1, but perfect die, top of 5 double cut.

992 1835 G. 2, very similar to H. 2, upper right star farther from cap. Rx.

Letter V directly under 0. About uncirculated.

993 1835 G. 3

.

Obverse H. 4. Rx. 1 B U very weakly struck in Pluribus.

Uncirculated with proof surface.

994 1835 G. 4. Obverse H. 4. Rx. Large period after C. About uncircu-

lated.

995 1835 G. 5. Obverse H. 3. Rx. G. 2. Fine.

996 1835 G. 6. Obverse H. 4. Rx. H. 2. Ext. fine.

997 1835 G. 7. Obverse H. 4 Rx. Large C & period. Fine.

1886

998 1836 H. 1. The upper left star points to the Liberty band just below

its junction with the cap; 83 6 in date close, the 1 distant; the

lower right star is nearer the bust than in H. 2, 5 and 6, but the

same as in H. 3 and 4; rev., the letters in “Pluribus” are in posi-

tions under the letters in “States” as follows; P, I and S to the

right of S, T and S; the last A in “America” is slightly farther

from the arrow head than in H. 2, 3, 4 and 5, but about the same
as in H. 6; the C in “50 C” is large, as in H. 2 and 3; the scroll

terminates under the second stand of A in “America”; uncircu-

lated.

999 1836 H. 2. Date wide and even; upper left star points as in H. 1;

lower right star a trifle farther from the hair; rev., positions of

letters in “Pluribus” are as follows; P slightly to the left of being

directly under S, I to the left of T, and S directly under the S;

first T and A in “States” are too wide apart; C in “5 0 C” large and
is a trifle farther from the 0 than in H. 1; last A in “America”
nearer to the arrow head; scroll extends to opposite the space

between A and M in “America”; fine; rare variety.

1000 1836 H. 3. The 3 in date a little too low at top; the upper left star

points to the junction of the upper curl and band; rev., the posi-

tions of letters in “Pluribus” are as follows; P and I farther to

the left of S and T than in H. 2; and S slightly to the left of S;

scroll ends as in H. 1; the letters in “America” are farther apart
than in H. 1, but not so much apart as in H. 2; C in “50 C” large;

uncirculated.
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1001 1836 H. 4. Positions of stars same as in H. 1; date like H. 3; rev.,

the positions of letters in “Pluribiis” are as follows; P directly

under the centre of S, I very slightly to the left of the centre of T,

and S at the top slants to the right of S; the scroll extends a trifle

beyond the A in “America”; U in “Unum” is directly under the

centre of O in “of”; C in “5 0 C” small; very fine; scarce variety.

1002 1836 H. 5. The date and positions of stars same as H. 2, except that

the upper right star is farther from the cap; rev., positions of the

letters in “Pluribus” about the same as in H. 3; I and S a trifle

farther to the left, but the last A in “America” is farther from
the arrow head; C in “50 C” small; ex. fine.

1003 183 6 H. 6. Obv., same as H. 2, but the upper left star points a trifle

lower; rev., positions of letters in “Pluribus” very similar to H. 3

but the top of S is a little farther to the right; last A in “America”
is farther from the arrow head; C in “5 0 C” large; ex. fine.

All the following, up to the Liberty seated 1839 have 6 stars on

the left in front of the head and 7 on the right; up to 1881, are

reeded edge.

1004 1836 H. 7. Reeded edge, head of 1837; lower star on the right

below the hair; rev., “50 Cents”; this and the 1837 half-dollars

are the only pieces having “50 Cents” in full on the reverse;

proof; excessively rare in this condition.

1005 1836 G. :

from i

1006 1836 G. :

1007 1836 G. :

1008 1836 G. :

circuh

1009 1836 G.

1010 1836 G. !

fine.

1011 1836 G. '

1012 1836 G.
'

1013 1836 G.
'

1014 1836 G. :

1015 1836 Ct. I

1016 1836 G.

1017 1836 G.

1018 1836 G.

1019 1836 0

.

fine.

1020 183 6 G. :

1021 1836 G.

fine.

1022 1836 G.

1023 1836 G.

1024 1836 Ct .

1025 1836 G. 1

1026 1836 Uni

1. Obverse H. 4. Rx. Large 5 in 50 Small C. A distant

arrows. Uncirculated. Choice.

2. Similar to H. 5. Rx. Large C in 50 C. Uncirculated.

2a. But die break at lower part of Eagle’s wing. Very fine.

3. Obverse G. 2. Rx. Large top of 5 in 5 0, small C. Un-

4. Obverse H. 5. Rx. Large C in 5 0 C. Very fine.

5. Obverse similar to H. 6. Rx. Large top to 5 in 50. Very

6. Obverse H. 6. Rx. Small 50. Very fine.

7. With crack thru date. Ext. fine.

7a. Obverse H. 6 with lower part of 8 recut. Ext. fine.

8. Obverse H. 6. Small C in 50 C. Uncirculated.

9. Obverse H. 5. Rx. H. 2. Very fine.

10. Obverse H. 4 with top of 8 recut. Very fine.

Obverse H. 3. Rx. G. 9. Ext. fine.

Rx. V. fine. 50 C. Closer.

Rx. H. 6 with die breaks on rx. Very

11 .

12 .

13.

Obverse H. 4.

Obverse H. 4.

14. Obverse H. 6.

15. Obverse H. 6.

Rx. with top of 5 longer curl. Ext. fine.

Rx. with A distant from arrow. Very

16. Obverse G. 12.

17. 01)verse G. 12.

Rx. with 5 0 closer to olive leaf.

Rx. Small C. Fine.

Fine.

18. 6 in date stands to left.

Fine.

Very fine,

st star. Very fine.
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J837

1027 1837 H. 1. Have found but one variety of this half-dollar ;
uncircu-

lated.

The words “Half Dol’’ on reverse commence with the 1838 and

continue to 1881.

1028 1837 G. 1. Top of 5 in 50 lightly struck. Dull. Uncirculated.

1029 1837 G. 2. Perfect obverse. Rx. Crack through legend. Very fine.

1030 1837 G. 2a. with more cracks in legend. Rx. Very fine.

1031 1837 G. 3. Cracked obv. & rx. dies. Very fine.

1032 1837 G. 4. With heavier cracked dies. Uncirculated with high

wire edge.

1033 1837 G. 5. Cracked obv. & rx. but in different places. Very fine.

1034 1837 G. 6. Different cracks than G. 4 & 5. Fine.

1035 1837 G. 7. Different breaks than last three. Very fine.

1036 1837 G. 8. Different I’x. cracks. Very fine.

1037 1837 G. 9. Cracked reverse than all. Fine.

1838

1038 1838 H. 1. Ex. fine.

1039 1838 G. 1. With cracked rx. Ext. fine.

1040 1838 G. 2. Heavier reverse cracks. Uncirculated.

1041 1838 G. 3. Different reverse die breaks from D across Eagles wing

& shield. Uncirculated.

1042 1838 G. 4. Die breaks behind head. Rx. Perfect. Fine.

1043 1838 G. 5. Die break under date. Rx. Different cracks. G. 4.

Very fine.

1044 1838 G. 6. Die break from 6th star across head to 7th star. Uncir-

culated.

1045 1838 G. 7. With die crack over and back of cap. Very fine.

1046 1838 G. 8. Die break from olive leaf to border. Very fine.

I8;i9

All the following, to 1881, are Liberty seated:

1047 1839 H. 1. Bust type; proof; rare.

1048 1839 H. 3. Liberty seated; lower left star near the rock no drapery

or sleeve from the elbow of Liberty to her knee; rev., entirely dif-

ferent from any of the preceding; small eagle; small letters in

legend and in the words “Half Dol”; the whole inscription not so

near the milling; the 2 berries on olive branch, instead of being

separated by a leaf, are to the right of all the leaves. 1 on each

side of the stem near the eagle’s claw; only 2 feathered ends to

the arrows; uncirculated; rare.

1049 1839 H. 4. Liberty seated; lower left star farther from the rock

than in H. 3; has drapery or sleeve extending from the extreme
point of the elbow to the knee; rev., same as No. 3; small eagle;

barely uncirculated; excessively rare variety.

All the following, to 18 81, have the drapery from elbow to knee
on figure of Liberty.

1050 1839 H. 4. Liberty seated with drapery, all stars recut. Uncircu-
lated.

1051 1839 G. 1. Bust with crack on obverse. Horned bust. Uncirculated.
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1052

1053

18 3 9 G. 1. Liberty seated, no drapery from elbow, about uncircu-

lated. Rare.

1839 G. 1. Liberty seated, no drapery from elbow, about uncircu-

lated. Rare.

1840

1054 1840 H. 1. Philadelphia Mint; rev., same as H. 1, of the 1838 half-

dollars; has the large eagle; large letters in legend; the legend

close to the milling; the 2 berries separated by a leaf, 1 on under
part near eagle’s claw, the other near the top of branch, between 2

bunches of leaves; 3 feathered ends to arrows; uncirculated;

excessively rare variety.

All the following, to 1881, have only 2 feathered ends to arrows

and 2 berries on stem near the claw and tail of the eagle; all of

the following of 1840 half-dollars have the small eagle reverse.

1055 1840 H. 2. Philadelphia Mint; obv., same as H. 1; rev., small eagle;

same as reverse of H. 3 of the 1839 half-dollars; uncirculated;

difficult to obtain so fine.

1056 1840 H. 2.

1057 1840 H. 2.

1058 1840 G. 1.

1059 1841 H. 1.

183 9 hal

1060 1842 H. 1.

1061 1842 H. 1.

1062 1842 G. 1.

1063 1842 G. 2.

1064 1842 G. 3.

ciliated.

1065 1843 H. 1.

1066 1843 H. 1.

1067 1843 G. 1.

1068 1843 G. 2.

1069 1844 H. 1.

1070 1844 H. 1.

1071 1844 H. 1.

1072 1845 H. 1.

1073 1845 H. 2.

1074 1845 H. 2.

107 5 1846 H. 1.

1076 1846 H. 2.

1077 1846 H. 3.

1078 1846 H. 4.

Uncirculated,

e. Uncirculated,

border to olive b

1841

Ext. fine.

3 of the

1842

Large date. Uncirculated.

Large date. Uncirculated.

Large date with recut date. Uncirculated.

Small date. Uncirculated.

Small date with die break from wing to border.

1843
Uncirculated.

Uncirculated.

Die break above date. Fine.

Die breaks on obv. & rx. Very fine.

1844
Uncirculated.

Ext. fine.

Very fine.

1845

High date. Uncirculated.

Low date. Uncirculated.

Low heavy cut date. Uncirculated.

184 ({

Tall date, low 6. Very fine.

Tall date, high 6. Uncirculated.

Large date, low 6. Uncirculated.

Small 6. Recut 4 6. Uncirculated.

Unclr-
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1079 1846 Small date. Cracked dies. Uncirculated.

1080 1846 Small date. Cracked obverse. Very fine.

1081 1846 Small date, lower part of date connected by crack. Fine.

1846 over Horizontal 6

1082 1846 6 in date over horizontal 6. Uncirculated. Extremely rare.

1847

1083 1847 H. 1. Uncirculated.

1084 1847 Same as above. Very fine.

1085 1847 Cracked reverse. Uncirculated.

1848

1086 1848 H. 1. Low date. Uncirculated.

1087 1848 H. 2. High date. Uncirculated.

1849
1088 1849 H. 1. Uncirculated.

1850

1089 1850 H. 1. Uncirculated with blue tone. Rare.

1851
1090 1851 H. 1. Uncirculated with nice even tone. Very scarce.

1852

1091 1852 H. 1. With high wire edge. Sharp impression on reverse

that Eagle is raised very high. Uncirculated with gold tone.

Rare.

1853

1092 1853 H. 1.

1093 1853 H. 1.

1094 1853 H. 1.

1095 1854 H. 1.

1096 1855 H. 1.

1097 1856 H. 1.

1098 1856 H. 1.

1099 1857 H. 1.

1100 1858 H. 1.

choice.

1101 1858 H. 2.

like sur

1102 1858 G. 1.

1103 1858 G. 2.

1104 1859 H. 1.

1854

1855

1856

1857

1858

1859
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1105 1860
1800

H. 1. Toned. Proof.

1106 1860 Dull proof.

1107 1861

1861

Toned. Uncirculated.

1108 1862
18<i2

Ext. fine. Blue tone.

1109 1863

1803

With recut legend, about uncirculated. Rare.

1110 1864

1864

With die crack connecting first two stars. Uncirculated. Bluet

tone.

1111 1865
1865

Toned. Proof.

1112 1866

1866

With motto. Uncirculated.

1113 1867

1867
Toned. Proof.

1114 1868
1868

Gold toned. Proof.

1115 1869

1869

Beautiful toned. Proof.

1116 1870

1870

Toned on edge. Proof.

1117 1871
1871

Red toned. Proof.

1118 1872

1872
Brilliant proof.

1119 1873

1873

No arrows. Brilliant proof.

1120 1873 With arrows. Brilliant proof. Rare.

1121 1874

1874

Sharp impression. Beautiful toned. Uncirculated.

1122 1875

1875

Gold toned. Proof.

1123 1876

1876

Gold tone edge. Proof.

1124 1877

1877

Toned. Proof.

1125 1878

1878

Brilliant proof.

1126 1879

1879

Brilliant proof.



1127

1128

1129

1130

1131

1132

1133

1134

1135

1136

1137

1138

1139

1140

1141

1142

1143

1144

1145

1146
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18 80 Gold tone. Proof.

1880

1881 Brilliant proof.

1881

1882

1882 Blue edge toned. Proof

1883 Gold tone. Proof.

1883

1884
1884 Gold tone. Proof.

1885

18 85 Uncirculated with proof surface.

1886 Gold tone on edge.

1880

Proof.

1887 Blue toned. Proof.

1887

Scarce.

1888

18 88 Blue toned on edge. Proof

18 8 9 Gold toned on rx.

1889

Uncirculated.

1890 Gold toned. Proof.

1890

1891 Gold & blue toned.

1891

Proof.

1892

1892 Beautiful tone. Uncirculated. Sharp.

1893

1893 Blue edge tone. Proof.

1894

1894 Brilliant uncirculated.

1895

1895 Blue edge tone. Proof. Beautiful.

18 9 6 Light purple tone.

1896

Proof.

1897 Steel proof.

1897

1898

1898 Gold tone. Proof. Choice.

1899

1899 Beautiful gold & blue tone. Uncirculated.
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1147

1148

1149

1150

1151

1152

1153

1154

1155

1156

1157

1158

1159

1160

1161

1162

1163

1164

1166

Half Dollars

^ 900

1900 Gold tone. Uncirculated.

1001

1901 Gold tone. Uncirculated.

1002

1902 Gold & blue tone. Uncirculated.

1903 Blue tone.

1 003

Uncirculated.

1904 Blue tone.

1004

Uncirculated.

1905 Gold edge

1005

tone. Uncirculated.

1906 Gold tone.

1006

Uncirculated.

1907 Gold

1007

green tone. Uncirculated.

1908 Beautiful

1008

tone. Uncirculated.

1909 Nice tone.

1000

Uncirculated.

1910 Nice even

1010

tone. Uncirculated.

1911 Beautiful

1011

light purple. Uncirculated.

1912 Nice tone.

1012

Uncirculated.

1913 Blue edge

1013

tone. Uncirculated.

1914

1014

Brilliant uncirculated.

1916 New type.

1016

Gold tone ill center. Uncirculated.

1917 Beautiful

1017

gold tone. Uncirculated.

1 020

19 20 Brilliant uncirculated.

1 084

1934. 36, 37 Uncirculated. 3 pcs.
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1166

1167

1168

1169

1170

1171

1172

1173

1174

1175

1176

1177

1178

1179

1180

1181

1182

1183

1184

1185

1186

1187

1188

1189

1190

1191

1192

1193

HALF DOLLARS FROM NEW ORLEANS MINT
1 8391839

“O” H. 2. Uncirculated. Sharp. Beautiful tone.

1840
1840

“O” H. 3. Uncirculated.

1840

“O” H. 4. Small 0. Ext. fine.

1840

“O” G. 1. Low date. Uncirculated. Large “O” over space

between LF. Uncirculated.

1840

“O” G. 2. Large O over the left side of F. Very fine.

1840

“O” G. 3. Low date. Large “O”, the “O”, a little closer to

feather. Very fine.

1840 “O” Large “O” directly over the center of F. Fine.

18 40 “O” G. 5. Small “O” with die break from Eagle’s claw to

edge. Very fine.

1841

1841

“O” H. 1. Ext. fine.

1841

“O” H. 2. About uncirculated.

1841

“O” H. 3. Uncirculated, nice tone.

1841

H. 4. Uncirculated, even tone.

18 41 “O” G. 1. “O” closer to the Eagle than H. 4. Uncirculated.

1841 “O” G. 2. “O” to the left of F. Heavy lettering in legend.

Dull uncirculated.

1841

“O” G. 3. Legend not as heavy as G. 2. Uncirculated. Un-
numbered by H.

1843

18 42 “O” Large date. Uncirculated.

1842

“O” G. 1. Large date but with die break over ITED. Uncir-
culated.

1842

“O” G. la. Large date without the die break. Uncirculated.
1842 “O” G. 2. Large date “O” to the right of F. About uncircu-

lated.

1842

“O” G. 3. Large date “O” high and close to olive stem.
Uncirculated.

1842

“O” G. 4. Large date “O” over LF. About uncirculated.

A’ery rare 1842 “O”. Small date

1842

“O” G. 1. Small date about uncirculated. Not described in

Hazeltines. Very rare. Seldom offered.

1842 “O” G. 2. Small date. Very fine. Very rare.

1843
1843 “O” H. 2. Ext. fine.

1843 “O” G. 1. Date distant from base. Uncirculated.
1843 “O” G. 2. Date close to base. Uncirculated.

18 43 “O” G. 3. “O” to the left of center of F. Very fine.

1843 “O” G. 4. “O” above center of F. Very fine.
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1844

1194 1844 “0” H. 2.

1195 1844 “0” H. 2a.

1196 1844 “0” H. 2B
1197 1844 “O” G. 1.

states. Very
1198 1844 “0”

lated.

G. 2.

1199 1844 “0” G. 3.

1200 1844 “0” G. 4.

1201 1844 “0” G. 5.

1202 1844 “0” G. 6.

other. Very
1203 1844 “0”

ciliated

G. 7.

1204 1844 “0” G. 8.

1205 1844 “0”

ciliated

G. 8.

1206 1844 “0” G. 9.

over LL. Vei

1207 1844 “0” G.

Very fine.

9.

1208 1844 “O”
fine.

G. 10.

1209 1845 “0” H. 3

1210 1845 “O” H. 4.

1211 1845 “0” H. 4.

1212 1845 “0” H. 5.

1213 1845 “O” H. 6.

1214 1845 “O” G. 1.

1215 1845 “0” G. 2.

1216 1845 “0” G. 3. ;

1217 1845 “0” G. 4.

1218 1845 ”0” G. 5

1219 1845 “0” G. 5

1220 1845 “O”
scarce.

G. 6.

1221 1845 “0” G. 7.

1845

over 41. Uncirculated. Scarce.

Uncirculated.

Blue proof. Rare.

Uncirculated.

Uncirculated.

Very low date. Fine.

Very low date. Uncirculated.

Date close to figure of Liberty. Uncirculated.

“O” closer to F than G. 3. Uncirculated,

over 43. Very fine. Scarce,

over 4 3. Very fine. Scarce.

Recut date and heavy “O”. Uncirculated. Very

7. Irregular date. Fine.

FiXtreiiiely rare 1845 over Horizontal 5

1222 1845 “O” Recut over horizontal 5 which shows very plainly this

same error occurred in the Philadelphia mint in 184 6. The en-

tire date is recut. This is first one ever seen. Very fine and ex-

cessively rare.

1840

1223 18 4 6 “0” H. 5. Ext. fine.

Very I'are 184(i “O”. Large date

1 224 1846 “0” G. 1. Large date. Very fine. Very rare

1225 1846 “0” G. 2. Small date, about uncirculated.



1226

1227

1228

1229

1230

1231

1232

1233

1234

1235

1236

1237

1238

1239

1240

1241

1242

1243

1244

1245

1246

1247

1248

1249

125 0

1251

1252

1253

1254

1255

1256

1257

1258
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1846 “0” G. 3

1846 “0" G. 4

1846 “0” G. 5

1846 “0” G. 6

1846 “0” G. 7

1846 “0” G. 8

1846 “O” G. 9

1847 “0” H. 2

1847 “0” H. 3

1847 “0” G. 1.

1847 “O” G. 2.

1847 “O” G. 3

olive branch.

Cracked die through Eagle’s head. Ext. fine.

Double cut date with small “O”. Ext. fine.

Double cut 1. Uncirculated.

Small date. Rx. “O” very low. Very fine.

Small date, the base of 1 double cut. Ext. fine.

Small date “O” closer to F. Pine.

“O” a little lower than G. 5. Ext. fine.

1847

Ext. fine.

The “O” is double cut at top, about uncirculated.

“O” very close to end of feather. Uncirculated.

“O” further from olive skin. Uncirculated.

The “O” is further away than G. 2. die break in

Uncirculated.

1848

1848 “O” H.

1848 “O” H.

1848 “O” G.

3. Very fine.

4. Uncirculated.

1. The “O” is further from end of feather than H. 4.

Ext. fine.

1848 “O” G. 2. The “O” still further away than G. 1. Very fine.

1848 “O” G. 3. With die breaks on rx. from H. to U. in United.

Ext. fine.

1848 “O” G.

Ext. fine.

4. Obverse same as H. 3 but “O” lower than in H. 3.

1849

1849 “O” H. 2. Uncirculated.

1849 “O” H. 2a. Uncirculated.

1849 “O” H. 3. Uncirculated.

1849 “O” G. 1. Date distant from base than H. 3. Ext. fine.

1849 “O” G. 2. Low date, die break in last A in America to Eagles
wing. Ext. fine.

1849 “O” G. 3. High date but no die break. Very fine.

1849 “O” G. 4. Obverse same as G. 3. Rx. “O” closer to olive stems.
About uncirculated.

1849 “O” G. 5. Obverse same as G. 4. Rx. “O” lower. Ext. fine.

1850

1850 “O” H. 2.

1850 “O” H. 3.

1850 “O” G. 1.

1850 “O” G. 2.

Uncirculated.

Ext. fine.

Very fine.

Obverse H. 2. Rx. Similar to H. 3. Ext. fine.

185 close to base, the 0 further away. Rx. H. 2 .

1851

1851 “0” H. 2

1851 “0” G. 1

1851 “0” G. 2

Uncirculated.

Uncirculated.

Obverse H. 2. Rx. “O” closer to stem. Uncirculated.
“O” high above the center of P. close to feathei\
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1259

1260

1261

1262

1263

1264

1265

1266

1267

1268

1269

1270

1271

1272

1273

1274

1275

1276

1277

1278

1279

1280

1281

1282

1283

1284

1285

1286

1852

1852 “O” H. 2. Proof. Very rare.

1852 “O” H. 2. Uncirculated.

1852 “O” G. 1. The “O” higher and closer to olive stem. Un-
circulated. Sharp.

1853

1853 “O” H. 2

1853 “0” G. 1

1853 “0” G. 2

1853 “0” G. 3,

Arrows. Uncirculated.

Obverse same as H. 2. but “O” lower. Uncirculated.

The date not so close as G. 1. Ext. fine.

Date a little lower than G. 2. Ext. fine.

1854

1854 “O” H. 2. Uncirculated.

1854 “O” G. 1. Date not to close to base than H. 2. Ext. fine.

1854 “O” G. 2. Entire date double cut. Uncirculated, very scarce.

1854 “O” G. 3. Recut date but with die break from cap to 10th

star. Uncirculated.

1854 “O” G. 4a. With die break in base to figure 1 in date. Pine.

1854 “O” G. 4b. “O” double cut. Uncirculated.

1854 “O” G. 5. Date away from base, with die breaks connecting

stars and head. Uncirculated.

1854 “O” G. 6. Obverse same as G. 1. Rx. Similar to G. 5. Un-
circulated.

1854 “O” G. 7. Date distant from base at Liberty. Rx. “O” a little

lower.

18 54 “O” G. 8. Die break through 12th star and arm. Rx. Same
as G. 7. Uncirculated.

1854 “O” G. 9. Recut date, similar to G. 3. Rx. as G. 1. Uncircu-

lated.

1854 “O” G. 10. Die break from first star to rock. Uncirculated.

1854 “O” G. 11. With die break in arrow head, part of date recut.

Rx. Same as G. 8. Uncirculated.

1854 “O” G. 12. Obverse same as G. 3. Rx. Same as G. 6. Un-
circulated.

1855

1855 “O” H. 2. Uncirculated.

1855 “O” G. 1. Obverse same as H. 2. Rx. “O” closer to end of

feather. Very fine.

1855 “O” G. 2. Obv. same as H. 2. Rx. “O” lower than H. 2. Un-

circulated.

1855 “O” G. 3. Obverse 1 in date not as close to base. Rx. “O”
closer to feather. Uncirculated.

1855 “O” G. 4. Die break from border to cap and arm. Rx. Same
as H. 2. Uncirculated.

18 55 “O” G. 4a. Obverse G. 4. but without breaks. Rx. Same. Very

fine.

185 5 “O” G. 5. With most of stars recut. Uncirculated.



1287

1288

1289

1290
1291

1292

1293

1294

1295

1296

1297

1298

1299

1300

1301

1302

1303

1304

1305

1306

1307

1308

1309

1310

1311

1312

1313

1314

1315

1316
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1855 “O” G. 6. With suction mark in first star. Very fine.

1855 “O” G. 7. 1 in date not so close to base. Ext. fine.

1855 “O” G. 8. With die break from border to arrow head. Very

fine.

1856

1856 “O” H.

1856 “O” G.

7tb star.

1856 “O” G.

1856 “O” G.

1856 “O” G.

1856 “O” G.

1856 “O” G.

2.

Very fine.

1. Obverse same as H. 2. Rx. Die break between 6 &
Uncirculated.

2. Date close to base. Rx. Same as H. 2. Ext. fine.

3. Date close to base. Rx. Same as G. 1. Uncirculated.

4. One 6 cut over the other 6. Very fine.

5. Recut 6. The “O” is close to stem. Uncirculated.

6. Recut date. But “O” not as close as G. 5. Very

fine.

1857

1857 “O” H.

3.

Uncirculated.

1858

1858 “O” T. 2. Uncirculated.

1858 “O” H. 2. Very fine.

18 58 “O” G. 1. Obverse same as H. 2. Rx. “O” closer to end of

feather. Very fine.

18 58 “O” G. 2. Obverse same as H. 2. Rx. “O” closer to olive stem
than any other. Ext. fine.

1858 “O” G. 3. Obverse as H. 2. Rx. The “O” a little lower than
in H. 2. Uncirculated.

1858 “O” G. 4. Same as H. 2. Rx. “O” in centre of F. Ext. fine.

1858 “O” G. 5. Date close to base of liberty. Rx. “O” high and to

the left off. Ext. fine.

1858 “O” G. 6. Same as G. 5. Rx. “O” little closer to stems. Fine.

1859

1859 “O” H. 2.

1859 “O” G. 1.

Uncirculated.

1859 “O” G. 2.

stems

Uncirculated.

Same as H. 2.

1859 “0” G. 2.

1860 “0” G. 2.

1860 ”0” G. 1.

1860 “0” G. 2.

1860 “0” G. 3,

1860 “0” G. 4.

1861 “0” H. 2.

1861 “0” G. 1

Stars struck sharp

Uncirculated.

Same as above.

Ext. fine.

1860

Rx. “O” further away from stems.

Rx. “O” still further away from

Proof. Rare.

Date way from base than H. 2. Ext. fine.

“O” lower and further away from stems.

Rx. “O” touches the stems. Ext. fine.

“O” away from stems. Very fine.

Ext. fine.

1861

Uncirculated.

With die break connecting TESOF. Uncirculated.
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1892

1317 1892 “O” G. 2. Small “O”. Uncirculated. Rare.

1893

1318 1893 “O” G. 1. Uncirculated. Scarce.

1894

1319 1894 “O” G. 2. Uncirculated. Scarce.

1896

1320 1896 “O” G. 1. Uncirculated. Scarce.

1898

1321 1898 “O” G. 1. Uncirculated. Scarce.

1899

1322 1899 “O” G. 1. Uncirculated. Scarce.

1900

1323 1900 “O” G. 1. Uncirculated. Scarce.

1902

1324 1902 “O” G. 1. Uncirculated. Very scarce.

1903

1325 1903 “O” G. 1. Uncirculated. Scarce.

1904

1326 1904 “O” G. 2. Uncirculated. Scarce.

1905

1327 1905 “O” G. 1. Uncirculated. Scarce.

1906

1328 1906 “O” G. 1. Uncirculated.

1907

1329 1907 “O” G. 2. Uncirculated.

1908

1330 1908 “O” G. 1. Uncirculated.

1909

1331 1909 “O” G. 1. Uncirculated.

D1INVER MINT

1332 1906 “D” Uncirculated.

1333 1907 “D” Uncirculated.

1334 1908 “D” Uncirculated.

1335 1911 “D” Uncirculated. Rare.

1336 1912 “D” Uncirculated. Rare.

1337 1915 “D” Uncirculated. Scarce.



1338

1339

1340

1341

1342

1343

1344

1345

1346

1347

1348

1349

1350

1351

1352

1353

1354

1355

1356

1357

1358
1359

1360
1361

1362

1363

1364

1365

1366

1367

1368

1369

1370

1371

1372

1373

1374

1375

1376

1377

1378

1379

1380

1381

1382
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1916 “D” (

1917 “D” (

1918 “D”
1921 “D”
1929 “D”

1870 “CC”
1871 “CC”
1872 “CC”
1873 “CC”
187 3 “CC”
1874 “CC”
1875 “CC”
1876 “CC”
1877 “CC”
1878 “CC”

on obverse. Uncirculated.

Rare.

Scarce.

Rare.

CARSON CITY MINT

Rare.

Rare.

without arrows,

with arrows. Ext

Pine. Rare.

Uncirculated.

Uncirculated.

Ext. fine.

Ext. fine. Very rare.

Rare.

Fine to very fine,

fine. Very rare.

Rare.

1855
1856

1857

1858

1859

1859
1860

1861

1862

1862

1862

1863

1864

1864

1865

1865

1866

1866

1867

1868

1869

1870

1871

1872

1873

1874

1875

1876

1877

1877

SAN FRANCISCO MINT

“S” Very fine. Rare.

“S” Ext. fine. Rare.

“S” About uncirculated. Rare.

“S” About uncirculated. Rare.

“S” Uncirculated. Rare.

“S” About uncirculated. Rare.

“S” Uncirculated.

“S” Uncirculated.

“S” Small “S” Uncirculated.

“S” Medium “S” Uncirculated.

“S” Large “S” Uncirculated.

“S” Small “S” Uncirculated.

“S” Large “S” Uncirculated.

“S” Small “S” Uncirculated.

“S” Small “S” Uncirculated.

“S” Uncirculated.

“S” without motto. Ext. fine. Rare.

“S” with motto over eagle. About uncirculated.

“S” Uncirculated.

“S” Uncirculated.

"S” Uncirculated.

“S” Very fine.

“S” Uncirculated.

“S” Ext. fine.

“S” with arrows. Uncirculated. Rare.

“S” Uncirculated. Very scarce.

“S” Uncirculated.

“S” Uncirculated.

“S” Proof. Scarce.

“S” Uncirculated.

Scarce.
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VERY RARE 1878 “S”

1383 1878 “S” Good to very good. Very rare.

1384 1893 “S” Uncirculated. Scarce.

1385 1894 “S” Uncirculated. Scarce.

1386 1895 “S” Uncirculated. Scarce.

1387 1898 “S” Uncirculated. Scarce.

1388 1899 “S” Uncirculated. Scarce.

1389 1900 “S” Uncirculated. Scarce.

1390 1901 “S” Uncirculated. Very rare.

1391 1902 “S” Uncirculated. Rare.

1392 1903 “S” Uncirculated. Rare.

1393 1904 “S” Uncirculated. Very rare.

1394 1905 “S” Uncirculated. Scarce.

1395 1906 “S” Uncirculated. Scarce.

1396 1907 “S” Uncirculated.

1397 1908 “S” Uncirculated.

1398 1909 “S” Uncirculated.

1399 1910 “S” Uncirculated.

1400 1911 “S” Uncirculated. Scarce.

1401 1912 “S” Uncirculated. Scarce.

1402 1913 “S” Uncirculated. Rare.

1403 1914 “S” Uncirculated. Scarce.

1404 1915 “S” Uncirculated.

1405 1917 “S” on obverse. Very fine. Very rare

1406 1917 “S” on Rx. Ext. fine. Rare.

1407 1918 “S” Ext. fine. Scarce.

1408 1923 “S” Uncirculated. Rare.

1409 1935 “S” Uncirculated.

End of Sale.

Thank You.

DON’T FORGET—ORDER THE PRICES REALIZED NOW. oOc ONLY.

A LIIVnTED NUMBER WILL RE PRINTED. AFTER THE SALE,

THE PRICE WILL ADVANCE TO .$1.00.
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